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ABSTRACT
A school’s culture evolves over time and guides the ways in which those who interact
within the school think, feel, and act. It is grounded in shared meanings, foundational beliefs, and
value systems created by a school (Deal & Peterson, 2009). The principal plays a key and critical
role in influencing and shaping school culture. The literature representing gifted education,
school culture, and the role of the principal in shaping school culture is substantial; however,
there is a gap in the literature that explores the role of the principal in gifted education and how
the principal might shape the culture of a school within a gifted education environment. The
purpose of the study was to explore the role a long-term principal played in shaping the culture
of a school for gifted education over time.
The study used a qualitative research design guided by narrative inquiry and framed
through life history perspectives. The focus of the study was on a principal who guided a school
for gifted education for 25 years. Transcripts of multiple, in-depth interviews were analyzed
using a coding framework based on Bolman and Deal’s (2017) four frames of organizational
analysis: structural, human resource, political, and symbolic. A narrative story of this principal’s
leadership journey and the evolution of the culture of a school for gifted education was
constructed, revealing beliefs, values, intentions, and actions, as well as challenges and tensions
faced over time. The study raised questions for further research on leadership in specialized
school environments, effects of increased gifted programming in schools, and implications for
conducting studies that pursue deeply personal experiences and relationships.
vii

CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

I have had a 20-year relationship with a public school for students spanning grades two
through 12, who have met the criteria required to receive gifted instructional services.
Throughout this time, I have held many titles, performed many roles, and worn many hats. Each
has provided substantial opportunities to interact with the school on multiple fronts and to regard
issues from multiple perspectives. From parent, to volunteer, to substitute teacher, to full-time
staff member, chair of multiple departments, mentor to incoming teachers, coordinator of
outreach programs, testing, and assessments, teacher-on-special-assignment, and my most
cherished role as teacher, I have enjoyed the privilege of serving this school community,
observing its customs, participating in its traditions, and soaking up its culture.
In August of 2001, I was unaware of the connection I would soon share with Twin Ridge
(a pseudonym). Each experience would contribute to the greater set of experiences that would
impact my life, my career, and the ways in which I viewed learning, teaching, and leading. This
relationship would serve as the backdrop for my academic and professional pursuits.
Retrospectively, in the undercurrent guiding the last 20 years of my life, there has been one
constant: my time spent interacting with this school.
Approximately 2,100 gifted students enroll each year to receive specialized instruction in
classes taught by teachers certified in gifted education. The student body here is bright; students
consistently achieve high scores on state and national assessments—a contributing factor in the
1

determination of various rankings generated by various organizations. Twin Ridge boasts a low
teacher-to-student ratio, and a 100% graduation rate with an equivalent college acceptance rate.
High test scores, stable data, national rankings, 100% college matriculation—impressive
attributes that are perhaps expected from a school comprised entirely of students with advanced
cognitive abilities. These attributes, however, neither singularly nor collectively represent the
heart of what is special and unique about this school. It was the heart of this school – its culture –
that I was seeking to understand. To better understand this school’s culture, I looked to the
leadership of this school, particularly a principal who guided the school for 25 consecutive years.
The Concept of Culture
The word culture makes appearances in a variety of scenarios and contexts throughout
history. Culture has been used to characterize the people of a nation or land, popular trends and
social movements, or individuals united in industry sectors, corporate and non-profit
organizations, and schools.
The concept of a school culture has been described as the shared beliefs, customs, and
complex cultural patterns that closely knit a community together and enduringly shape the ways
people think, act, and feel in a school (Deal & Peterson, 1990; Fullan, 2011). Deal and Peterson
(1990) wrote that culture is more a concept to be explored and experienced than it is a term to be
defined, calling culture a “powerful, pervasive, and notoriously elusive force” (p. 7).
Deal and Peterson (2009) offered that it is the shared meanings created by a school that
form foundational belief and value systems which guide a school’s mission and purpose and
assist in shaping and defining a school’s culture. This culture evolves over time and functions to
guide the ways in which those who interact within the school think, feel, and act. It guides the
traditions, values, beliefs, expectations, assumptions, and norms of the school. A school’s culture
2

pulses with life; it is an underlying aura felt by all who enter the school campus. It is something
like the collection of traits an individual might possess; when they blend together, these traits
form a distinct and unique personality. The conceptual elements comprising a school’s culture
are like the very intimate aspects of an individual’s personality.
Background of the Study
The study took place in the southeastern United States in a school district that subscribes
to a leadership model designed to develop versatile leaders and administrators. School
administrators – principals as well as assistant principals – are commonly shifted from school to
school, providing each administrator multiple opportunities and experiences to lead in varied
environments. Though there have been some exceptions, it is far more common for a principal in
this district to have had experience leading multiple and varied schools over the course of a 25year period, than it is to have one principal in one school for 25 years.
I was interested in the career of this one school principal who spent 25 consecutive years
in the district, leading one school exclusively serving students who are gifted. I believed a rich
story awaited telling – the story of a principal with a tenure that is more the exception than the
rule in a unique setting of a school serving students identified as gifted.
Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study
There are substantial bodies of literature specific to school culture, the role of the
principal in influencing and shaping school culture, and gifted education. However, there is a gap
in the literature exploring the role of the principal in gifted education and how the principal
might shape the culture of a school within a gifted education environment. The purpose of this
study was to explore the role a long-term principal played in shaping the culture of a school for
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gifted education. The question guiding this study was, how has a long-term principal of a school
for gifted education shaped the culture of the school over time?
Significance of the Study
Deal and Peterson (1990) described the concepts of leadership and culture as complex.
“Though the precise boundaries between the two are difficult to discern…leadership shapes
culture, and culture shapes leaders” (Deal & Peterson, 1990, p. 13). Furthermore, a school’s
culture is central to learning and engagement for both students and adults; the principal is
connected to the culture and is instrumental in shaping it (Habegger, 2008).
This study provided insight into this principal’s leadership and the ways in which he
influenced and shaped the culture of this school for gifted education. The study also illuminated
characteristics of the school’s environment that contributed to the culture of the school. In
addition, the perspectives of this long-term principal provided insight into principal leadership in
beyond a gifted education environment.
Conceptual Framework
Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the conceptual framework that guided my
thinking in framing this study. I believe principals enter relationships with the schools they lead.
I believe the principal’s leadership influences and shapes the culture of a school, and a school’s
culture can inherently influence the leadership of a principal. I have come to understand gifted
education as a unique context that shapes the learning environment. I was curious about the
interplay among these elements. Were there things the principal believed and valued that
influenced the decisions he made? Were there things the school culture accepted, adopted, or
rejected in the principal’s beliefs, values, and actions? Were there things that were unique to this
school because it served a population of gifted students?
4

Figure 1
Graphic Representation of the Conceptual Framework

The
Principal's
Leadership

Culture of
Twin Ridge
School

The Learning
Environment
of Gifted
Education

School
Culture

Overview of Research Approach
A qualitative research design was used in this study. Savin-Baden and Major (2013)
explained, “Qualitative research is a form of social inquiry that focuses on the way people
interpret and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live” (p. 11). Creswell
(2013) identified several commonly shared characteristics among qualitative research designs, all
of which situate the researcher squarely within the context of the issue at hand.
The goal of qualitative research is to obtain a “complex, detailed understanding of the
issue” that can only be established by “talking directly with people, going to their homes or
places of work, allowing them to tell the stories unencumbered by what we expect to find”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 48). Qualitative research was appropriate for my study of one principal’s
5

experiences leading a school for gifted education for 25 years. I wanted to understand what this
principal experienced and how he interpreted and made sense of his experiences; I had to hear
him tell his story.
This qualitative study was framed by narrative inquiry and life history perspectives.
Through a series of interviews with the principal, I heard his personal perspectives, memories,
and intentions—his stories. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) wrote, “Narrative inquiry is stories
lived and told” (p. 20). Narrative inquiry lends a collaborative aspect to the research process; a
partnership develops between the researcher and participant that deepens understanding. The
living and telling, and the reliving and retelling, of stories is one of the hallmarks of narrative
inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).
A life history orientation further informed the study. Creswell (2012) attested to the
appropriateness of life history research when exploring an individual’s life within the context of
a culture-sharing group. He noted that often turning points or significant events took place during
the participant’s life (p. 504). In my interviews with the principal, I encouraged examples and
clarifications, looked for turning points or significant events that occurred, and asked for the
principal’s perspectives on how and why something took place.
Definition of Key Terms
School Culture. Deal & Peterson (1990) wrote that culture describes a school’s character
“as it reflects deep patterns of values, beliefs, and traditions that been formed over the course of
its history” (Deal & Peterson, 1990, p. 7). These authors suggest that school culture is less a
concrete term to be defined, and more a conceptual explanation of a series of patterns. They
observe that “culture is a historically rooted, socially transmitted set of deep patterns of thinking
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and ways of acting that give meaning to human experience, that unconsciously dictate how
experience is seen, assessed and acted on” (Deal & Peterson, 1990, p. 19).
Giftedness. Precise definitions of what constitutes giftedness in students are abundant,
diverse, even contradictory. While Gagne (2004) lamented the lack of a universal definition of
giftedness in the field of gifted education, in looking to the school districts implementing gifted
programming, he found commonality in the target audiences which schools described as “bright
achievers” (p. 14). The Marland Report (1971) was the seminal document that defined giftedness
(and “talented”) and subsequently gifted education: the programming needed to serve gifted
students in the United States. Giftedness, as defined by the U.S. Department of Education
(O’Connell Ross, 1993), distinguished children and youth as ‘gifted’, when as compared with
others of their age, they exhibit outstanding talent or ability in specific intellectual, creative, or
artistic areas with an unusual capacity for leadership (p. 3).
Gifted Education. Gifted education refers to the curricular offerings and the instructional
practices utilized in the education of students who are gifted. Gifted Education is the
programming and services offered by schools and school districts addressing the specific needs
of students who are gifted, which are not traditionally addressed in a general education setting
(National Association for Gifted Children, 2019).
Principal. The school principal serves as the lead administrator of a school. The role of
the principal is complex, multi-faceted, ever moving, and dynamic requiring those in the role of
principal to be effective planners, organizers, teachers, and leaders (Sergiovanni, 1995, p. 4).
Narrative Inquiry. “Narrative inquiry is a way of understanding experience…through
collaboration between researcher and participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and in
social interaction with milieus” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 20). In the course of collecting
7

data through the shared storytelling collaboration, participants relive the stories, and the
researcher retells the “stories of the experience that make up people’s lives, both individual and
social…simply stated, narrative inquiry is stories lived and told” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000,
p. 229).
Life History. Life history is a narrative story representing an individual’s entire life, or a
portion of the individual’s life that includes turning points or significant life events (Creswell,
2012, p. 504). In narrative inquiry, life history “involves exploration of someone’s life history,
with a focus on the series of events that make up an individual’s life” (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000, p. 233).
Assumptions
In seeking to understand the culture of Twin Ridge, I assumed that the principal would
have intimate knowledge of this school. I also assumed that the principal would be able to
recollect with accuracy the life events which took place throughout the 25-year period during
which he was principal and that he would be candid and truthful in his responses. However, I
recognized that it was possible that the principal’s memories may have gaps.
I further assumed that this principal’s impact on the school’s culture was powerful; he
had served in one school, one district for 25 years. However, I recognized the possibility that he
could become guarded when considering some responses to questions posed and perhaps share
only some pieces of information. For any number of personal reasons, the degree to which a
participant is willing to be truthful can be impacted by an inherent instinct to protect privacy.
Delimitations
This study was limited to one principal who served for 25 years as the principal of a
school for gifted education in the southeastern United States.
8

Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of the background of the study, statement of the
problem, purpose of the study and guiding research question. The chapter also described the
potential significance of the study, definitions of key terms, delimitations of the study, and
potential limitations of the research. Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature related to
school culture; the role of the principal in shaping school culture; gifted education as a unique
context and education environment; and the role of the principal in shaping the culture of a
school for gifted education.
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CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Discussions of gifted education invariably generate questions regarding the meaning of
the word gifted and its juxtaposition with education. A challenge for gifted education lies in its
definition, or rather the lack thereof. Research has struggled to adequately define gifted which
complicates efforts to resolve the question of what exactly gifted education is and what it means
to be gifted.
The purpose of this study was to explore the role a long-term principal played in shaping
the culture of a school for gifted education. Three areas of research provided a framework for the
study: gifted education, school culture, and leadership and school culture. To identify literature
to review for the study, I accessed sources through the University of South Florida’s library
system by searching electronic databases, such as: Academic Search Premier, Articles First,
EBSCO, ERIC, JSTOR and WorldCat. Search terms included: gifted education, gifted schools,
school culture and principal/school leader influence on school culture. In addition to the sources
I identified, I looked at seminal works or research studies included in the reference lists of these
sources.
The review of relevant literature is organized in three sections: (1) gifted education, (2)
school culture, and (3) leadership and organizational culture, including principals and school
culture. The chapter concludes with a summary of what we know from the review, what gaps
exist in the literature reviewed, and what could be learned from the proposed study.
10

Gifted Education
Interest in intellectual ability emerged amidst a convergence of country-shaping events
which began in the 1800’s—a time marked with significant industrial advancement, landscape
expansion, and population increase (Jolly, 2009). As the nation worked to establish and define its
identity, so too did the educational system. The American public education system was taxed
with mitigating the increase in school enrollment of a new culturally and linguistically diverse
student population (Jolly, 2018), and differentiating instruction became an apparent need.
Gifted education as a field of study emerged concurrently with immense immigration
during this time of national growth and in tandem with the emerging field of educational
psychology. Both fields would eventually defer to an assessment designed specifically to
measure intelligence, or the intelligence quotient (IQ), which would yield a scientifically
quantifiable result: giftedness (Jolly & Kettler, 2008).
The early work of 20th century American psychologists Leta Hollingworth and Lewis
Terman considered giftedness from an intelligence perspective; IQ tests were the defining metric
that determined intelligence and subsequently giftedness, at that time. Terman’s work was
foundational to the establishment of giftedness, as data provided from IQ assessment suggested
the existence of distinct differences among those scoring in ranges identified as gifted.
Hollingworth (1939) revealed in her later work that giftedness traits could also be identifiable
through presentations of creativity and leadership, thus creating a framework from which to
understand gifted students by noting the presentation of certain characteristics. “Despite
inconsistencies and flaws Terman’s work gave gifted education a foothold in academia and was
recognized as a legitimate field of study” (Jolly, 2018, p. 33). Recognizing even then the
significance of his work with IQ assessments, Jolly (2018) cited a personal reflection from Lewis
11

Terman: “If I am remembered very long after my death, it will probably be in connection with
my studies of gifted children (and) the construction of mental tests” (Terman, 1930a, p. 330 as
cited by Jolly, 2018, p. 27). In addition to outlining quantifiable differences in the learning
behaviors and characteristics of “exceptional” children, Hollingworth and Terman helped to
establish parameters, still in use today, for providing gifted education services.
Getting to a Definition of Gifted
Defining the “gifted” in gifted education has proven to be difficult. Gifted students and
gifted education have been called by many names: exceptional students, exceptional student
education, high-ability or talented and gifted (TAG) learners, the gifted and talented. The
importance of giftedness to the nation was emphasized in the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) of 1958 which was enacted after the Soviet launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957.
Emphasizing a national urgency to discover and nurture intelligence and talent among men and
women in schools, the act intended to encourage “intellectual pursuits that will enrich personal
life, strengthen resistance to totalitarianism, and enhance the quality of American leadership on
the international scene” (Flemming, 1960, p. 132). Gifted education was coupled with the
concept of talent, contributing to the strength of the nation.
Along the timeline of federal education legislation, provisions for gifted and talented
education programs have maintained a comparatively small, yet significant and continued
presence, offering a definitional baseline for gifted and giftedness. At the federal level, gifted
and talented children were recognized in the 1970 amendment of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, in Pub. L. 91-230, Elementary and Secondary Education Assistance
Programs, Extension (Siemer, 2009). In Title V SEC. 142(a) Section 503(11), the phrase ‘and
gifted and talented children’ was inserted after the word ‘handicapped.’ In SEC. 162.(1) the term
12

‘gifted and talented children’ was defined as “children who have outstanding intellectual ability
or creative talent, the development of which requires special activities or services not ordinarily
provided by local educational agencies." Nurturing the intelligence and talent of the gifted
required more than what was “ordinarily provided” by the nation’s schools.
The Marland Report (1971) was a report to Congress pursuant to Pub. L. 91-230 Section
806. It included what became a widely accepted definition of gifted and talented children:
Gifted and talented children are those identified by professionally qualified persons who
by virtue of outstanding abilities, are capable of high performance. These are children
who require differentiated educational programs and/or services beyond those normally
provided by the regular school program in order to realize their contribution to self
and society.
Children capable of high performance include those with demonstrated achievement
and/or potential ability in any of, the following areas, singly or in combination:
1. general intellectual ability
2. specific academic aptitude
3. creative or productive thinking
4. leadership ability
5. visual and performing arts
6. psychomotor ability
It can be assumed that utilization of these criteria for identification of the gifted and
talented will encompass a minimum of 3 to 5 percent of the school population. (p. ix)
The Marland Report not only defined “gifted and talented” but established somewhat of an
expectation as to what portion of the school population might be gifted and talented.
13

On November 1, 1978, Education Amendments of 1978, Pub. L. 95-561, created Title IX,
Part A-Gifted and Talented Children. SEC 902 modified the definition of ‘gifted and talented
children’ to mean:
…children and, whenever applicable, youth, who are identified at the preschool,
elementary, or secondary level as possessing demonstrated or potential abilities that give,
evidence of high-performance capability in areas such as intellectual, creative, specific
academic, or leadership ability, or in the performing and visual arts, and who by reason
thereof, require services or activities not ordinarily provided by the school. (Sta. 902)
In addition, SEC 901(a) was cited as the 'Gifted and Talented Children's Education Act of 1978'.
It included a declaration by Congress:
(b) (1) the Nation's greatest resource for solving critical national problems in areas of
national concern is its gifted and talented children, (2) unless the special abilities of gifted
and talented children are developed during their elementary and secondary school years,
their special potentials for assisting the Nation may be lost, and (3) gifted and talented
children from economically disadvantaged families and areas often are not afforded the
opportunity to fulfill their special and valuable potentials, due to inadequate or
inappropriate educational services.
SEC 901(c) established provision of financial assistance to State and local educational agencies,
institutions of higher education, and other public and private agencies and organizations for the
development, operation, and improvement of programs designed to meet the special educational
needs of gifted and talented children.
In April 1983, “A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform” was released
to the U. S. Secretary of Education and the American people by the National Commission on
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Excellence in Education. Two risks were identified in the report related to education for the
gifted and talented: (1) “Over half the population of gifted students do not match their tested
ability with comparable achievement in school” (p. 8); and (2) There are “severe
shortages…among specialists in education for gifted and talented” (p. 19). Recommendations
were made for “a curriculum enriched and accelerated beyond even the needs of other students
of high ability” (p. 20), funding to support text development in "thin-market" areas like gifted
and talented education (p. 23), and expanded time for learning and “more instructional diversity
that can be accommodated during a conventional school day or school year” (p. 24).
The Jacob K. Javits Gifted and Talented Children and Youth Education Act was
introduced in Senate on January 12, 1987. The act directed the Secretary of Education to
establish a National Center for Research and Development in the Education of Gifted and
Talented Children and Youth. Grants and contracts could be awarded to states, districts, and
schools for gifted education programming and initiatives designed to meet the educational needs
of gifted and talented children and youth, including the training of teachers or their supervisors.
Included in program priorities was identification and inclusion of gifted and talented children
and youth who may not be identified through traditional assessment methods (see
https://www.congress.gov/bill/100th-congress/senate-bill/303).
On April 28, 1988, Pub. L. 100-297, Elementary and Secondary School Improvement
Amendments of 1988 was passed, amending the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
I965. Title IV Special Programs, Part B – Gifted and Talented Children included SEC. 4101,
‘The Jacob K. Javits Gifted and Talented Students Education Act of 1988.’ A definition of
‘gifted and talented’ was provided:
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… children and youth who give evidence of high performance capability in areas such as
intellectual, creative, artistic, or leadership capacity, or in specific academic fields, and
who require services or activities not ordinarily provided by the school in order to fully
develop such capabilities. (Section 4103, 20 USC 3063)
Five years later, “National Excellence: A Case for Developing America’s Talent” (1993)
was released by the U. S. Department of Education. The report was written by Patricia
O’Connell Ross, Director of the Javits Gifted and Talented Education Program. The premise of
the report was based on evidence that many gifted and talented students “continue to spend time
in school working well below their capabilities” and leading to potential “grave implications for
the nation” (p. 5). The report proposed a refined definition of ‘gifted’:
Children and youth with outstanding talent perform or show the potential for performing
at remarkably high levels of accomplishment when compared with others of their age,
experience, or environment.
These children and youth exhibit high performance capability in intellectual, creative,
and/or artistic areas, possess an unusual leadership capacity, or excel in specific academic
fields. They require services or activities not ordinarily provided by the schools.
Outstanding talents are present in children and youth from all cultural groups, across all
economic strata, and in all areas of human endeavor. (p. 26)
The report also made six recommendations:
•

Establish challenging curriculum standards.

•

Establish high-level learning opportunities.

•

Ensure access to early childhood education.

•

Expand opportunities for economically disadvantaged and minority children.
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•

Encourage appropriate teacher training and technical assistance.

•

Match world performance. (pp. 27-29)

In the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001, Pub. L. 107-110, the term ‘gifted and talented' was defined as:
…students, children, or youth who give evidence of high achievement capability in areas
such as intellectual, creative, artistic, or leadership capacity, or in specific academic
fields, and who need services or activities not ordinarily provided by the school in order
to fully develop those capabilities. (Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title IX,
Part A., Section 9101. DEFINITIONS. (22). See
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/esea02/pg107.html)
Furthermore, Title V, Part D, Subpart 6—Gifted and Talented Students, Jacob K. Javits Gifted
and Talented Students Education Act of 2001, SED.5462 called for initiation of “a coordinated
program of scientifically based research, demonstration projects, innovative strategies, and
similar activities designed to build and enhance the ability of elementary schools and secondary
schools nationwide to meet the special educational needs of gifted and talented students.”
The last reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as the
Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015, Pub. L. 114-95, reassigned gifted and talented education to
Title IV 21st Century Schools. No definition of ‘gifted’ was included; however, more emphasis
on ‘evidence-based’ supports for high-ability learners was provided:
The purpose of this section is to promote and initiate a coordinated program, to be known
as the ‘Jacob K. Javits Gifted and Talented Students Education Program’, of evidencebased research, demonstration projects, innovative strategies, and similar activities
designed to build and enhance the ability of elementary schools and secondary schools
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nationwide to identify gifted and talented students and meet their special educational
needs. (SEC. 4644. SUPPORTING HIGH-ABILITY LEARNERS AND LEARNING, (a)
Purpose, 129 STAT. 2037)
Currently, the National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) defines ‘gifted
individuals’ as “those who demonstrate outstanding levels of aptitude (defined as exceptional
ability to reason and learn) or competence (documented performance or achievement in top 10%
or rarer) in one or more domains. They require modification(s) to their educational experience(s)
to learn and realize their potential" (see https://www.nagc.org/resourcespublications/resources/what-giftedness). An interesting aspect of NAGC’s position on giftedness
(National Association for Gifted Children, 2019) is acknowledgement of the possibility that
students with gifts and talents can have “learning and processing disorders that require
specialized intervention and accommodation,” social and emotional needs that require support
and guidance, as well as changing needs that require varied services (p. 1).
Inclusion of gifted and talented education in education legislation, even if only
tangentially, has neither resulted in extensive financial provisions for gifted education nor a
nationally accepted definition of gifted education. Siemer (2009) suggested that attempts to
identify “a more specific federal definition of giftedness would be met with much resistance as
any means of measuring intelligence are fraught with controversy” (p. 557). Sternberg and
Zhang (1995), on the other hand, noted, “The problem is that in the science of understanding
human gifts, we do not have certainties” (p. 91).
Gifted as a Special Population
Dai (2009) deemed giftedness a value-laden concept and asserted that the very labeling of
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such carries implications that are perpetually complicated by human language. The perceived
value attached to the gifted label can still stir controversy. Intelligence tests serve as the
gatekeepers in the model where the IQ score determines whether the gifted label can be applied,
and it is required for entry into gifted education programs in the United States. Preckel et al.
(2015) noted the differences in how the concepts of intelligence and giftedness can be perceived
and attributed the respective positive and negative associations of each to “remnants of social
elitism” (Dai, 2009, p. 43). Dai further noted that historically, children identified as gifted “were
actually a socially privileged class of children, thus perpetuating the preexisting social
inequality” (Dai, 2009, p. 43).
Lists of gifted characteristics appear in abundance throughout the gifted education
literature as researchers in the field have studied, observed, and described behavioral
manifestations—or traits—of individuals considered gifted. These traits vary across situations,
environments, and individuals; none is considered to be comprehensive or conclusive but rather
illustrate commonalities. Table 1 identifies behaviors and traits observed in students identified as
gifted. These traits lend themselves toward categories that represent intellectual, innovative,
insightful, and interactive manifestations. Karantzis (2017) stressed the importance in
understanding that not all gifted students will present the same traits; in the same way that
mainstream K-12 classrooms are comprised of heterogeneous groups of students, students
identified as gifted are heterogeneously gifted, possessing abilities at varying levels of
proficiency. Turkman (2020) offered, “All gifted students are not affected by their giftedness in
the same way” (p. 20).
Perceptions of gifted education as an unnecessary luxury, available only to a privileged
few, prompt conversations about equity which in turn perpetuates misunderstandings and
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stereotyping of gifted individuals and gifted education. Table 2 presents observable traits in
gifted students, together with associated stereotypes that can contribute to negative judgments
about gifted students by peers, teachers, administrators, or community members.
Table 1
Traits and Behaviors Observed in Gifted Students
Intellectual

Innovative

Insightful

Interactive

Grasps abstract concepts

Creative

Unusual emotional depth
and intensity

Risk adverse /
fear of failure

Organized, rational
thinker

Keen sense of humor

Strong sense of empathy
toward others

Spontaneous with
boundless enthusiasm

Reads early, voraciously
consumes books

Attracted to fantasy

Looks for consistency in
situations

High energy with little
need for sleep

Vast, sophisticated
vocabulary

Open/responsive to
stimuli

Aware of differences
between self and others

Strong need for interaction,
conversation

Insatiable curiosity

Intuitive

Vulnerable/ easily
wounded

Questions necessity of
rules and expectations

Approaches problems
logically

Independent attitude

High expectations of self

High level of frustration if
failure is perceived.

Skeptical, critical of self

Unconcerned with social
norms

Heightened selfawareness

Impulsive / eager/ spirited

Persistent, goal-driven
behavior

Morally driven to
“do the right thing”

Heightened sensitivities

Independent
worker/learner

Vigilantly committed to
self-selected work

Advanced levels of moral
judgment

Strong determination to
pursue areas of interest;
needs to be in charge
Resistant to change

Diverse interests/abilities

Passionate, even radical
beliefs

Idealistic with strong
sense of justice

Marked by intense focus
and perfectionism

Adapted from “Traits of Giftedness.” Retrieved from https://nagc.org/resources-publications/resources/my-childgifted/common-characteristics-gifted-individuals/traits

The presumption that gifted students are self-sufficient, presenting no urgent need for
time and attention, is one of many “myths” about giftedness and gifted education that continues
to circulate throughout education environments (Cross, 2005). Ely (2010) wrote about some of
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the stereotypes still in existence which categorize gifted individuals as nerdy, introverted social
Table 2
Traits and Stereotypes
Observable Gifted Trait

Associated Stereotype
“Nerdy; Geeky”

Insatiable Curiosity
Voracious Reader
Heightened Self-Awareness
“Socially Awkward”
Critical of Self
Independent Attitude
“Difficult to Manage”
Unconcerned with Social Norms
Resistant to Change
Intense Focus/Strong Determination to Fulfill Areas of Interest
Sophisticated Vocabulary
“Gifted = Gifted at Everything”
Diverse Interests/Abilities
Logical, Rational Thinker/Problem-Solver
High Expectations of Self
High Need for Interaction, Conversation
“Distracting to Others”
Impulsive; Eager; Spirited
Aware of Differences Between Self /Others
“Too Smart to Assimilate”
Independent Worker/Learner
“Loner”
Vigilant Commitment to Self-Selected Work
“Outsider”
Needs to be in Charge
“Introverted”
Sophisticated Vocabulary
“Feels Superior to Others”
High Expectations of Self
Perfectionism
Low Tolerance for Failure
Insatiable Curiosity; Questions
“Challenges Authority”
Seeks Rationale for Expectations/Rules
Passionate, Radical about Beliefs
Unusual Emotional Depth/Intensity
“Emotionally Imbalanced”
Heightened Sensitivities
“Demanding”
Emotionally Vulnerable
High Expectations of Self
“Perfectionist”
Fear of Failure
Risk Adverse
Critical of Self
Adapted from “Traits of Giftedness.” Retrieved from https://nagc.org/resources-publications/resources/my-childgifted/common-characteristics-gifted-individuals/traits

outcasts who defy authority and have no friends due to their inability to communicate with others
on non-academic topics. Karantzis (2017) noted that teachers of gifted students tend to make
stereotypical assumptions about gifted students in the class, deeming them competent enough to
get along with less attention and assistance “because, after all, aren’t they going to succeed
anyway?” (p. 45). Research on pre-service teacher attitudes toward gifted students revealed
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general negative perceptions, and expectations for conflict, as gifted students were thought to be
less extroverted, less agreeable, and less emotionally stable (Weyns, Preckel, & Verschueren,
2021). Regardless of the level of experience of the beholder, opinions and stereotypes of
giftedness or gifted students continue to exist, and in some cases are societally reinforced
through media representations (Preckel et al., 2015, p. 1162).
Section Summary
Literature relevant to gifted education reveals an ongoing lack of unity over definitions.
An enduring discourse persists regarding the equity of a venture aimed only at a small portion of
the population. Despite Borland’s (1997) speculation as to whether the concept of giftedness
exists at all, research continues in the field of gifted education—enough to suggest that a
phenomenon called ‘giftedness’ can be observed in certain individuals’ ability to perform tasks
to a degree that extends beyond the norms established for these tasks. Literature on gifted
education considers how environments dedicated to gifted education differentiate these learning
experiences. A school, for example, might contend with a small number of students who are
gifted spread across multiple grade levels. The literature has not offered perspective or insight
into traditional school settings geared exclusively toward gifted education.
School Culture
The literature on school culture can be traced to the field of anthropology, where the term
‘culture’ was used to describe the “knowledge people use to live their lives and the way in which
they do so” (Handwerker, 2002, p. 107). Transcending most field-specific boundaries, the term
culture has been deemed a relevant concept in sociology, psychology, history, linguistics,
rhetoric, communication, as well as in the corporate literature of business and marketing fields
(Stolp & Smith, 1995). The concept of organizational culture appears regularly in business and
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management literature and is arguably responsible for influencing the adoption of a school
culture concept by the field of education.
Defining Culture
Singular definitions of culture have proven to be as elusive as singular definitions of
gifted and giftedness. Like giftedness, culture is less defined and more described. Culture is
invisible yet undeniable, powerful, and unique to every group (Barth, 2002; Waller, 1932).
British anthropologist, Edward Tylor (1920), coined a seminal definition of culture early
in the 20th century, referring to “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of
society” (p. 1). Tylor’s (1920) definition emphasized the ways through which an individual
aligns with and immerses into a society, and these alignments become an all-encompassing
influence on the individual. Tylor (1920) referred to this acquired, immersive alignment into a
society’s ways of being, as culture. Though Tylor’s (1920) definitional offering may be highly
cited in the literature of anthropology, American anthropologist and linguist, Edward Sapir
(2002) contended there are unresolved differences among experts about whether a singular
homogenous definition of culture exists.
Stolp and Smith (1995) echoed this lack of congruity and contended that the inability of
the social sciences to scientifically operationalize or measure (and thus define) the concept of
culture has resulted in definitions that are shrouded in subjectivity. Drawing from the work of
noted American anthropologist, Clifford Geertz (1973), Stolp and Smith (1995) offered that
“perhaps the best appraisals of culture are those that employ a variety of perspectives with an eye
toward description” (p.12) because “even the best definition cannot adequately convey the
breadth and the richness and especially the subtlety of a school’s culture” (p. 1).
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In the absence of a singular, universally accepted definition of culture, the literature in
anthropology and tangential fields (sociology, history, linguistics, rhetoric,
communication, and business) uses description to identify the characteristics that suggest the
presence of cultural elements. Deal (1993) asserted that “formal definitions, though verifiable
and rigorous, often fail to capture the robustness of a concept as experienced by those that know
it first-hand” (as cited by Stolp and Smith, 1995, p. 18). Stolp and Smith (1995) further asserted
that the “definitions may fail, but culture comes alive in concrete descriptions of events, social
interactions, and classroom behaviors” (p. 1). Table 3 shows some of the descriptors used in the
literature on culture.
While gifted characteristics have been directly observed, the characteristics of culture, in
contrast, have been conveyed or communicated by a member of the culture. For example, culture
has been described as unofficial rules that permeate every aspect of an organization. These rules
are embedded in actions, behaviors, dress codes, and personal values that are dictated and
enforced by the organization’s members. It is the responsibility of the organization’s members to
communicate, to explain, to model the rules and expectations to new members. Mere observation
of conformity or sameness in rules and expectations does create understanding in the nonmember or bystander. Stolp and Smith (1995) described Schein’s (1984) emphasis on
assumptions as a way of thinking about the unspoken aspects of a school’s culture that become
taken for granted and removed from awareness because they have become integrated in the ways
of being. Despite their invisibility, these assumptions exist in the actions, choices, preferences,
and work ethic of the people who hold membership in the group because these hidden guidelines
define their self-perception (Stolp & Smith, 1995). “Culture is something that belongs to people;
it is about personal identity and community membership” (Darnell, 1997, p. 53).
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Table 3
Descriptions of Culture
Source

Descriptor

Tylor (1920)
Waller (1932)
Bower (1966)
Geertz (1973)

Complex
Unique to every environment
The way we do things around here
A web of significance in which all are suspended
Comprises customs, traditions, symbols, expectations
Way of doing things in response to repetition and reinforcement
Unspoken assumptions
Shared beliefs and values
Glue that binds a group
Intimately shaped by leadership
Invisible, powerful,
Defining yet undefined
Difficult to describe
Behavior shaping over time
Unwritten, unofficial sets of rules followed by a group
Long-term shared history among members
Acquired, learned
Active not static
Broad, rich, subtle
Personal identities group members assign themselves
Complex webs of stories, traditions, rituals developed over time
Enduring, recurring patterns that define
Beneath the conscious awareness
Ephemeral
Pervasive, persuasive, notoriously elusive

Deal & Kennedy (1982)
Schein (1984)
Deal & Kennedy (1982)
Schein (1985)
Barth (2002)
Handwerker (2002)
Sapir (2002)
Deal & Peterson (1990)
Schein (1990)
Stolp & Smith (1995)
Darnell (1997)
Deal & Peterson (2009)
Fullan (2011)
Deal & Peterson (2016)

hidden guidelines define their self-perception (Stolp & Smith, 1995). “Culture is something that
belongs to people; it is about personal identity and community membership” (Darnell, 1997, p.
53).
Organizational Culture. The concept of culture as it exists in the workplace emerged as
businesses attempted to better understand the relationship between their company’s financial
performance and characteristics of workplace environment. Social psychologist Edgar Schein
(1990) substantially contributed to the literature of organizational culture and acknowledged the
difficulty in attaining a precise definition of organizational culture.
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Schein (2010) wrote, “Organizational culture has drawn themes from anthropology,
sociology, social psychology, and cognitive psychology” (p. ix), and called culture “a pattern of
basic assumptions—invented, discovered, or developed by a given group as it learns to cope with
problems…that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to
new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems”
(Schein, 1985, p. 9). The shared history held by groups, or social units, is a foundational element
that is essential to the evolution of a culture (Schein, 2006). Cultures are bound by powerful yet
unwritten rules that dictate how organized groups of individuals think, act, unite, dress, or pursue
goals. The strength of that culture is “dependent on its length of existence, the stability of the
group’s membership, and the emotional intensity of the actual historical experiences they have
shared” (Schein, 2006, p. 28).
Deal and Peterson (2016) emphasized the integral role a group’s shared history plays in
the emergence of culture and addressed the powerful influence that the past has on present and
future organizational cultures. They held that the historical narratives of an organization, or its
stories, were an integral element of that organization’s culture. How an organization has coped
with changes, responded to crises, and mitigated controversies defines that organization’s
culture. It is the accumulated shared learning of a consistent, stable group over time, that shapes
the experiences embedded within the shared history and naturally begins to form the identifiable
patterns that can eventually be called a culture (Schein, 2006). White (1952) offered that a
culture is marked by “the shared plans for living developed out of necessities of previous
generations, existing in the minds of the present generation, taught directly or indirectly to new
generations” (p. 15).
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Understanding an organization’s culture is essential for businesses and schools alike, as
research suggests strong connections between culture and productivity, performance, and
successful reforms (Deal & Peterson, 2016; Fullan, 2011). In education literature, the concepts of
productivity, performance, and reform differ from that of in the business literature and business
leaders. However, Deal and Peterson’s (1990; 2009; 2016) research on the concept of culture
within organizations has proven to be applicable to the concept of culture in schools.
The Concept of School Culture. Sociologist Willard Waller introduced the concept of
school culture in his 1932 text, The Sociology of Teaching. He wrote of complex rituals, personal
relationships, sets of mores, customs, traditions, and ceremonies that define the culture of a
school, proposing that “Schools have a culture that is definitely their own” (p. 96). Barth (2002)
echoed Waller’s philosophy about the centrality of school culture and offered that “A school's
culture is a complex pattern of norms, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, values, ceremonies,
traditions, and myths that are deeply ingrained in the very core of the organization” (p. 7).
Stolp and Smith (1995) called school culture the “historically transmitted patterns of
meaning that include the norms, values, beliefs, traditions, and myths understood, maybe in
varying degrees, by members of the school community” (p.13). The authors likened a school’s
culture to an individual’s personality; unique and distinctive, the culture is recognized
immediately upon entering its doors. From the outside looking in, a school’s physical structure
makes a powerful first statement about its values and deeper purpose. Architecture, size,
complexity and grandeur (or the perceived lack thereof), even the spatial arrangements of a
building, work together to communicate the message of what is important (Deal and Peterson,
2016). When students, parents, educators, administrators explain to newcomers “this is the way
we do things around here” (Stolp & Smith, 1995, p. 13), they are referring to the beliefs and
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values collectively shared by members of the school. Hofstede (1980) called this collective
identification as “the collective programming of the mind” (p. 13), distinguishing the members
of one culture from another.
Section Summary
The ethereal, invisible, unwritten yet powerful force that influences the thoughts, actions,
beliefs, and pursuits of a group is called ‘culture’ (Deal & Peterson, 2016). Organizational
culture literature illustrated how businesses that attend to the culture within, experience positive
change, positive productivity, and a positive bottom line. Borrowing from business fields, the
field of education sought to understand and utilize the powerful unity that exists within school
communities through the concept of a school culture. Literature from the fields of business,
education, and leadership connects an organization’s culture with its leadership. Schein (1985)
emphasized the importance of the relationship between leaders and culture, stating, “There is a
possibility underemphasized in leadership research, that the only thing of real importance that
leaders do is to create and manage culture and that the unique talent of leaders is their ability to
work with culture” (p. 2).
Leadership and Culture
Reflecting on his experiences as Chairman and CEO of Starbucks, Howard Schultz
(1997) wrote that it is the burden of leaders to communicate a culture-shaping vision early in the
life of an organization and that “establishing the right tone at the inception of an enterprise,
whatever its size, is vital to its long-term success” (p. 81). George, Sleeth, and Siders (1999)
added, “A leader’s responsibility lies in communicating the desired culture clearly to members”
(p. 557) as a leader’s vision for an organization’s culture must be “embraced, internalized, and
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expressed” by the members of the group (p. 557), in order for the organization’s culture to
evolve.
In Louis V. Gerstner’s Who Says Elephants Can’t Dance (2002), this former CEO of
IBM wrote of the pivotal role an organization’s leader plays in the shaping of its culture.
Drawing from his 30 years of practical, high-level management experience, Gerstner considered
the leader’s impact on culture the most profound lesson in leadership: “Culture isn’t just one
aspect of the game—it is the game” (p. 182). Gerstner further noted that every organization’s
culture was founded in the preferences, values, beliefs, and overall mindset of its leader (p. 183).
In 1974 when Steve Jobs envisioned “a computer in the hands of everyday people”
(Gallo, 2011, para.3), implementation of Jobs’ vision drove more than the sale of computers; it
drove a culture that valued innovation, creativity, drive, and fearlessness. Reflected in his
leadership, Jobs’ overall vision for Apple embodied building products that would improve the
lives of users, which required buy-in and commitment from employees. Isaacson (2012) reflected
on Jobs’ leadership of Apple and felt that Jobs “infused Apple employees with an abiding
passion to create groundbreaking products and a belief that they could accomplish what seemed
impossible” (para. 41). What Jobs did illustrated what Edgar Schein (2010) saw as the
importance of the leader’s role in shaping organizational culture. Schein contended that culture
and leadership are fundamentally intertwined and that leaders “are the main architects of culture”
(p. xi). Schein saw culture as “the result of what a founder or leader has imposed on a group”; it
is “created, embedded, evolved, and ultimately manipulated by leaders” (p. 3).
Principals and School Culture
According to Sergiovanni (1995), the principal is the school’s leader, but also the culture
leader. “Cultural life in schools is constructed reality, and school principals can play a key role in
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building this reality” (p. 89). Stolp and Smith (1995) characterized the school leader to be an
essential component in shaping school culture. They wrote, “Perhaps the most important ability
of today’s school leader is to be a culture builder, one who instills the values of concern for
others, personal and group success, and continuous improvement” (p. vii).
Deal and Peterson (2009) described a paradox in the principalship. They observed, “We
need to think of leadership as intertwined with management in an intricate knot…interwoven
with strands of managing people, time, and instruction in unison with infusing a school with
passion, purpose, and meaning” (p. 220). In a sense, a principal must “bring harmony and
balance” while dealing with “complex puzzles at the same time” (p. 221). The authors felt it
imperative for school leaders to understand their schools (p. 197). It is the responsibility of the
principal to “read the culture” (Deal and Peterson, 1994, p. 30) by attending to the past and
understanding how it is connected to the present.
The principal influences a school’s culture in multiple ways. As the culture leader, Deal
and Peterson (1994) described numerous sub-roles of the principalship which metaphorically
extend from this role, identifying principals as models, potters, poets, actors, healers, historians,
anthropologists, visionaries, and dreamers (p. 30). In a role noted for high visibility, a principal’s
actions and accomplishments, and communication behaviors whether spoken, written, or
nonverbal, are factors contributing to the shaping of school culture. A principal possesses a
power that can redirect the momentum of a toxic culture and retain and sustain a positive culture.
Section Summary
An organization’s culture is intertwined with its leadership. Spanning both business and
education contexts, research has shown that leaders impose significant influence on the culture of
an organization. In the same ways leaders influence and shape a culture, they are likewise
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influenced and shaped by that culture. Described as pervasive, as touching every aspect of life on
a school campus, a school’s culture is rooted in its history, requiring a school principal to learn
and understand a school’s history. Knowing a school’s successes, challenges, celebrations, and
tragedies provides principals with a baseline from which to understand the school’s culture. In
coming to know and understand a school’s culture, a principal becomes part of the fabric, and the
new history of the school.
Chapter Summary
This review of relevant literature explored literature on gifted education, school culture,
and leadership and culture. While education of the gifted and talented is included in federal
legislation, neither a singular definition of ‘gifted’ nor extensive or stable federal financial
commitment to support education of the gifted and talented has resulted. In addition, while states
may also have legislation mandating educational programming or services for the gifted and
talented, there are no official guidelines or expectations framing gifted education programming
from state to state. Furthermore, states do not manage the gifted programming that is delivered
from district to district, so programming can differ from one school to the next within the same
district. Within this context, gifted education attempts to find ways to enrich, differentiate, and
accelerate learning experiences for individuals who are identified as ‘gifted.’ Lacking in the
literature on gifted education is perspective or insight into schools geared exclusively toward
gifted education.
The concept of culture can be found in fields of anthropology, psychology, sociology,
and history, among others. Common descriptions of culture refer to its complexity, power, and
uniqueness to a group, and its influence in shaping the “capabilities and habits acquired by man
as a member of society” (Tylor, 1920, p. 1). The idea that organizations have a culture emerged
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from application of the concept of culture to organizations as a social unit. Organizational culture
was conceived by Schein (1985) as a pattern of assumptions and beliefs that was perceived by
the members of the organization as the way to think and act in the organization and as important
enough to be passed on to new organizational members.
Extending this thinking to schools as organizations, Waller (1932) established the notion
of culture in a school; he wrote, “Schools have a culture that is definitely their own” (p. 96). A
school has a uniqueness, a distinctive personality unlike any other school. A school’s culture
guides the beliefs and assumptions of its members and defines patterns of behavior - traditions,
customs, and expectations – that give meaning to what is thought, said, and done in that school
(Deal & Peterson, 1990). A school’s culture is communicated by members of the school and is
explained to new members through “illustrations, stories, examples, and glimpses into the lives
of people who work in schools” (Stolp & Smith, 1995, p.1).
According to Sergiovanni (1995), the principal is a culture leader: “Cultural life in
schools is constructed reality, and school principals can play a key role in building this reality”
(p. 89). Principals must know how to “read the culture” (Deal and Peterson, 1994, p. 30) of a
school to understand the school’s past and how it connects to its present. However, principals are
also essential in shaping school culture, particularly in guiding a school toward personal and
group success and continuous growth and improvement (Stolp & Smith, 1995).
While there is literature about gifted education, school culture, and the essential role of
the principal in school culture, literature is lacking regarding schools specifically serving gifted
and talented students. McHatton, Boyer, Shaunessy, and Terry (2010) asserted that “there is a
paucity of research addressing principals’ knowledge and skills in gifted education” (p. 5). This
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study explored the role a principal played in shaping the culture of a school for gifted education
over a period of 25 years.
Chapter 3 provides the research design for the study, data collection and data analysis
procedures, validations strategies, and limitations of the study.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS

The purpose of this study was to explore the role a long-term principal played in shaping
the culture of a school for gifted education over time. This chapter presents the methods used to
conduct the study, the interview process, the data collection/analysis procedures, and validation
strategies. The chapter also provides researcher reflexivity and limitations of the study.
Research Design
The study used a qualitative research design guided by narrative inquiry and framed
through life history perspectives. Creswell (2013) wrote that conducting qualitative research is
akin to the concept of exploration and is an appropriate research design to use in situations
calling for the study of an individual, group or population, of variables not easily measured, of
voices that might not otherwise be heard. Creswell stated, “We conduct qualitative research
when we need a complex, detailed understanding of an issue – an issue that can only be
established by talking directly with people, going to their homes or places of work, and allowing
them to tell the stories unencumbered by what we expect to find or what we have read in the
literature” (p. 48).
Patton (2015) further explained that qualitative inquiry, “documents the stuff that
happens among real people in the real world in their own words” (p. 12). Exploring a situation,
experience or event through the stories personally shared in an individual’s own words directly
situates the researcher in the context of the stories being told. The researcher must personally
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engage with the individual and listen to the stories firsthand in order to extract meaning,
construct a “detailed and rich story” (Patton, 2015, p. 259), and “empower individuals to share
their stories, hear their voices, and minimize the power relationships that often exist between a
researcher and the participants in a study” (Creswell, 2013, p. 48).
This qualitative study was informed by two perspectives: (1) narrative inquiry, a type of
qualitative research where “narrative is understood as a spoken or written text giving an account
of an event/action or series of events/actions, chronologically connected” (Czarniawska, 2004, p.
17); and (2) life history, also a type of qualitative research where individuals’ personal
experiences as well as connections between these experiences and past social events are re-told
(Payne & Payne, 2004).
Narrative Inquiry
Narrative inquiry “is about life and living” (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 478), and
when used as a research method, narrative inquiry “begins with the experiences as expressed in
lived and told stories of individuals” (Creswell, 2013, p. 48). Connelly and Clandinin (2006)
established that narrative inquiry is “first and foremost a way of thinking about experience” and
defined narrative inquiry as “the study of experience as story” (p. 375).
This study was conducted through a series of interviews with a long-term principal of a
school for gifted education. Narrative inquiry allowed for the participant to share in detail the
stories and experiences which shaped and defined his time of leadership. The interviews and
conversations provided context for the participant’s perceptions of his leadership during his time
as principal, allowing for exploration of how the principal perceived his own contributions to the
culture of the school for gifted education. Engaging in conversations about the time spent in this
role offered insight into the aspects of leadership valued by the principal by creating the space
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for him to share the experiences and for us – participant and researcher – to discuss the meanings
we attached to the experiences told. Clandinin (2013) wrote that “narrative inquiry is a way of
understanding experience…through a collaboration between researcher and participants, over
time, in a place or series of places” (p. 20).
Life History
Life history is a “written or oral account of a life or segment of a life as told by an
individual” that is placed into broader contexts to derive meaning (Cole & Knowles, 2001, p.
18). Goodson and Sikes (2001) wrote that the “primary goal of a life history is to explore how
individuals or groups of people who share specific characteristics, personally and subjectively
experience, make sense of, and account for the things that happen to them” (p. 39). Using a life
history approach to further frame this narrative study, I created a 25-year chronology of the
participant’s life as the principal of a school for gifted education to understand, from his
perspective, how his leadership impacted the culture of the school.
Life history research projects typically involve one participant, or a small group of
participants, studied in considerable depth. Data are gathered using tactics that Cole and
Knowles (2001) coined as “standard anthropological techniques such as interviewing, participant
observation, and document or artifact collection” (p. 13). A life history approach was an
appropriate lens from which to collect the participant’s thoughts and reflections. The research
was conducted via a series of one-on-one interviews designed to elicit the principal’s story, i.e.,
his lived experiences while serving as principal of a school for gifted education during a finite
period.
The principal’s narrative was the driver of this study. “Narrative inquiry focuses on
making meaning of individuals’ experiences, whereas life history research draws on individuals’
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experiences to make broader contextual meaning” (Cole & Knowles, 2001, p. 20). The goal was
to discover connections that may exist between the principal’s leadership and the culture of the
school.
Setting
Established in 1969, Twin Ridge (a pseudonym) is the public school for gifted students. It
has existed on two different campuses in suburban settings in the southeastern United States. The
current campus is situated on 73 acres of land – a parcel consistent with other high schools in the
district. A unique setting for comprehensive gifted education, the school serves students who are
gifted in grades two through twelve. Annual enrollment generally stays between 2100-2200
students across all grade levels, and the school employs approximately 140 teachers and staff.
The school is comprised of multiple buildings designated by content area and grade level; some
are designated exclusively for elementary students; however middle and high school students
may share the same classrooms and buildings. The entire school shares common areas like the
cafeteria, the media center, the auditorium, the gymnasium, and the outdoor track-and-field
sports areas.
The school has been situated on its current campus since 1994. Having reached its 50th
anniversary in 2019, the school’s years of operation at that time bridged each campus equally:
the first 25 years were spent on the original campus; the second twenty-five-year period has been
spent on the current campus. As unique in 1969 as it is in 2021, the school for gifted education
started as a cluster of portables situated in the parking lot of an elementary school. The traditions
that are still in place today, stem back to the school’s early days on the original campus – back
when the school was an unusual place that somewhat resembled a summer camp, where unusual
learning took place.
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Participant
In a district marked by frequent administrative shifts, it was more the exception than the
rule that one individual principal would maintain an assignment at one school site for 25
consecutive years. School administrators – principals as well as assistant principals – are
commonly shifted from school to school, providing each administrator multiple opportunities
and experiences to lead in varied environments. In the district which houses the school for gifted
education, it is common practice to move administrators through multiple and varied schools
over the course of a career.
Mr. Rovest (a pseudonym), the singular participant in this study, began his career
teaching science to gifted middle school students. He served as a Gifted Liaison and Coordinator
at state level educational institutions before embarking on the path to school leadership. Before
becoming principal of the school for gifted education, Mr. Rovest held several school-based
leadership positions; however, his established experience with gifted students and gifted
education supported his ascent to the principal position at Twin Ridge.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed account of Mr. Rovest’s 25-year journey as principal of
Twin Ridge School, as told through our conversations in the five in-depth interviews.
IRB Exempt Determination
A request for approval of the study was submitted to the Institutional Review Board,
following required policies and procedures. The study was determined to be Exempt by the
Institutional Review Board on July 22, 2021 (see Appendix A). All data were collected under
University guidelines for research. Recordings and transcriptions were stored digitally in a
Box.com folder per IRB guidelines. After completion of the study, digital and physical data will
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be retained for five years and then permanently deleted from the Box.com folder or shredded and
disposed of properly.
The participant was provided with all informed consent documents, which were signed
and processed according to University guidelines. A signed physical copy of the informed
consent, as well as other physical data that are not the property of the participant, were securely
stored by the researcher.
Data Collection
In-depth Interviews
Qualitative research inquiry seeks a deep understanding of what people think and do, and
why they do them. I used in-depth interviews (IDIs) as the main strategy for obtaining data in
this study. Roller and Lavrakas (2015) defined the IDI approach as a situation where an
interviewer “enters into a one-on-one dialogue with an interviewee, in order to discover some
aspect of personal information about and from the interviewee”; they stressed that the in-depth
interview “goes to the heart of a principal objective of qualitative research” (p. 51). Since the
objective of this study was to gain a better understanding of the principal’s lived experiences,
direct engagement with the individual participant was essential. To get an abundance of
authentic, first-hand depictions and explanations of his lived experiences, I used a combination
of semi-structured, unstructured, and responsive interview techniques to encourage dialogue
(Rubin & Rubin, 2012).
Interviews were conducted in 60-minute increments, recorded with participant permission
using multiple devices, and transcribed by the researcher. Five face-to-face interviews were
planned with a sixth interview option if agreeable to the participant for final clarifications. Each
interview was focused on a 5-year period, representing five academic school years. Together, the
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interviews invited Mr. Rovest to reflect on a sequential timeline that represented his 25-year
leadership at the school. Taking this type of linear approach to data collection enabled us to
reach definable goals for each interview appointment while still engaging with open-ended
questions and a conversational exchange. Interview questions were sent to Mr. Rovest two days
before each scheduled interview (see Appendix A).
The first three of the five scheduled interviews occurred over a three-week period. Mr.
Rovest and I met on three consecutive Thursdays at 1:30 p.m., at the location of his choosing, a
Panera Bread café location near his home, which was walking distance to the school’s original
campus. I always arrived one hour ahead of our scheduled meeting time to be sure we had a
secure and quiet location and to set up voice recorder with my smartphone as back up.
On our fourth meeting, I arrived one hour ahead of our scheduled meeting time to
discover that due to health concerns related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the indoor dining room
and the outside seating area at the Panera were closed. I had to quickly find a location that would
support our interview needs, I called Mr. Rovest’s cell phone number to apprise him of the
situation. He rerouted us to a McDonald’s near his home; the location turned out to be a very
suitable alternative. At the conclusion of this interview, we arranged to keep this meeting place
for the fifth and final interview.
Archival Documents. Twin Ridge had an extensive yearbook collection. I used
yearbooks spanning the participant’s 25-year tenure at the school to assist the participant in
reflection and recollection. The yearbooks were not treated as data to be analyzed; rather, the
visual snapshots, moments captured in time, captions, and narratives provided a backdrop for
participant reflection and as a backdrop for the stories told by the participant.
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The yearbooks were helpful to Mr. Rovest and to me. I had opportunity to look at the
yearbooks prior to an interview; he took the yearbooks representing the period we covered in an
interview home with him. He used post-it notes to flag something in a yearbook that caught his
eye, confirmed what he had said in an interview, or caused additional recollection. He enjoyed
this aspect of the interview process very much, and he meticulously did his “homework,” as he
called it, so that he was ready for follow-up at the next interview. It was also important to him
that the yearbooks represented the students’ perspective, the stories considered important to the
students.
Researcher Journal. Throughout the interview process, I maintained a researcher
journal to house my thoughts, questions, and observations before, during, and after each
interview. I was mindful of my relationship and rapport with the participant, as well as my
relationship with the school. To the best of my ability, I remained alert and sensitive to my own
biases and interpretations in recording my journal entries (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 95).
Janesick (2011) also emphasized the importance of attending to “informed hunches,
intuition, and serendipitous occurrences” because these notations can contribute to explanations
of the setting, context, and participant (p. 148). I used the Microsoft Word track changes function
during transcription to capture my reactions and ideas as I made sense of the story that unfolded
through the interviews.
Data Analysis
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) maintained that qualitative data analysis is far more
complex than the mere process of “telling and writing down a story with perhaps some reflective
comment by participants and researchers” (p. 131). Rather, it is a relentless commitment to
“reading, and rereading of field texts in order to construct a chronicled or summarized account of
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what is contained within different sets of field texts” (p. 131), such as interview transcripts, and
researcher-kept journals.
According to Stake (1995), “Good research is not about good methods as much as it is
about good thinking” (p. 19). Creswell and Poth (2018) identified an interrelatedness between
data collection, data analysis, and report writing in qualitative research, asserting that these
processes occur and evolve simultaneously. I analyzed the data for this study using Analytic
Memos, applying Narrative Coding schemes, and identifying thematic patterns that might
emerge.
Analytic Memos
Clarke (2005) wrote, “Memos are sites of conversation with ourselves about our data” (p.
202). Analytic memos serve as means for reflecting and recording “coding processes and code
choices; how the process of inquiry is taking shape; and the emergent patterns, categories and
subcategories, themes, and concepts in your data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 44). My memos were notes
to myself about my coding process—my assumptions, thoughts, interpretations, and decisions
throughout analysis of the interview transcripts. I used the track changes comments function in
Microsoft word to make marginal notes during the transcription and during my readings of the
transcripts.
A Priori Coding of Transcript Narratives
A priori coding uses codes developed prior to the coding process, generally based on a
theoretical framework or on existing literature or research. A priori codes enable deductive
analysis; they can be categorized and contribute to consistency within categories (Miles,
Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014).
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Deal and Peterson’s Shaping School Culture (2016, 3rd edition), first published in 1998,
expanded the concept of symbolic leadership identified in Bolman and Deal’s Artistry, Choice,
and Leadership: Reframing Organizations (2017, 6th edition), first published in 1991. Figure 2
provides an overview of the basic perspective of each of the four frames, or lenses, through
which one might look at an organization and at leadership within that organization. Bolman and
Deal’s four frames made sense to me, as a means to interpret initially what was occurring in the
story of Twin Ridge and what Mr. Rovest was doing as principal.
Figure 2
Bolman and Deal’s Four Frames of Organizational Analysis
•The formal
arrangements of
roles and
relationships that
support and
accommodate both
collective goals and
individual
differences (p. 48)

•The assumptions,
beliefs, values, and
expectations that
underlie the
activities and
interactions of
people within the
organization (p. 242)

Structural

Human
Resource

Symbolic

Political

•The "fit" between an
organization's goals,
individuals' desires
for useful work, and
development of
skills, attitudes,
talent, and energy
that contribute to
organizational and
individual success
(p. 118)

•The political
dynamics and
processes through
which power and
conflict play out
across an
organization
(p. 184)

While the four frames provide individual lenses through which leaders can “make sense”
of the “complicated and turbulent world” of an organization (Bolman & Deal, 2017, p. 11),
“decoding complex situations is not a single-frame activity” (p. 295).
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First-level Coding. In first-level coding, I reviewed the transcripts of the five interviews
using the four frames as initial codes. For each frame, I identified sentences or paragraphs of text
that were examples of the four initial codes: structural, human resource, political, or symbolic.
Table 4 provides a summary of the frequency of codes identified in each of the four frames.
Table 4
Frequency of Initial Codes across Interviews
Frame
Structural
Human
Resource
Political
Symbolic

Interview 1
1988-1993
59
36

Interview 2
1993-1998
53
7

Interview 3
1998-2003
17
29

Interview 4
2003-2008
6
9

Interview 5
2008-2013
18
9

TOTAL

47
57

16
34

15
47

29
48

18
35

125
221
589

153
90

Second-level Coding. Within the four frames, Bolman and Deal (2017) identified
multiple assumptions and characteristics of each frame. From these assumptions and
characteristics, I created second-level codes within each frame to identify concepts, actions, or
meanings that supported the four initial codes. Table 5 that follows illustrates these second-level
codes. Coding matrices were constructed in Excel. An example is provided in Appendix C.
Together, the interview transcripts provided a narrative of Mr. Rovest’s experiences in
the growth and development of Twin Ridge School over 25 years, as well as his leadership
beliefs, values, intentions, and actions in shaping the vision, operations, and culture of the school
as principal. The first- and second-level coding gave me a way to understand and interpret Mr.
Rovest’s lived experiences. As Polkinghorne (1995) noted, “The ultimate goal is to create a
stand-alone story as research representation that may depict how and why a particular outcome
came about” (p. 19).
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Table 5
Second-level Codes within Frames
Frames/
First-level
codes
Secondlevel
codes

Structural
•
•
•
•
•

Clear authority
Specific form,
function
Policies, rules,
regulations
Goals,
objectives
Planning,
coordination

Human Resource
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fit
Organizational
needs
Individual needs
Capacity
building
Motivation
Rewards,
benefits
Empowerment
Promotion of
diversity

Political
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coalitions, interest
groups
Differences in
values, beliefs,
perceptions
Decision making
Resource
availability
Power, conflict
Bargaining,
negotiation

Symbolic
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision
Shared, core
values
Heroes,
heroines
Metaphors,
myths, stories
Public
ceremonies
Rituals,
traditions

Reflexivity
It is important to reveal my personal connections to the school and the principal. For 20
years I have been a member of the Twin Ridge community. I have interacted with the culture of
this school as a parent, volunteer, and staff member. Cole and Knowles (2001) wrote that
researcher presence is fundamentally and naturally inserted into the life history research process,
“visible in the research text…and every bit as vulnerable, as present, as those who participate in
the research” (p. 14) because “who a researcher is, and the vantage point from which she
operates, is important information for the reader of a research account” (p.14).
My relationship with the school began in 2001 when I became part of the parent
community. My physical presence on campus allowed for direct interaction with the campus, the
community, and the culture of the school. Likewise, my relationship with the participant dates
back nearly 20 years. I have known the participant in two capacities: he was the principal of the
school attended by my three children, and then became my direct supervisor when I joined the
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faculty as a teacher in 2009. I worked in the principal’s administration for the four years
preceding his retirement, however it has been the years following his retirement that have
afforded me the clearest view of his leadership.
As the researcher, I acknowledge that I am fully situated into the folds of this story,
possessing my own perspectives and viewpoints. Clandinin (2013) emphasized that in pursuing
narrative inquiry, researchers intentionally become part of the “storied landscape” under study
because narrative research by nature is a relational undertaking (p. 24). The researcherparticipant relationship that evolves is an expected outcome of narrative research because as
narrative inquirers, “we become part of participants’ lives and they part of ours” (Clandinin,
2013, p.24). While it is understood that the work between researcher and participant is relational,
and that “relationships are central to understanding the work of narrative inquirers” (Clandinin,
2013, p. 34), my relationship with the participant precedes the onset of this study.
To mitigate to the best of my ability my inherent personal and professional biases, I
maintained a personal research journal for field notes, reactions, perceptions, questions, and
interpretations (Creswell, 2013). Throughout my engagement with the participant in our newest
relationship as researcher and participant, my research journal provided a way to check the
accuracy of my interpretations of the stories told to me by the participant.
Validation Strategies
Creswell (2013) presented several validation strategies that assist the researcher to
establish trustworthiness and credibility of the findings of a study (p. 249). Creswell and Poth
(2018) recommended that qualitative researchers engage in at least two validation strategies in
any given study, viewing validation “as a distinct strength of qualitative research in that the
account made through extensive time spent in the field, the detailed thick description, and the
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closeness of the researcher to participants in the study all add to the value or accuracy of a study”
(p. 259).
Triangulation
Multiple in-depth interviews were conducted with the participant. The two-level
deductive coding process allowed for consistency of coding across and within interviews.
Yearbooks spanning the participant’s 25-year tenure at the school assisted the participant in
reflection and recollection, provided a backdrop for the stories told by the participant, and
assisted me in ensuring that my descriptions of activities and events mentioned by the participant
were accurate.
Rich Thick Descriptions
From the interviews, I crafted a rich, thick description (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 263) of
the participant, the setting, the history, and the lived experiences of the principal represented in
this study. Detailed description helps “readers to transfer information to other settings”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 252) and determine whether the reader can relate or connect to the person,
place, and experiences being described. Creswell and Poth (2018) wrote that prolonged
engagement and persistent observation in the field enables the researcher to “build rapport with
participants and gatekeepers, learn the culture and context, and check for misinformation” (p.
262). My spending time with the participant in multiple interviews, together with my background
knowledge and experiences with both the participant and the school, provided opportunity to
support detailed description.
Peer Review and Debriefing
When used as a validation strategy, a peer reviewer examines the researcher’s work and
provides “an external check of the research process” (Creswell, 2013, p. 251). Citing the work of
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Lincoln and Guba (1985), Creswell (2013) compared the role of the peer reviewer to that of the
“devil’s advocate” whose purpose is to “keep the researcher honest” by questioning the
processes and interpretations (p. 251). According to Creswell, Lincoln and Guba (1985) further
explained that the peer reviewer is the one who “asks the hard questions about methods,
meanings and interpretations; provides the researcher with the opportunity for catharsis by
sympathetically listening to the researcher’s feelings” (Creswell, 2013, p. 251). I talked weekly
with one of my co-major professors throughout the interview, transcription, analysis,
interpretation, and writing of the study.
Member Checking
Finally, I engaged the participant in member checking. Considered “the most critical
technique for establishing credibility” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 261), participants (members)
“should play a major role directing as well as acting” in the qualitative research process (p. 261).
In my member checking strategy, I solicited feedback from the participant during the interviews
on my interpretations of responses to interview questions, and after transcription on the accuracy
of the narratives.
Limitations
My prior history with the school and pre-existing personal relationship with the
participant enabled a comfortable rapport. Our interview setting was optimal for candid sharing
of experiences and recollections.
This same history and relationship are also acknowledged as a potential limitation of this
study. To the best of my ability, I was alert to preconceptions, assumptions, or reactions that I
had during the interviews and the analysis.
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The singularity of this study also poses a limitation. This is one principal’s recollection of
his experiences over 25 years in one school for gifted education. Another principal in another
school in another district or state may tell a different story.
The use of a priori coding can also be a limitation of the study, but also opportunity for
further research. Using a different coding approach or theoretical framework for the analysis of
the interviews may produce different results.
Chapter Summary
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) wrote that “Narrative inquiry is stories lived and told” (p.
20). This study explored through in-depth interviews the lived experiences of one principal who
led a school for gifted education for 25 consecutive years. This chapter presented the research
design and descriptions of the setting and participant. Data collection and analysis approaches
were also described. Researcher reflexivity, validation strategies, and potential limitations of the
study were also provided. Chapter 4 presents a chronological narrative of the participant’s
leadership journey in a school for gifted education.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
A PRINCIPAL’S LEADERSHIP JOURNEY

The First Five Years (1988-1993)
Twin Ridge School opened in the fall of 1968 as a full-time, self-contained gifted
education option for students. The project was funded by a five-year, federal grant and was
called ‘the gifted experiment.’ Five acres of unused, uncleared land located on the grounds of an
existing elementary school in a school district in the southeastern U. S. would serve as the
campus for the new school. The wooded parcel would be prepared to accommodate an
assortment of available temporary buildings, or portables, which would serve as classrooms and
administrative offices. The school opened with 128 students spanning grades four through
twelve.
Twenty years and 67 portables later, new principal Mr. Galen Rovest walked onto a 5acre, park-like campus to begin what would become a journey of 25 years of leadership at Twin
Ridge School. In 1988 the school was contending with a rapid enrollment expansion, which
made the school for gifted education “one of the fastest growing schools in the county” (Int. 1,
5:6). Student enrollment had grown from 128 in 1968 to over 800 in 1988 (Int.1, 4:7), requiring
the regular addition of portable classrooms to accommodate the growing student body. The
steadily increasing enrollment affected every aspect of the school’s operations, and Mr. Rovest
recalled knowing immediately that this school “was due for a recalibration because they [the
district] were operating under a premise that it was still 200 or 300 kids” (Int. 1, 4:7).
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Comprised entirely of portables borrowed from other schools, Twin Ridge School did not
have a cafeteria or other types of structures that might seem common, even expected, in a school,
such as a media center, gymnasium, auditorium, or cafeteria. Principal Rovest shared that the
school was often portrayed in the yearbooks as “Camp Twin Ridge” (Int. 1, 5:6) and described as
a collection of small wooden buildings – some with plumbing, some without – in a forest-like
scene surrounded by greenery and connected by dirt footpaths. Rovest likened his first
impression of the campus to that of a campground populated by a modest collection of well-worn
cabins arranged in no particular order. These facility limitations required strategic planning for a
school dependent upon clear weather because as Mr. Rovest explained, “There was no place to
eat lunch when it rained” (Int. 1, 5:6).
The principal spoke of the stark contrast between the facilities of the Twin Ridge campus
and those of the other schools in the district. He stated, “We didn’t have the things a school
would normally have – a bus loop, a parent-pickup loop, a cafeteria” (Int. 1, 6:10). Mr. Rovest
maintained that the contrast between the facilities at Twin Ridge and those of other schools in the
district was one of many differentiating conditions he would navigate throughout his 25 years as
principal of this school for gifted education. He contended, “There was a lot of stuff like
that…that the normal school principal didn’t have to deal with” (Int. 1, 5:6). However, as Mr.
Rovest reflected on the perceptions of his then 37-year-old self, he expressed a sense of pride in
the resilience of the gifted experiment. Despite what he often felt was a deliberate imposition of
a “series of circumstances that made it very difficult for the school to survive” (Int. 1, 6:10),
Twin Ridge School had not merely endured in the 20 years prior to Galen Rovest’s arrival; it had
grown to six times its original size.
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Galen Rovest was hired for the principal position in 1988; however, this was not his first
experience with Twin Ridge, the gifted experiment. In 1984, the school’s founder and founding
principal retired. From a pool of 250 applicants, Rovest was selected as one of the two final
candidates competing for the principal position. He stated that he “finished second to a very good
person” (Int. 1., 3:1) in 1984, and he admitted that he “still kept Twin Ridge on the radar” (Int.
1., 3:1). When the position became available again in 1988, he said that he was contacted and
“strongly encouraged to apply” (Int. 1., 3:1).
Mr. Rovest believed that it was his experience and background in gifted education that
appealed to the stakeholders at Twin Ridge. He perceived the school community was seeking a
leader with deep knowledge of gifted education, who also had experience working with students
who are gifted and felt that “the primary thing people were interested in as I was coming in was,
‘Does he have a background in gifted education, and does he know anything about gifted kids?’”
(Int. 1, 4:7). In the four years that transpired between his first interview in 1984 and his jobwinning interview in 1988, the school had moved through two principals and two assistant
principals. Mr. Rovest explained that it is considered important for administrators at schools for
gifted education to have gifted experience, as well as a knowledge and understanding of students
who are gifted. Mr. Rovest acknowledged, “I really had a lot of experience - which gave me the
benefit of the doubt before I even walked in the door - and that was very important to the
community and to the stakeholders” (Int. 1, 4:7). He remembered feeling welcomed and
embraced by the school community and shared, “What I walked into in 1988 was a very
receptive climate – that was really important” (Int. 1, 4:7). Mr. Rovest’s sense of acceptance
from the school community and a feeling of trust that he had the best interests of the school in
mind became more important as he made some significant procedural changes at the school.
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First Steps
This first set of hurdles, he recalled, was “to try to get it to the point where we had school
rules and schedules – there was a lot that needed to be put in place” (Int. 1, 4:6). Arriving on the
Twin Ridge campus in early summer of 1988, he spent a considerable amount of time talking to
the people who were already there – the faculty and staff. He wanted input from the staff and a
consensus that changes needed to be implemented. He recalled having many conversations and
obtaining input from the staff before sharing plans for change. He stated, “I invited a lot of
people in and talked to them, and most were of this same perspective – that we really needed
school rules, more structure with bus schedules, class schedules, parent pickup, an agenda book
for the kids” (Int. 1, 4:9).
Mr. Rovest’s “induction” to Twin Ridge was an event that would turn out to be
foundationally significant to his leadership at the school. The first task as principal was to attend
a School Board workshop, where the sole purpose was to determine whether the school should
remain open. Pending the decision to keep the school open, the School Board would also discuss
whether the district should build a permanent campus for the school. Historically, School Board
workshop meetings were held at the county building; however, because the attendance numbers
were expected to exceed the capacity, a larger venue had to be arranged. Mr. Rovest recalled
being ushered to the front row of the auditorium, “So this was, welcome to the county, welcome
to the school, welcome Galen Rovest” (Int. 1, 3:14). The meeting was attended by hundreds of
citizens, many of whom spoke on the merits of maintaining the school for gifted education. The
principal described the sense of awe he felt that afternoon when the School Board acknowledged
the school’s contribution to students in the district and approved the construction of a permanent
campus. Amid what he described as “thunderous applause,” Principal Rovest recalled, “I just sat
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back and thought…This is where I want to be; I know, I know this is going to work out” (Int. 1,
3:14).
Though still excited about the school board approval of a future campus, Galen Rovest
assumed his new role as principal of Twin Ridge school in July of 1988, six weeks before
students were scheduled to arrive. A self-described planner, Rovest remarked, “I wanted to hit
the ground running on the first day of school” (Int. 1, 10:6). Rovest’s practice of preparing for
events far in advance became a new campus norm, and in July of 1988, preparing for the first
day of school became the focus. Working with his new staff, he restructured the timeline of
events so that students would receive all pertinent information two weeks prior to the first day of
school. Schedules, supply lists, parking information were all mailed out over the summer, so that
the first day of school could be instructionally productive. Mr. Rovest contended that his goal for
the first day of school in 1988 was the same in 2012, “I wanted to be able to walk around the
campus at 10:00 in the morning and have it look like it was April – I was adamant about this”
(Int. 1, 10:6). The principal’s model of planning ahead was applied to other processes. He
remembered, “We were planning for the next school year in January-February, in March I was
planning for the back-to-school week in August, and at the same time, preparing for graduation”
(Int. 1, 11:2).
Galen Rovest’s understanding of gifted education was shaped by his work as an
administrator, and by his time as a teacher in a gifted classroom. He had experience with some
stereotypes associated with gifted education. Reflecting on his time teaching in a gifted
classroom, he shared, “I can remember being in a middle school, teaching gifted kids…walking
into a room of teachers, and they get up and leave. The perception is you’ve got all the bright
kids, you don’t have any problems” (Int. 1, 12:10). It was this perception, that the work of gifted
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education teachers is easy, or non-problematic, that continued to drive Rovest’s passion for
gifted education and for supporting students who are gifted. Regarding stereotypical perceptions
of gifted education, he stated, “I was consciously aware that there was a much broader
perspective and that most people didn’t understand about the needs of gifted kids…more than
that, the need for gifted kids’ schools” (Int. 1, 13:5). Throughout his years as the principal of
Twin Ridge, Mr. Rovest would spend time working with teachers new to the school to help
clarify concerns about perceptions and stereotypes – particularly those about parents of gifted
students. He remembered addressing teacher concerns that “Parents are aggressive, and so
assertive,” reminding teachers that Twin Ridge parents “are really just like you - they want the
best for their kids, same as you, same as me” (Int. 1, 8:8).
Rovest recognized that he would be navigating circumstances in a district where a small
percentage of the population would be in favor of maintaining a school like Twin Ridge. He
understood that he would need to exert great effort for a large portion of the population who did
not understand gifted education. He stated, “I realized that part of the job was going to be
marketing and public relations. You have to communicate that the school is a value to the
community, and a value to other schools” (Int. 1, 13:5). Galen Rovest brought his passion for
community service to the Twin Ridge community and hoped that it would help to redirect
negative attention. He stated, “This was always part of the job, diffusing that tension through
positive contributions to the community and beyond – but that’s not why we did any of it” (Int.
1, 14:11). He introduced an initiative that he called “Gifts are for Sharing” (Int. 1, 15:1). He
hoped it would be accepted and embraced by the school. The principal admitted surprise and
stated, “It led to something beyond my wildest dreams – I never expected or imagined it” (Int. 1,
15:1). The principal shared, “My point was about the importance of giving back, the
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responsibility we have to give – that was something I thought was important from the very
beginning” (Int. 1, 15:1).
As Mr. Rovest reflected on these years, he jumped ahead to the transition from the
original campus to the new campus. The new auditorium provided a larger platform to
communicate the message that sharing one’s gifts has far-reaching outcomes. He reminisced, “I
got up in front of every grade level all together in the auditorium and communicated the
message, ‘You are part of something bigger than yourself’” (Int. 1, 15:7). Rovest then added, “I
was able to get a lot of key people on board, the ones who did all the hard work - I just came up
with the idea” (Int. 1, 15:1).
Establishing himself within the district and developing relationships with his principal
colleagues in the district was another important agenda item for the new principal of the school
for gifted education. He was the principal at a school for elementary, middle, and high school
students, which meant he was essentially an elementary principal, a middle school principal, and
a high school principal; however, he stated that he “consciously made the choice to align with
the high school principals” (Int. 1, 12:1). Regardless of what alignment the district may have
preferred, Rovest’s request was not challenged. He remembered, “They could have easily argued
for Middle School, Elementary – the bulk of the population was elementary...but they needed
somebody, and who in their right mind would go to that school?” (Int. 1, 11:14).
Mr. Rovest understood that Twin Ridge was unlike the other schools in the district. He
shared, “I realized that this was really a once-in-a-lifetime kind of thing…I’ve been told there are
other schools like Twin Ridge in the county, but I’ve looked, and I can’t find one that is like
Twin Ridge, and that offers the same things” (Int. 1, 13:5). He went on to say, “If you boil it
down and looked at the ingredients at Twin Ridge, you can see that there are no schools that are
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similar” (Int. 1, 13:5). Rovest was fully aware that the differences that made Twin Ridge unique
were the same differences that other principals saw as a threat to their schools. Rovest admitted
without hesitation, “I always said that if I was a principal at another school, the first thing I
would try to do is establish a gifted program that would compete with Twin Ridge - If you are
losing your best kids, then you are losing your best parents; I’d do everything possible to keep
those kids” (Int. 1, 6:8).
Rovest inherited several traditions already in play at the school, most notably the Twin
Ridge Graduation Ceremony. The lack of facilities required an off-campus, indoor venue with an
auditorium, and the ceremony included a very personal send-off from the principal to each
graduate. As master of ceremonies, the principal introduced students as they approached the
podium, sharing their interests, experiences, special messages to parents, and the college they
would soon be attending. Mr. Rovest recognized this event had deep historical significance to the
school, the students, the parents, and the community. Prior to hosting his first graduation
ceremony, he said that he fine-tuned the process a bit to ensure that equal recognition was given
to every student. He stated, “I wanted to equalize that part of the graduation tradition because it
is an equal honor and distinction to graduate from Twin Ridge, and everyone has something to
celebrate” (Int. 1, 11:8). Rovest shared that even now, nearly ten years since retirement, nearly
35 years since graduating his first class, “I still run into people today who stop me to say they
remember what I said about them at graduation” (Int. 1, 11:8). Despite the growing class sizes,
the Twin Ridge school community valued what most consider to be a unique or special
graduation event. The new principal at Twin Ridge acknowledged, “This was definitely
something that was not done by other principals; when other principals found out how I did it,
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mouths dropped open” (Int. 1, 11:8). However, this was “[s]omething that could be put into play
at any school willing to put in the time and work” (Int. 1, 10: 6).
New Campus and Reshaping School Culture
As Galen Rovest began planning for a new campus, he still marveled, “That very first
meeting where I showed up, sat in the front row, and they told me a new $12 million dollar
building had been approved – that was huge” (Int. 1, 6:12). Mr. Rovest explained that he was
given the privilege of not only designing all aspects of the new campus, but also picking out the
land on which the campus would stand. It was, he noted, “without a doubt, a remarkable, oncein-a-lifetime experience, that never, ever, happens now” (Int. 1, 7:6). He went on to compare his
experience in 1988 with the reality of school construction today – which is much more
procedural and where structures are more uniform. He stated, “Nowadays, it’s not in a
principal’s hands to go out and find property, and build a school, and design a school – you are
told, ‘this is where we have land, we will tell you when it is going to be done’” (Int. 1., 7:1). He
shared having vivid memory of “literally walking around in parts of the county through woods
and forests with guys from the county, picking out property” (Int. 1, 7:3).
Once the land was selected, attention was then turned to the design. Mr. Rovest was
given complete discretion to design and build the school; he was not required to follow a
formulaic template with standard room arrangements. Working with an architect who was also a
parent, the decision was made to create a campus with multiple buildings, each with its own
dedicated purpose – as opposed to one large structure housing the entirety of the school. There
would be an Administration Building, a Student Union, a Media Center, an Auditorium, and
Gymnasium. The remainder of the buildings would be dedicated to a department, or content area,
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and all buildings would be constructed to outline a student-friendly, landscaped, grassy area
reminiscent of the original “Camp Twin Ridge” (Int. 1, 5:6).
Rovest chose to share the responsibility of designing the department-specific buildings
with the staff. He recalled, “What we decided to do as a school, is have each department design
their own building” (Int. 1, 7:4). Within the given parameters, the teachers “all came together
and met as a group to plan out – on their own time – what each building was going to look like,
and how it was going to function” (Int. 1, 7:4). As Mr. Rovest reflected further on this, he
admitted, “It wasn’t easy, and it wasn’t something that was done anywhere else – it meant a lot
of meetings, a lot of extra hours for teachers, and I was not a part of any of that” (Int. 1, 8:6). He
added, “I really walked the walk, and talked the talk, and lived and believed in shared decisionmaking” (Int. 1, 8:8).
Mr. Rovest valued relationships and felt there was no substitute for creating and
maintaining good relationships and trust. He worked to establish trusting relationships with the
staff, students, parents and families, his principal colleagues, and leaders at the district level.
During the new school planning project, Rovest began establishing relationships with the parentbody by providing regular, in-person updates on the campus. He shared, “I started a thing called
‘Principal Coffees’ that were held in the homes of our parents four times a year – I had a little
slide presentation that showed the new school, the design, various stages of construction…I did
this for years and years” (Int. 1, 7:8). The principal was mindful of the work involved and added,
“It was very good experience, and I would travel to the north county, to south county, and it was
work but it was so easy…Any principal could do it” (Int. 1, 8:2). The extra work was all part of
what Galen Rovest felt was necessary to building a relationship. He added, “That’s the difference
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– it seems to me, that it just makes sense, that if you want a successful connection, you have to
invest that time” (Int. 1, 10:8).
Twin Ridge was different from other schools in the district. The facility was going to be
unlike any other facility in the district, and Galen Rovest understood the needs of his students
were different from other learners. He offered, “The secret to my success, here and beyond, was
using the special population and the facility circumstances as the reason for us to be an exception
to the rule” (Int. 1, 5:14). He went on to share, “I always asked for exceptions. Text-book
adoptions always had to be different for us, and I always pushed that teacher training,
curriculum, and testing was different for us” (Int.1, 6:2). He recognized that requests for
deviations from other principals were not always entertained, and he admitted, “Part of this was
because of the gifted rationale, me being there so long, and a clientele that was very supportive”
(Int.1, 6:2). He also noted that he may have been in the right place, at the right time. Timing and
“dumb luck” (Int. 1, 4:1) may have played a large role in his success as the principal of the
school for gifted education.
Reflecting momentarily on his years of advocating for the needs of the teachers and
students at Twin Ridge, he noted that he was approached many times with an invitation to move
into district-level leadership roles. He shared, “Many times, I was asked to apply for positions at
the county - I always said no because I was very happy” (Int. 1, 13:1). He thoughtfully mused, “I
know when I retired, that they were doing a jig at the county building and high-fiving each
other” (Int. 1, 5:16).
The Second Five Years (1993-1998)
Galen Rovest arrived at the second interview eager to talk about the concept of history.
He remembered how he studied the history of the school and the people before he arrived on the
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Twin Ridge campus as the leader and throughout his tenure there. He stressed the importance of
knowing an organization’s history before transitioning into a leadership role. He stated, “This
goes back to the idea of transition, that new leadership at a school or organization should
consider and embrace when assuming those new roles” (Int. 2, 2:2).
Rovest recalled how he felt particularly humbled by his predecessor’s 17-year legacy. He
offered, “I was faced with the legacy of Eugene Nickels – he was the founding principal of Twin
Ridge and had earned many accolades for having that kind of vision” (Int. 2, 2:2). Soon after
assuming his role as principal, Mr. Rovest purposefully pursued a personal relationship with
founding principal, Eugene Nickels, and reported that having “breakfast with him every six
weeks” (Int. 2, 2:6) produced “mutually beneficial conversations” (Int. 2, 2:5) that demonstrated
Rovest’s respect for Nickels and Nickels’ vision. Rovest remembered, “I had a respect for his
vision…there were times when I would bring him into school, and it was important” (Int. 2, 2:6).
Rovest recalled, “I know he felt honored and respected” (Int. 2, 2:5). Reflecting further, Rovest
offered, “That is something any principal should do - be aware of the history, and show your
predecessor respect” (Int. 2, 2:8).
Through these meetings, Mr. Rovest said he was able to better understand the school he
was walking into. Increased enrollment, and an increased local interest, required a leadership
approach in 1988 that was different from the leadership in 1968. Learning that the school had
started with fewer guidelines and regulations helped him answer one universal question he
seemed to ask often, “How did this come about?” (Int. 2, 2:3). Rovest gained a sense from his
time spent with Mr. Nickels that early on at Twin Ridge “you could very much do your own
thing” (Int. 2, 2:3).
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Rovest’s interpretation of his relationship with Mr. Nickels was that it offered an
interesting “unintended consequence” (Int. 2, 2:6). The public friendship of the two principals
communicated Rovest’s respect for Nickels and all that Nickels had achieved as the founder and
founding principal. Nickels modeled support for his successor, Twin Ridge’s new principal,
Galen Rovest. In Rovest’s words, the community mindset shifted from “Who’s this new young
kid coming in?” to “Oh…he’s pretty good – let’s give him a chance!” (Int. 2, 2:6).
Owning the Role and Building Traditions
The turn of events that took shape as Galen transitioned into his principalship of Twin
Ridge remain current in his mind today. He shared, “I was thinking about it on the way here, and
for me, it’s plain old common sense; it’s about having self-confidence, and just being a nice
person” (Int. 2, 3:2). Mr. Rovest elaborated further on how important it is for leaders to have a
sense of self-confidence. He stated, “I can remember many times having to talk to myself and
say, “This is a good decision, and this makes sense – I have done my research, and may not be
popular with everybody, but this is what we should do” (Int. 2, 3:4).
Prior to this second interview, Mr. Rovest was provided with a set of yearbooks
representing his first five years. He was asked to reflect on them. Mr. Rovest said that looking
back through the yearbooks reminded him of the ideas he had put into play which evolved into
recurring events over time. He commented, “In looking through here, there were so many things
I didn’t realize, that we kind of started” (Int. 2, 3:8).
Mr. Rovest emphasized events designated as fundraisers designed to bring support to
classrooms, the school on a broader level, as well as the plan for the school’s future. Although
the annual Twin Ridge Fair was an established school-wide fundraiser prior to his arrival, Rovest
attributes the expansion of the fair to a combination of circumstances. The move to the new
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larger campus, regularly increasing enrollment, and Rovest’s self-described ability to put a plan
in motion and then get out of the way, set the stage for the fair to become, in his own words, “the
gold standard that other schools would emulate” (Int. 2, 3:10). He recalled his many years
attending the fair and volunteering to be a dunk tank victim – provided he went first. He stated,
“By the time I left, the TR fair was like a mini county fair – it became so amazing – and a lot of
that was just getting out of people’s way” (Int. 2, 3:10).
He told the story of how his idea, the annual Twin Ridge Gala, came to be and how the
off-campus, black-tie affair was initially met with criticism and controversy. He explained, “The
concern was about it being elitist – here we are a public school – and we’re looking like some
northeastern private school” (Int. 2., 3:14). While the Twin Ridge fair directly funded teacher
classrooms, the intention behind establishing the Gala was to build a legacy – the Twin Ridge
Foundation. The parent leadership community voiced the loudest concern. The group’s vote
resulted in a 51-49 split in favor of hosting the first Gala event – which became an annual
tradition and continued to profit the school. The Foundation, however, was not as successful.
Rovest lamented, “The Twin Ridge Foundation was a big failure…it was something that really
did not come to fruition the way I wanted it, and I tried and tried for years even after I left” (Int.
2, 3:14). He shared his dream of building a long-lasting entity that would outlast him and support
endeavors such as scholarships, special projects, visiting chair positions, or campus facility
improvements. He was disappointed, but, according to Rovest, the concept of creating a schoolbased foundation “didn’t happen like I had hoped, but we were the first school to start that, and
now every school has one” (Int. 2, 4:3). He pondered further, “I’ll bet a lot of schools has some
version of the Gala now – something that no one else thought of at the time” (Int. 2, 4:3).
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Mr. Rovest reflected on events he knew to be decidedly different at Twin Ridge. The
annual back-to-school Open House was one of his favorites, and he reminisced about how wellattended this parent-focused event was. Each year, approximately four-weeks into the first
semester, one evening was dedicated to each school-level (elementary and secondary). In fifteenminute intervals, parents would attend their child’s classes, following the student’s schedule in
its naturally occurring succession. Teachers held course overviews, delivered short presentations,
displayed student work, established two-way communication procedures, and essentially laid the
foundation for the highly interactive parent-teacher-school relationship that became a hallmark
for the Twin Ridge community. Mr. Rovest recalled, “It was just very, very positive. And you
could tell from the kids, [parents] were just so happy being there” (Int. 2, 14:2). Mr. Rovest also
had opportunity to announce plans like a new College Resource Teacher position.
Mr. Rovest also talked about the introduction of a school-wide, student-run newspaper
that eventually evolved into a journalism curriculum. He shared that the early version of this
effort was “something that we started, that had very little editorial [involvement] or censorship,
which was a gigantic roll of the dice” (Int. 2, 5:12). He attributed the student newspaper’s growth
and evolution to the teacher who sponsored the journalistic effort, whom he referred to as the
“perfect mother hen” who addressed and handled things before they became issues. He observed,
“She instilled journalistic responsibilities, and this was something that very much brought the
school together, I thought” (Int. 2, 5:12).
Expansion of District Gifted Offerings
Mr. Rovest paused, and then offered, “As I was thinking about these years, the
organizational, logistical, operational changes the school was going through, was almost directly
correlated to enrollment” (Int. 2, 6:1). He went on to suggest that increased student enrollment
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was directly connected to the need to increase staffing, and regarding the yearbook specifically,
Rovest pointed out a noticeable change in the physical yearbook product year-by-year. He
surmised, “When you talk about the yearbook going from kind of a scrapbook kind of thing with
a lot of inside jokes, to a polished, award-winning document – it had to do with the new blood
that was coming in to run it…the teacher-leadership to oversee it and the training that went along
with it, and also the size of the student body” (Int. 2, 6:1). Viewing the yearbooks, noting the
course and activity additions and the expansions that were taking place, Mr. Rovest called this a
period of “population explosion.” He remarked, “We were on course to exceed 3,000 kids…we
were at one time the second-largest school in the district – we moved to the new campus with ten
portables because we had already outgrown the new school” (Int. 2, 6:3).
Mr. Rovest hypothesized that Twin Ridge’s burgeoning enrollment during this time
impacted the proliferation of gifted programs in schools throughout the district, at all levels –
elementary, middle, and high. Rovest’s recollection was that Twin Ridge had gained popularity
at the time because it was “the only viable option for kids in the county” (Int. 2, 6:7). He recalled
the multiple conversations he had with district-level leaders about whether enrollment limits
were going to be imposed, or if the school was going to be allowed to continue growing.
To manage the fast-growing numbers at Twin Ridge, Rovest revealed that these
conversations yielded a strategy that both leaders at the district, and he, felt would benefit all
students in the county. He explained, “Part of the strategy was to look at the enrollment criteria
and make it more restrictive [at Twin Ridge] and at the same time, expand gifted options at other
schools” (Int. 2, 6:7). With clarity, he named the middle school that was the first to earn the
“gifted” designation, along with the succession of elementary schools that “started offering
Gifted Classes, or Advanced Work Classes, with cute little names” (Int. 2, 6:9). Mr. Rovest also
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noted, “And to those principal’s credit, that is exactly what I would be doing…Exactly what I
would be doing” (Int. 2, 6:9).
Gifted education programming in the school district was limited. Mr. Rovest stated,
“Gifted options really weren’t there, but it was about this time when those were beginning to be
fleshed out, and I was part of that conversation” (Int. 2, 7:7). By comparison, the area of the
county where Mr. Rovest originated was in his estimate, “very, very progressive.” The state,
however, was “in a sense, behind the times” (Int. 2, 7:1). At the start of his career as a state-level
Gifted Coordinator, he talked about the 160 school districts in the state where he had worked
having “separate criteria for the center schools, the full-time gifted programs – they had probably
a dozen of those” along with “separate criteria for the school-based programs” and “criteria
representing the underrepresentation of certain groups – it was very well-thought-out,
comprehensive, and research-based” (Int. 2, 7:1). Pausing, Mr. Rovest noted, “[This state] was
not very progressive, but on the other hand, it had Twin Ridge, and it was the only one [school
for gifted education], and it was amazing” (Int. 2, 7:1). With emphasis, he added, “To have this
shining star…everyone in the state, in gifted education, knew Twin Ridge, and people were
envious of anyone who worked at Twin Ridge” (Int. 2, 7:1).
As the district began expanding gifted education options in its schools, a new districtlevel position was created, the Gifted Coordinator. Mr. Rovest recognized this position to be one
focused on managing “staffing, eligibility, and all of the ESE guidelines” (Int. 2, 7:8). He shared
that the new Gifted Coordinator “didn’t know curriculum, and just didn’t have the background
[in gifted education]” (Int. 2, 7:8), though the individual “was very helpful, very supportive, and
a major resource for us. I didn’t need her to talk to the teachers or anything because I took care
of that” (Int. 2, 7:8).
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Rovest maintained an active role in the development of gifted programming in the district
and was called upon regularly for his input on matters related to gifted education. He said that his
role as Principal of Twin Ridge somewhat propelled him into the unofficial role of a gifted
education specialist in the district, “I was Principal of Twin Ridge/County Gifted Coordinator –
but that just meant I worked at Twin Ridge, because there really wasn’t anything going on
anywhere else” (Int. 2, 7:6). He reflected on his role in shaping gifted options in the district and
stated, “Gifted options really weren’t there, but it was about this time, when those were
beginning to be fleshed out, and I was part of that conversation” (Int. 2, 7:6). Also, Mr. Rovest
recalled being asked to serve as the President of the state gifted association.
New Campus Transition
At the semester break in the middle of the 1993-1994 school year, the entire campus
relocated to its new 73-acre location. Mr. Rovest recalled the excitement on the part of the
teachers and parents, “Teachers were crazy-enthusiastic, and moved on their own over
Christmas; parents were soaking up every slideshow I’d show them…anything I’d show them,
they loved” (Int. 2, 7:13).
Rovest shared stories of each grade level taking “field trips” to the new campus in the fall
preceding the move. He recalled, “The whole 4th grade would get on school busses with their
teachers and go down there…then the whole 5th grade – we did this many times” (Int. 2, 8:3).
He remembered witnessing less excitement from the older students and stated, “The enthusiasm
meter went down - particularly the class of seniors that weren’t going to be able to graduate from
the old campus” (Int. 2, 8:3). Rovest understood; he shared the sense of exhilaration he
experienced after each event. He observed, “It was very…exhilarating…I can remember, so
many times, walking out of that parking lot, and feeling…just…wow” (Int. 2, 8:11).
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Pre-dating Galen Rovest’s leadership, the Twin Ridge high school graduation ceremonies
were held in the 1,700-seat auditorium of a performing arts venue in the district, which serves the
arts community along with the education and corporate communities. The Twin Ridge graduate
tradition evolved by accident, as explained to Mr. Rovest by the founding principal, Mr. Nickels.
The school’s first graduation ceremony was held in a room at the county building, and the guest
speaker was very late. Mr. Nickels was forced to improvise, in order to manage the anxiety of the
28 students and their families. Mr. Nickels’ personal knowledge about each of the students and
their accomplishments allowed him to fill the time by speaking at length about each student. This
unplanned and unexpected time-filler was so positively received that it endured throughout
Principal Nickels’ leadership and through Mr. Rovest’s leadership.
Larger class sizes required some important attention to timing; however, Mr. Rovest
shared that he placed great value on this tradition and worked to ensure that every student was
given the same moment to shine. “I remember going to see the guy before me to watch his
graduation” (Int. 2, 8:7). Mr. Rovest stressed that he soon understood the importance of the
event. He said, “I took so much time to prepare…starting in February, I would start meeting with
students, and my premise was, for that one minute – that was very important to that student and
that family… I just couldn’t wing it” (Int. 2, 8:11). A student’s “one minute” might include a
favorite Twin Ridge memory, a faculty member who was particularly impactful, accolades or
awards of particular importance to the student, club or activity participation, the student’s
message to family, and then finally the student’s post-graduation plans, such as an intended
college or career trajectory.
Managing Enrollment
Mr. Rovest circled back to the topic of enrollment and stated, “So, back again to the
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enrollment…that was a pretty important piece of the puzzle” (Int. 2, 8:17). He shared, “The
rhetorical question to the county was, are you ok with Twin Ridge getting to be over 3,000
kids?” Mr. Rovest stated that the Twin Ridge community, “Especially those that had been there a
while, were deathly afraid of that [enrollment growing to 3,000] because they were afraid it was
going to affect the culture” (Int. 2, 8:19). Pausing briefly, Mr. Rovest noted, “Honestly, I never
was” (Int. 2, 8:19)...I knew we could keep that with 3,000 kids, but we just did not have the
facilities to do that” (Int. 2, 9:2). He continued, “We already had 26-27 busses in the loop – we
couldn’t fit any more – how were we going to fit another ten…and what about student parking?”
(Int. 2, 9:2).
Jumping ahead for a moment, Mr. Rovest recalled that a temporary building would be
constructed in the next five years on the permanent campus, meant to relieve the ongoing need to
add portable classrooms as enrollment grew. He stated, “Everything about it, I loved…pricewise, it was a little bit less than a permanent construction, and the biggest advantage was that it
was constructed in 18 months” (Int. 2, 9:12).
Managing the school’s continued enrollment growth would keep resurfacing in ongoing
conversations with the school district, as would the topic of stricter admissions criteria. He
stated, “We were going down that path of making it more restrictive” (Int. 2, 11:6). Rovest
believed that ultimately, what may have had the most significant impact on the enrollment at
Twin Ridge, was the introduction of gifted programming at other schools. He stated, “The
proactive, positive response was to give people more options” (Int. 2, 11:8). However, the
introduction of gifted options at other schools, also demanded that Twin Ridge continue “upping
our game across the board, because now other schools were waiting in the wings” (Int. 2, 11:12).
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In Mr. Rovest’s first ten years as Twin Ridge principal, he stated, “Back then, it had a
real reputation among gifted – that it was the place to be” (Int. 2, 11:4). At the same time, Rovest
recognized that the school for gifted education would be subject to different perceptions from the
community and county. He shared what he called a “guiding premise” throughout his leadership
of Twin Ridge, “I have said on more than 100 occasions, we need to make sure that we can
justify why we are a separate school…We need to be differentiated – qualitatively differentiated”
(Int. 2, 11:12). Rovest added, “I never feared threats of Twin Ridge closing” (Int. 2, 11:16), but
he recalled that for the 17 years of his predecessor’s principalship, “Eugene Nickels would tell
me stories about how he would go home on Friday, not sure if he’d be coming back on Monday”
(Int. 2, 12:4).
Mr. Rovest then stated with increased enthusiasm, “You could never have a Twin Ridge
today…you could never form a school like that today” (Int. 2, 12:6). He went on, “Think about it
all, politically, that’s going against it whether it’s the demographics of the school, testing
pressure on schools, perceived elitism, no sports! There’s just so much that could never, ever
happen again” (Int. 2, 12:6).
Mr. Rovest recalled the expansion of the school’s AP Program. He said, “There were AP
courses when I started, but you could count them on one hand…this became part of our culture,
and we needed to expand our options – it really wasn’t in response to any outside influences”
(Int. 2, 12:12). Additionally, he stated that technology was rapidly becoming central to education
at this time, and added, “Something very early on, I realized we needed a person to do this fulltime if we were going to do it right…I’ll bet there is a technology coordinator at all schools now
– but there wasn’t then” (Int. 2, 13:1). Rovest felt this willingness to embrace change helped to
generate interest in Twin Ridge. He said, “Everything that was going on was very, very
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exciting…we were off the charts, we were the hot prospect in the county” (Int. 2, 13:7). He
paused briefly and then noted the importance of the timeline, “This is three of four years after we
moved to the new campus, where we have fine-tuned a lot of things…there were a lot of bumps
the first couple of years, but then we really started to cook” (Int. 2, 13:6).
By the end of a full ten years in for Mr. Rovest, he had a sense that Twin Ridge was
poised for something big. “I knew we were at the foundation of something that was pretty
remarkable and well-received, because it was being viewed as such” (Int. 2, 14:2). He noted,
“Just thinking about the new student events, the Open Houses - I can remember just standing
outside after the Open House as people were leaving, calling it the Twin Ridge Love-In…it was
very, very positive, and you could tell from the kids, they were just so happy being there” (Int. 2,
14:3).
“If you had to do this all over again?” I asked. He sighed deeply and said, “From 30,000
feet and 30 years, I had with me from the very beginning, the vision” (Int. 2, 14:6). He listed
several guiding mantras that helped him communicate his vision: “Encouraging Students to
Share their Gifts, A Tradition of Excellence, Standing on the Shoulders of Giants.” He credited
his background in gifted education for all that he was able to accomplish as principal of Twin
Ridge. He stated, “In hindsight, my background…having that background in gifted
education…that was the key to my success” (Int. 2, 15:1).
The Third Five Years (1998-2003)
Mr. Rovest opened Interview 3 with some of his observations from looking over the five
yearbooks which spanned 1993 to 1998. He stated, “You know, my impression in looking
through the yearbooks was a teeny-weeny bit depressing because as I looked through them, they
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barely mention a principal” (Int. 3, 2:1). He shared more about this observation, “Then I realized,
they’re [the yearbooks] not about you, they’re about the kids…so suck it up buddy” (Int. 3, 2:1).
Mr. Rovest shared some of the pages he had marked with sticky notes from a particular
photo or caption which he said, “Warmed his heart” (Int. 3, 2:2). One of his handwritten jottings
read, “2007-2008 Golden Years.” Explaining why he had noted this, he stated, “One of the
things I did think about that you can kind of put in the back of your mind…I would say, that
2007-2008-ish is when Twin Ridge’s golden years happened” (Int. 3, 3:2). He said he
remembered having this conversation with his leadership team at the time, and that collectively
they felt, “It was probably never going to get much better than this” Int. 3, 3:2). He chuckled, “It
was kind of presumptuous on our part, but we really, really felt that way – things were really
clicking…the culture, the atmosphere, the whole school was just a well-oiled machine in so
many good, positive senses of the word” (Int. 3, 3:3). He further mentioned, “Everyone knew
their role at day-in, day-out kind of things.” In particular, he “was given a lot of deference” for
his knowledge of gifted education, his longevity in his role at the school, and his commitment to
the school (Int. 3, 3:3). He said he felt the community perceived him as “he knows his stuff” and
“he’s been here” and “the school has been successful, and it’s very well-respected” (Int. 3, 3:3).
For a moment Mr. Rovest jumped ahead in the timeline and stated “The last five years were
very, very good, and I said back then that if I could have, I would have stayed another couple of
years…but after a couple of years [of being retired], I got over that” (Int. 3, 3:5). He then mused,
“I’m trying to think back on why that happened, and when I started those annual, or semi-annual
auditorium presentations I did” (Int.3, 3:6). He recalled the presentations, “I’d get the whole
class, or the whole grade-level together, and do a different theme – like 212 – every year” (Int. 3,
3:12). Rovest went on, “Those probably started around 2007 or 2008…that’s when the vision in
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my mind coalesced and when I felt it was happening among everybody…everyone would look at
me and say 212” (Int. 3, 3:12). He said he “thought those were very important, and I really did
those all by myself…it was all my show” (Int. 3, 3:12).
Mr. Rovest stayed on the 2007-2008 Golden Years. He said, “One of the things I wanted
to do, and I remember telling this story 100 times, is I wanted everyone at school to really be on
the same page with a mission – I wanted that to be incorporated into everyone’s day-in and dayout experience” (Int. 3, 3:14). He would tell groups of students a story that pertained to NASA’s
1960’s space projects. He referred to it as, “The gold standard example of an organization having
a mission” (Int. 3, 4:1). He recounted the story of a janitor sweeping the floor, who considered
his own contribution vital to the mission by stating, “I’m putting a man on the moon” (Int. 3,4:1).
Mr. Rovest’s mission for 25 years had been a school for gifted kids, grades 2 through 12. Mr.
Rovest reflected, “Once again, that could have happened at any place, at any school – it didn’t
have to be a school for gifted kids, it didn’t have to be 2 through 12…you just had to have the
person or persons committed to doing that, and passionate about it” (Int. 3, 4:2).
Evolving Culture
Mr. Rovest then shifted the conversation, thinking about the school in 2001 and how the
school united to assist in the recovery efforts of New York City in the aftermath of the of 9/11
tragedy. He recalled, “That was another sort of impetus that happened at this time…Certainly
9/11, which was 2001, is when we really, really focused our community service, giving back
mission” (Int. 3, 4:4). Mr. Rovest remembered this time as being influential for the school’s
future community service endeavors. He explained, “Almost immediately after 9/11, there were
a lot of ideas being thrown around about ‘how can we help, how can we do this?’ and everybody,
every group wanted to do something and that was largely the guiding principle we used in
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subsequent years” (Int. 3, 4:4). Twin Ridge had a 9/11 community service project, and Mr.
Rovest wanted Twin Ridge’s work to involve more than donating money or supplies. He said,
“A lot of people were giving money, and giving supplies…we came up with gloves – gloves for
the people working and cleaning up - we collected and sent up thousands and thousands of pairs
of gloves” (Int. 3, 4:4).
Mr. Rovest described the system that evolved, based on his mantra, Gifts Are for Sharing.
He said, “Every year, there was always something people were in need of, so that’s when we
jumped in” (Int. 3, 4:4). Mr. Rovest felt this was the starting point for what would evolve as an
annual happening. He stated, “So that’s how it all got started, and at that point, is when we said
we needed a schoolwide project – a schoolwide community service project” (Int. 3, 4:6).
Although Rovest admitted to being the driving force behind the selection of projects for the
schoolwide community service projects, he reported that it wasn’t long before groups, classes,
and clubs began offering up their own ideas and their desire to lead the efforts. He reflected,
“Initially, it was me sitting down in June and coming up with the idea for the next year…but
what happened was different people would approach in the spring with ideas for the upcoming
year - it became an application process” (Int. 3, 4:6).
Another schoolwide community service project held special meaning for Mr. Rovest. He
called it, “One of the absolute highlights of my career” (Int. 3, 5:3). A Twin Ridge teacher had a
connection to a school that had been badly damaged after a storm, and the principal recalled
from the visit he made, “The school was unbelievably depressed in the sense that buildings had
been destroyed, the library had been wiped out, and it was just in terrible, terrible shape” (Int. 3,
5:1). He went on, “We did much more than a one-shot kind of thing – we truly adopted that
school…we went out there once a month with a busload of volunteers and tutored kids, helped
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with instruction, and we ultimately from our school recognition money, donated $10,000 to
them.” Pausing, the principal experienced an emotional moment, his voice barely a whisper, he
said, “The kids, elementary kids composed a song…a thank-you song…they got us all in the
auditorium, and they got up on stage, and they sang this song” (Int. 3, 5:3). He stated, “It was
just fabulous” (Int. 3, 5:3).
As Mr. Rovest spoke of these two schoolwide community service projects, he stated, “So
the point is, that became, that whole school-wide project, became a unifying something…and the
teachers and the kids expected it and at least up until the point when I left, that had really become
part of our school culture” (Int. 3, 5:6). He remembered one year when the school partnered with
Habitat for Humanity and built a home for a family. He shared, “I remember that we as a school
had to raise $60,000 just to be able to do that – it was a senior class project – and it was way
before schools were doing anything nearly of that kind of magnitude” (Int. 3, 6:2). He shared two
more examples of schoolwide community service projects that Twin Ridge led to assist stormdamaged schools in New Orleans and Mississippi and made a connection back to the concept of
leadership. He stated, “To take a step back, and go back to what we are looking at here…a
principal needs to be able to inspire those around him or her, that are going to want to do the
hard work…and I was fortunate to have that” (Int. 3, 6:10).
Mr. Rovest referred again to what he called the school’s ‘Golden Years’ and said that it
was this five-year phase (1998 to 2003) that led directly into these Golden Years which,
according to Mr. Rovest, would come to fruition at the end of the next five-year phase (2003 to
2008). He stated, “Golden Years…that’s when it really all sort of clicked” (Int. 3, 7:1). The work
done during this third phase was the work necessary for the school to thrive in the fourth phase.
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Mr. Rovest circled back to the thematic, grade-by-grade, campus-wide presentations that
he did in those ‘Golden Years.’ He felt these were successful because of his own personal
investment in each. He offered, “Part of what was so appealing, or what made those
presentations so successful, was me putting myself out there…there was a little bit of soulbearing involved in all of that, which made me appear a little more human” (Int. 3, 7:1). He said
one personal goal he would share with his audience was that he wanted to someday run a
marathon. He referred to a previously shared strategy, where he would identify the gifts and
talents of others, and then provide opportunities for those talents to develop into something that
would also benefit the students and the school. In this example he shared that the effort he spent
encouraging the right person to sponsor a running club eventually evolved into an annual 5K
event. He said, “That was just what I did – I found people who were excited about something,
and then I got out of the way of the people” (Int. 3, 7:6).
Mr. Rovest then referred to a sticky note, and what he jotted down while he was looking
over the yearbooks from the second phase (1993 to 1998). He said, “I was thinking about it too
this week, what made that happen, and what made us dramatically improve our game, so to
speak (Int. 3, 8:5). He went on, “I think it was just a confluence of a bunch of different
factors…just by physically moving to a new, fancy, state-of-the-art campus kind of got rid of the
old ‘Camp Twin Ridge’ mindset, and even though it was never really talked about consciously, it
was just like…Wow – look what we’ve got” (Int. 3, 8:5). Rovest then added that he felt several
factors contributed to what he called the ‘Golden Years.’ He offered, “It was enrollment, it was
facilities, and it was probably around this time we were starting to get national recognition” (Int.
3, 8:7).
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National Ranking
Mr. Rovest mentioned that when Twin Ridge started appearing in the US News & World
Report ranking of high schools, “we really appeared on the radar” (Int. 3, 8:9). Mr. Rovest
acknowledged that the national recognition contributed to developing Twin Ridge’s reputation.
He said, “It was good for us…it got us a lot of positive feedback from the community” (Int. 3,
8:9). Rovest’s public response to the school’s national rankings was strategically aimed to keep
the focus on the work of the school that wasn’t part of the ranking formula. He offered, “I was
always kind of cautious in how I dealt with that. I never really highlighted it [the national high
school rankings] because it can be subjective” (Int. 3, 8:9). He said his response always took the
whole picture of the school into account, and he would say, “We’re honored, but it doesn’t tell
the true story of our school, it doesn’t measure our community service, it doesn’t measure the
accomplishments of our elementary and middle school students” (Int. 3, 8:9).
Rovest stated, “That [the rankings] definitely helped our community. No one in their
right mind would ever bring up closing the 6th best school in the country – so that put an end to
that” (Int. 3, 8:16). He added, “Rarely did I ever hear anything like that...now I don’t know if it
was because no one wanted to say something like that to me, or if it was because they just
stopped talking about it” (Int. 3, 8:16). Repeating a comment he made during our second
interview, he stated, “I never feared threats of Twin Ridge closing” (Int. 2, 11:16). He then
continued, “There was just no way, and those in leadership at the county were like, ‘We don’t
like it, but what are we going to do about it?’” (Int. 3, 9:1).
As he continued reflecting on the topic of rankings, Mr. Rovest paged through the set of
yearbooks aligned with the years about which we were speaking – 1998 to 2003. He emphasized
once again, that the actions he took as leader of the school were the actions any principal could
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take. Looking up from the yearbook, he removed his glasses, and stressed, “Any principal can do
that…any principal can find ways to celebrate their school and bring it beyond your district’s
recognition” (Int. 3, 9:3). He sat back in his seat, and with increasing volume, shared his final
thought on this point: “So, that’s what I would do. I would underline our school’s
accomplishments…there’s plenty of things to recognize, there’s plenty of ways to celebrate those
successes” (Int. 3, 9:3).
Politics
Mr. Rovest shifted his body so that he could lean a bit, smiling with narrowed eyes, he
lowered his voice and said, “Another thing – you’ve got me thinking – one of the things I
did…that I think all principals could do…I was a pretty political guy” (Int. 3, 9:4). He noted
again that he valued personal relationships and insisted that it was the connections he made with
people that made the difference in how easy or difficult his job was. He observed, “I made sure
that there were connections made and did my best to establish personal relationships with those
that were going to affect our school” (Int. 3, 9:6). He understood the importance of having an
open line of communication with district level leaders, and he shared, “I made it a point to have a
good relationship with my Executive Director, who could make or break my day” (Int. 3, 9:6).
Continuing, Mr. Rovest shared that he intentionally pursued a personal relationship with
each Superintendent that led the district during Rovest’s tenure. He stated it was “just as
important to have a good relationship with the Superintendent” (Int.3, 9:6). When asked whether
he remembered other principals fostering these kinds of personal relationships with district
leaders and superintendents, he answered with a definitive ‘No’ and then stated, “I made sure
they [executive leadership and the superintendent] were aware that Twin Ridge was a resource
and a valuable asset, and that I was going to do my best to keep it that way and to keep our
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school population supportive of your efforts” (Int. 3, 10:9). Mr. Rovest said he learned early on
that navigating school politics was a crucial skill for principals, especially for the principal of
Twin Ridge, and commented, “The context there was the importance of a Twin Ridge leader
knowing who the power-brokers were and making sure they were well-informed” (Int. 3, 10:3).
He said he believed that everything good going on at Twin Ridge, in turn was a positive
reflection on the district, and he offered, “We’re doing great things...that’s what we were all
about, I said to you the first time, ‘To whom much is given, much will be expected’” (Int. 3,
10:9).
Mr. Rovest briefly turned his attention back to the yearbooks and remarked, “One of the
things I am proud of, is the number of assistant principals that went on to become principals”
(Int. 3, 11:1). He pointed out the Twin Ridge assistant principals who served with him and was
able to name the schools they went on to lead as principals. Mr. Rovest observed that from his
vantage point, Twin Ridge seemed to be the last stop for an assistant principal before becoming a
principal. He then acknowledged that personal musings aside, the perception from the outside
population of administrators was that the placement of assistant principals at Twin Ridge was
deliberate. He said, “That was also a little bit of a claim to fame outside of the school that others
were aware of” (Int. 3, 11:1). Conversely, Mr. Rovest did not hesitate to point out that there were
assistant principals placed at Twin Ridge that were “a poor match for the school” (Int. 3, 12:10).
Musings on Change
Mr. Rovest noted that 1999 marked completion of his tenth year as principal of Twin
Ridge. Even though he had confessed to experiencing a sense of disappointment in not having a
presence in the 1993-1993 yearbooks, he noticed in this five-year series a more identifiable
acknowledgement of the administrative team, including feature stories on team members. He
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posited, “Ok, so I had been there ten years now…ten years’ worth…these kids are juniors and
seniors who are putting together the yearbook – these are kids who have known me their whole
career, and for ten years I have been a presence in their life” (Int. 3, 12:3).
Mr. Rovest marveled at visible changes that took place from 1988 to 1998. He pointed
out how many students and faculty were wearing Twin Ridge shirts and said, “You know,
looking through these, I remember when there was a time when you wouldn’t be caught dead
being a high school kid wearing a Twin Ridge shirt...never…especially old campus” (Int. 3,
12:7). He remembered this being a time of growth for the school in terms of enrollment
increases, product output such as the yearbooks, and overall improvements to ways of doing
things. Reflecting over the five years from 1998 to 2003, Rovest stated, “The quality of products
are getting upgraded in large part, because there is a second or more generation of teachers and
staff now, and in almost every case there were improvements” (Int. 3, 13:10).
Rovest shared that it wasn’t always easy finding teachers interested in working at Twin
Ridge. He said, “What is somewhat surprising, my recollection of the teaching positions and the
vacancies, there wasn’t always an overwhelming list of applicants” (Int. 3, 13:10). He felt that
potential applicants were likely apprehensive about coming into a gifted education environment
because of negative stereotypes connected to gifted children and parents of gifted children. He
said that the applicants he would get would be “self-selected” (Int. 3, 13:10). He went on, “There
were applicants, but they were more self-selected. They knew – the parents scared them away
with all of the horror stories of how involved the parents are” (Int. 3, 13:10). He recognized that
gifted education teachers needed a certain skillset and stated, “You had to be comfortable with
the kids…kids who may be smarter than you…a lot of self-selection involved in that” (Int. 3,
13:10).
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Mr. Rovest then compared his own hiring challenges to the challenges faced by the
district when it came time to looking for his replacement. He remembered being surprised
learning that only one applicant from the district applied, and he said, “For my position, you
would think there would be 100 applicants…there was one from the county” (Int. 3, 13:10). Mr.
Rovest suspected the low level of interest at the district level pertained to people just not
understanding what the role entailed. He added, “But the point is, that’s what scares
people…being in a high-profile position, whether it’s at a gifted school or not, being interested in
a high-profile position is intimidating” (Int. 3, 14:1).
As the third interview closed, Mr. Rovest reflected on the connection he strove to
maintain with the school’s history, which he stated was “deliberate” and “constant” (Int. 3, 14:3).
He said, “Constantly, the notion of Standing on the Shoulders of Giants, constantly going back to
a Tradition of Excellence, I wanted to make sure I incorporated that Tradition as part of what we
were all about – which goes back to what I believe was the basis of the school” (Int. 3, 14:3). He
emphasized the importance of maintaining a constant awareness of the school’s history, the
battles they fought, the challenges they overcame. He said, “We have to constantly remind
ourselves - Why do we need a school like Twin Ridge?” (Int. 3, 14:3). He further noted that
“other principals in the district don’t have to worry about that” (Int. 3, 14:3). Rovest said that he
never lost focus of Twin Ridge’s need to continually justify its existence. Rovest stated, “[Twin
Ridge] had to be part of the decision-making…the county, and people - teachers, parents go
through a lot to come to this school, and is it worth it? How is it worth it? Moreover, how is it
different from what they could get at another school?” (Int. 3, 14:3). A critical point of difference
for Mr. Rovest is the school’s focus on community service. He commented, “I think certainly,
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again, how the schoolwide community service projects evolved…that’s something I am very,
very proud of, and how that became incorporated into our culture” (Int. 3, 15:2).
The Fourth Five Years (2003-2008)
The five-year period around which this interview was focused was situated within the
context of implementation of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation. How students
performed on the state’s assessments determined the school’s performance overall on a system
that ranked schools using a report-card style scale: A, B, C, D, and F. Schools were incentivized
to work toward earning A’s and B’s, which translated to funding, and positive public status.
Schools earning C’s and D’s paid heavy costs and were forced to contend with compromised
reputations, reductions in funding, and remediation requirements. Schools that struggled to earn
passing grades were faced with grave consequences that related to job security. Student
assessment data and school grade data were components of the formula used to calculate annual
evaluation scores for all teachers and administrators.
Mr. Rovest arrived ready to discuss NCLB and how its implementation in the district
impacted his school. Mr. Rovest said the assignment of school grades, required as a result of
NCLB, was a concern for all administrators. He remembered clearly predicting that the changes
were going to be potentially problematic for Twin Ridge, despite his presumption that the
students would earn passing scores on the state assessments. He said, “I knew then, when that
was happening, that it was potentially bad news for us…I had no doubt what we would do, but it
was just going to exacerbate the causes of concern between us and other schools” (Int. 4, 2:1).
Mr. Rovest went on to explain that district administrators at all levels (elementary,
middle, and high) were already contending with the loss of bright students to Twin Ridge students who were districted to their schools. The centralized focus on assessment data in this era
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caused panic among some administrators. Mr. Rovest shared, “There was some discussion of the
other schools tracking their kids back to them – of course it didn’t get too far – but essentially,
you could spend the whole year at Twin Ridge, and take the test at Twin Ridge, but your score
would go back to your district school” (Int. 4, 2:1). Rovest sighed deeply and put one hand to his
head as he recalled how he felt during the time these tracking conversations were happening. He
said, “Nothing ever came of that, and I did my best to make sure nothing ever came of that, but I
knew there was going to be nothing but bad news from our end because of that” (Int. 4, 2:4).
In response to a question about how he thought NCLB legislation impacted everyday
instruction at Twin Ridge, Mr. Rovest said, “It didn’t change much from my perspective; I think
individual teachers were more aware of it than I was, and I don’t know if that’s good, or bad, or
what, but I didn’t want to spend a lot of time dealing with that” (Int. 4, 3:1). He expressed that
the assessments created to satisfy the requirements of NCLB were “just straight up competency
tests” (Int. 4, 3:5), the data from which were used to determine a letter grade for Twin Ridge
School. He shared, “I remember that being very big news. Assigning the grades, and the schools
were all listed” (Int. 4, 2:5). The principal explained that each school’s grade was tied to funding,
and he said, “It was tied to funding because of the extra recognition dollars” (Int. 4, 2:7). He
further explained, “I don’t know how much it has changed, how much more demanding it is…I
just remember initially, it was so silly for our kids” (Int. 4, 3:1).
Mr. Rovest recalled his efforts at buffering the school from the many assessments
associated with NCLB. He shared, “I did my best to try and opt out of all the ongoing district
diagnostic assessments, and I was pretty successful with that…but it was all around us though,
and it was becoming part of the day-in, day-out issues that schools had to deal with” (Int. 4, 3:5).
Rovest admitted that regardless of how he personally felt, he knew that he needed to comply on
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some level. He stated, “In that sense, it was something we needed to be aware of, and something
we needed to monitor, but it certainly wasn’t driving the train; it wasn’t the basis of instruction in
the classroom” (Int.4, 2:9). He recognized the importance of Twin Ridge maintaining their “A”
school status and added, “Year-in, year-out, it turned out to be very positive, but it was
somewhat, holding your breath, because even a little dip here and there – that was kind of, big
news” (Int.4, 3:7).
As he reflected on the past 15 years, in combination with the impact that state-mandated
testing had on Twin Ridge, he said, “We were continuing to operate at a very high-function
level: Extra-curricular, instructional, it’s the challenge of maintaining that high-profile – that, I
think, is intimidating to a lot of people, staff as well as administration” (Int. 4, 3:9). Rovest
explained that the status Twin Ridge had attained by this time created the expectation that the
school would maintain that status. He shared, “That’s the challenge…when you’re ranked #6,
and then the next year, you’re ranked #11, that’s big news - always striving, because the
expectations are so high” (Int. 4, 3:9). Mr. Rovest stated that the challenge of working to stay in
the top rankings was one he embraced: “I used that as a positive thing” (Int. 4, 3:9).
Beyond NCLB
Mr. Rovest turned the conversation toward the yearbooks he had perused from 19982003. “I took a couple of notes here from 2003,” he said, “Seeing all these books, definitely
brings me back…so funny seeing all these kids” (Int. 4, 3:10). On a sticky note he noticed, “I
noticed in the yearbook, there was considerable mention of the expectation that the kids had – of
themselves…They really seemed to be getting the messages that I had been sending; they
referenced things I had said - quotes from me – and they really seemed to be getting the message
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of the high expectations, the sharing of gifts with others, and although it wasn’t part of my overt
message, but the sense that you were part of something bigger than yourself” (Int. 4, 3:10).
As he flipped through a yearbook, Rovest turned to pages he had marked with sticky
notes. He said he could tell that his sayings, his mantras, were exemplified in the pages.
“Standing on the shoulders of giants…that was coming through loud and clear, whereas I wasn’t
seeing that in earlier books as much” (Int. 4, 3:10). He pointed to another page where he had
been quoted. He said, “Ok, so right here, ‘Being a Twin Ridge student has always emphasized
the critical message of social responsibility’…a quote from me” (Int. 4, 4:1). Moving to another
marked page, he noted, “And over here, ‘That is what our school is all about – to use our gifts,
our talents’” (Int. 4, 4:1). He looked up from the book, and shaking his head slightly, said, “You
don’t see that in a yearbook, I don’t think - yearbooks aren’t about administration, they are
about…them” (Int. 4, 3:11). He reflected, “The point is…that it [the message of social
responsibility] has become part of the school culture” (Int. 4, 4:1).
As the school continued to grow in terms of enrollment numbers, and in reputation, the
attention it received was not always positive or complimentary. The conversation turned to the
stereotypes often associated with gifted education, and one stereotype in particular pertaining to
Twin Ridge. He reflected on conversations he had had over the years regarding the homogenous
population demographic at Twin Ridge. He said, “Those were tough” (Int. 4, 4:3). He noted that
he was aware of the sentiment that Twin Ridge served a wealthy and privileged populace:
“People were probably saying it…but it wasn’t to me directly” (Int. 4, 4:2). He felt that his best
response to this stereotype was action. He stated, “I think that it was important in our message,
hearing over and over again, about giving back” (Int. 4, 4:2). He went on saying, “There were a
whole bunch of pretty high-profile things that we were doing that were very altruistic, with the
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emphasis on social responsibility and giving back” (Int. 4, 4:3). He used Bill Gates as an
example of giving back: “You don’t hear too much criticism of how wealthy Bill Gates is,
because he’s given billions back” (Int. 4, 4:4). His efforts at establishing a community of giving
back were intentional, and Twin Ridge’s active stance on community service “may have helped
diffuse that [wealthy and privileged stereotype]…it [community service] was just a good and
right thing to do” (Int. 4, 4:4).
On Leadership
During this five-year period (2003 to 2008), Galen Rovest was nominated and selected
for the Principal of the Year award. When asked about this recognition, he replied, “That was
unbelievable – I still maintain to this day, that it had to be a major fluke” (Int. 4, 4:7). He went
on saying, “I was just so shocked that they would give this to a principal of a gifted school…who
had all that going for it…all that kind of stuff” (Int. 4, 4:8). As he spoke about this honor, he
offered, “Yeah, I did an ok job, but I should not have gotten that, but it was very nice – a oncein-a-career type thing” (Int. 4, 4:9). Laughing, he jokingly added, “I would not be surprised if I
was the only one nominated – I’m serious!” (Int. 4, 4:9).
The five-year period between 2003 and 2008 marked the era Mr. Rovest had previously
referred to as the school’s “Golden Years.” During our conversation in Interview 3, he had
described the school as having well-established routines and a clear understanding of
expectations. He had stated then that “things were really clicking…the culture, the atmosphere,
the whole school was just a well-oiled machine in so many good, positive senses of the word”
(Int. 3, 3:3). In this fourth interview, Mr. Rovest confirmed this sentiment: “It was probably
never going to get much better than this” (Int. 3, 3:2). He shared his perspective of the time that
had passed and the impact of his leadership. He first attributed the school’s arrival at the “Golden
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Years” to longevity – both his and the students’. He stated, “Part of it was, I’m in for 15 years
now, the kids that had started at 2nd grade, who are now juniors and seniors, they’ve had nothing
but me…and then the large number of staff that I was able to hire, you know that’s a pretty
powerful atmosphere” (Int. 4, 5:1). He added, “The kids, they were there from seven years old
until they are eighteen years old, and they knew nothing else but me” (Int. 4, 5:1).
He reflected quietly for a moment, and then offered, “That’s part of maybe what you
translate here – that’s probably possible for any school that spans so many grades…you have a
chance to really communicate your vision over an extended period of time” (Int. 4, 5:1). He
stressed that it is important for leaders to be consistent in communicating vision and messages,
but leaders must do more than simply talk about their visions – they had to demonstrate what
they were seeking. He said, “You have to be consistent, you have to do things, more than just
talking about it - and our kids, really embraced that whole philosophy about giving back…I think
even after I left” (Int. 4, 5:5).
The “Golden Years” brought some stability. “So right around then, when things were
really clicking,” he said, “there was very little talk about the ‘old’ campus…we always
maintained the importance of our history, but people had accepted where we are” (Int. 4, 5:11).
The rapidly expanding enrollment, however, continued. He noted, “We were growing by leaps
and bounds – they were very concerned that we were going to be a school of 3,000 – and they
[district leadership] had no idea what we were going to do” (Int. 4, 5:11). Even with efforts to
manage this expansion, after nearly ten years on the permanent campus, “We were adding
portable after portable, teachers were floating on regular basis - Twin Ridge really was the hot
ticket in town” (Int. 4, 5:11).
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District-led initiatives toward principals as instructional leaders left Mr. Rovest with
feelings of inadequacy among younger principals new to the field. He shared, “I just felt
so…inadequate among all of the younger principals at these meetings who were so cognizant of
the curriculum, and strategies, and techniques…I was so bad at that” (Int. 4, 6:1). He noticed
things were different with the new cohort of principals and assistant principals entering the field.
He commented, “It was a different sort of generation coming in, and you could see that in the
principals’ meetings…there were the ‘old-timers’ who weren’t as hands-on in the classroom”
(Int. 4, 6:8). He recalled the new principals would “go on and on about all these different
strategies, how to improve reading scores,” and he shared that he considered himself to be an
“old-timer” by comparison (Int. 4, 6:3). He added, “There were a lot of people who were so
much more aware of those things that I was” (Int. 4, 6:3).
Mr. Rovest recalled participating in the Classroom Walkthrough exercises during this
time period, and he said he personally enjoyed this practice, but not for the reason they were
intended. Shaking his head solemnly, he revealed his disappointment with what he felt was an
effort to highlight a teacher’s flaws in instruction. He said, “Honestly, one of the things I disliked
most about what I was seeing in the new principals was a very…almost adversarial ‘Gotcha’
attitude toward teachers like, ‘You can’t trust them’” (Int. 4, 6:5). He went on, the pitch of his
voice rising a bit, “I just had a completely different perspective…I just felt that, sure there were
sometimes when teachers weren’t maybe doing as good a job as they could, but day-in, day-out,
they were so dedicated, so passionate” (Int. 4, 6:6).
Mr. Rovest maintained that the general sense of mistrust administrators had toward
teachers was not one he shared. He remembered, “From the very beginning, I did not have that
distrust and, really, that was the attitude – very adversarial…‘What do we have to do to catch
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them’ and that was also my interpretation of the testing and the monitoring” (Int. 4, 6:8). He did
admit that he found value in the practice of getting into classrooms, but his goal was never to
catch teachers doing anything wrong – he saw that the Classroom Walkthrough could be used in
positive ways. Rovest attested, “This made sense to me, I never ever communicated to them that
it was a ‘Gotcha’ because it was supposed to supportive, and reinforcing, and helpful and good
for the kids to see you, a ‘what can we do to help’ kind of thing was always the tone” (Int.4, 7:2).
He also shared that his approach differed. He noted, “I took a different approach - mine
was, to monitor what was going on in the classroom, from a distance – or indirectly – this was
my way of ensuring what teachers were teaching, what their curriculum was, was through their
Course Expectations” (Int. 4, 6:2). The principal described the Course Expectations document as
being akin to a course syllabus, which was drafted by each teacher and which represented each
teacher’s plan for the year. Rovest said this was the tool he held teachers accountable for during
the year.
Rovest would meet with the rest of the administrative team following each of their
classroom visits. He remembered having positive discussions about what they all witnessed
during their walk-throughs. He recalled, “Oftentimes, when we would get back together it was a
lot of, ‘You wouldn’t believe what this teacher is doing!’ and it was very, very
complimentary…even celebratory” (Int. 4, 7:1). He followed that statement immediately with,
“But I don’t think that was the purpose [of the district]…the purpose was to catch people” (Int. 4,
7:1). Rovest attributed any deeper insight he may have had on the subject was provided to him
by his wife, who was also a teacher. He shared, “What helped me a tremendous amount, and I
have said this a bunch of times, is being married to a teacher” (Int. 4, 6:7).
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Mr. Rovest took a moment to think about the ways NCLB legislation impacted not only
Twin Ridge, but all schools, and finally said, “In my being naïve about it, I was at a school
where there wasn’t anybody breathing down my back…we weren’t a ‘C’ school on the verge of
becoming a ‘D’ school unless I did something” (Int. 4. 7:3). Acknowledging that his experiences
in a school for gifted education differed from those of most principals, he offered “That had to be
hard, being a principal in that situation” (Int. 4, 7:3). Mr. Rovest recognized that his position as
leader of a school for gifted education may have spawned animosity from principals of schools
struggling to meet the criteria of NCLB legislation during this time period, but he attested to
never experiencing any animosity first-hand and said, “I never saw it face-to-face” (Int. 4, 7:5).
Rovest also talked about his having a sense of knowing that at that time in particular, his
cohort of principal peers understood that there were specific differences between leading a
school and leading a school for gifted education. He stated, “I think people realized – which was
right around that time too – that yeah, I don’t have to deal with that [struggles to meet NCLB
criteria] but there are other things that I do have to deal with that they don’t” (Int. 4, 7:5). As if
surprised, the principal recalled hearing other principals say that working with the parents of
students who are gifted was a most daunting task. He remembered conversations like, “Oh my
gosh, my worst nightmare is dealing with the gifted parents at my school – and you’ve got a
whole school of them!” (Int. 4, 7:5).
He returned to the topic of his own job and once again conveyed his shock that only one
individual from the district expressed interest in becoming the principal of Twin Ridge School.
He noted, “…people didn’t want to mess with it” (Int. 4, 7:6). He went on to say that with
teaching positions at Twin Ridge, there were always far fewer applicants than he expected. He
speculated, “It’s double the preparation time, it’s double the communication time, and you have
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to be very self-confident” (Int. 4, 7:7). Mr. Rovest said in an earlier interview that teachers at
Twin Ridge had to be OK with the possibility that the students might be smarter than they are.
Mr. Rovest shared that Twin Ridge’s teacher trainings often included instruction on how to work
with the parents. He clearly remembered the words he would say to new Twin Ridge teachers: “I
know you’ve heard these horror stories, that this is the stereotype of gifted parents, but they are
just like you” (Int. 4, 8:1).
As Mr. Rovest reflected on his memories from 2003-2008, he moved forward to making
the decision to retire at the end of 2013. He recalled the feeling that “there was an end in sight –
but it was five years away, and not looming by any stretch” (Int. 4, 8:4). He referred to a sense of
knowing, “obviously an end-of-the-rainbow kind of timeline” (Int. 4, 10:1).
With an end in sight, Rovest expressed feeling like he needed to prepare for his absence.
He said, “I felt like I had to make sure that there was something I left behind – something that
was going to stay beyond me leaving” (Int. 4, 8:4). He planned to increase the frequency and
intensity of his campus-wide, grade-level messages to student groups. Each message would be
centered around a central, usually inspirational, theme, and the content would be tailored to
match the grade level of the audience. He admitted being inspired by a scene from Harry Potter
(Int. 4, 9:1). He shared, “I can’t tell you how incredibly intimidating that is…getting an
auditorium full of 8th graders and talking to them about ‘try your hardest, do your best, do your
homework’” (Int. 4, 8:4).
Mr. Rovest insisted that these practices improved over time for both him and his
audiences. He believed the messages, which were not all about homework, “Really helped
cement the school culture of sharing gifts and giving back” (Int. 4, 8:6). Some addressed ““the
mission statement thing, the whole, ‘what are you doing – I’m putting a man on the moon’ sort
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of thing” (Int. 4, 9:1). The point was students learning, “This is what it means to come to Twin
Ridge” (Int. 4, 9:3). When asked about what he felt was his most important message, he replied,
“First and foremost, the sharing of gifts, the social responsibility, the giving back – that to me, is
right up there, and it was from the very beginning that I was involved in gifted education” (Int. 4,
9:5).
Mr. Rovest recalled feeling like the 20 years had passed quickly. He admitted, “It went
by so fast, but I was a very fortunate guy to have had so many things in place, and as I have said,
at best, there was support from the district…at worst, there was no undermining” (Int. 4, 9:10).
When asked whether he felt he had the district’s trust, he responded, “I think it was a bit of that,
and also a bit of the mindset that ‘nobody’s calling us…nobody’s complaining…he’s keeping it
quiet, so… ok, good’ which was to my advantage” (Int. 4, 9:11). With conviction, Galen Rovest
professed, “It was important that I leave this school with a certain vision, where I can ask a kid
what he’s doing and he says, ‘I’m maintaining a tradition of excellence, sharing my gifts’” (Int.
4, 10:1).
When asked if he could summarize the most important lessons that he had learned about
gifted education, students, teachers, Mr. Rovest listed multiple aspects without hesitating:
curriculum, characteristics, affective needs, trained teachers and administrators. Then he
elaborated. He began by saying, “I think it is very important to be aware of, to be cognizant of,
the nature and needs of gifted kids – and that is a mouthful” (Int. 4, 10:3). He then noted, “I
remember talking a lot when I first came to Twin Ridge about a differentiated curriculum and
making sure we were always working to justify why we needed a separate school” (Int. 4, 10:3).
In the era of NCLB and the high-stakes consequences of high-stakes testing, Rovest noted that
principals were aware that they could lose “All of the best kids, all of the best scores, all of the
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best parents,” so they started their own gifted programs, which Rovest said, “Is exactly what I
would do” (Int. 4, 10:9).
Mr. Rovest, however, did not feel this legislation directly changed the work taking place
at Twin Ridge. He affirmed this by saying, “No Child Left Behind was not about gifted kids, and
not about gifted education – at least that’s my understanding of it - it was about the kids who
were falling behind, and about the achievement gap – and rightfully so…But, I don’t recall there
being anything about it that changed our lives” (Int. 4, 10:11).
At the close of Interview 4, Mr. Rovest hurriedly pointed out something that caught his
attention in one of the yearbooks from 2003-2008. He gushed, “There was something in one of
these where it talks about me being principal since 1990, and well, that’s just wrong!” (Int. 4,
11:2). When asked whether someone should have caught that, Rovest looked up from the book,
and with a smile quipped, “Yeah! Me! I’m the someone that should have caught that!” (Int. 4,
11:6). Then, shaking his head, the principal lamented, “There could never be another Twin
Ridge, at least not in this state” (Int. 4, 10:3).
The Last Five Years (2008-2013)
Galen Rovest arrived at our fifth, and final, interview with a noticeable energy and
enthusiasm. Following a jovial greeting, he began speaking at once about his own gifted training.
He noted, “I received my gifted certification, which back then was more than just the gifted
endorsement” (Int. 5, 2:2). He expressed deep gratitude and respect for his teacher and mentor, a
university professor, whom he credited as a “moving force” in moving gifted education forward.
He spoke about gifted education’s position in a federal landscape and its important connection
with ESE. He explained, “That meant procedural safeguards, that meant an IEP, that meant
staffing and eligibility, and so it was a very heavy move and one that was very much to the
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advantage of gifted education in the state” (Int. 5, 2:2). He was careful to note that even among
states that had adopted gifted education mandates, districts still hold the power to decide how,
and if, gifted education programming is administered. He stated, “Very few states had it [gifted
education programs] then, and even now in a lot of places, it’s up to the individual districts to
decide” (Int. 5, 2:2).
Admissions at Twin Ridge
Mr. Rovest took the conversation to the topic of how the process of admitting students to
Twin Ridge evolved during his 25 years as principal of the school. He remembered it when he
first arrived at Twin Ridge and said, “Initially it was very informal…it was maybe me,
somebody from the county, and maybe another person or two from Twin Ridge, looking at
[student application] folders and determining eligibility and placement” (Int. 5, 2:1). As the
school saw increased applicants each year, a dedicated admissions position was created at the
school. The responsibility of what became a full-time Gifted Coordinator position was
“reviewing 500-600 folders over the summer to determine eligibility and getting all of the
paperwork each student needed to be staffed into the program” (Int. 5, 3:1).
Rovest explained that student admission folders had already been pre-screened. He
remembered at time when Twin Ridge was responsible for administering pre-screening
assessments: “Initially we were much more integrally involved in the process” (Int. 5, 3:5). He
expressed a sense of relief when the district took over determining eligibility, “It saved a
tremendous amount of time and anguish, for all to be done centrally” (Int. 5, 3:11).
Mr. Rovest clarified that the district’s Gifted Coordinator was responsible for placing
eligible students in programs and not one responsible for designing curriculum for gifted
programming in the district. He noted, “The person centrally at the district who was doing all of
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that…there was no curriculum involved in that decision - what was happening was strictly
staffing, eligibility for services only” (Int. 5, 3:10). At the time Twin Ridge was the only option
for gifted programming, so students eligible for gifted services were admitted automatically to
Twin Ridge. Rovest concluded, “It was more of a slam dunk, by the time it got to this point - by
the time we were seeing these kids, they had all been identified as eligible” (Int. 5, 3:9).
Reflecting a bit on when this shift of the admissions process to the district occurred, Mr.
Rovest noted, “We moved into the new school in 1994, but I really think this happened early on
because when I initially came on, it seemed like a much less formal process - we would sit
around a table a look at each folder one-by-one” (Int. 5, 3:9). Rovest felt that this change in
procedures for determining gifted eligibility coincided with the school’s fast-growing
enrollment, along with the efforts of other schools across the district to form gifted programs of
their own. He entertained the possibility that this “…was the district’s strategy to deal with Twin
Ridge’s growth, realizing at the same time that Twin Ridge had outgrown its facilities” (Int. 5,
4:4). He smiled as he recalled, “Every year I would ask for and get more portables - we had the
land, so we just kept plopping them down!” (Int. 5, 4:6). He playfully acknowledged that the
plethora of portables were slightly reminiscent of Twin Ridge’s early days, and laughing he said,
“From an administrative perspective, it made things a teeny bit harder…I had to worry about
rainy days, and fire drills, and changing classes, but nothing too bad” (Int. 5, 4:6).
Reflections and Memories
Mr. Rovest shifted the conversation to the sticky notes he placed on the yearbooks from
2003 to 2008. He pointed to his notes on the popularity of a Twin Ridge teacher held in
particularly high regard; the words he jotted down described the teacher as “genius,” “different,”
and “out-of-the-box” (Int. 5, 4:10). Paging through the books, he said, “I thought the 2005 book
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had some really cute little things” (Int. 5, 4:12). “Such nice, nice words” (Int. 5, 5:1), he smiled
as he pointed to the piece about his Principal of the Year award; he seemed especially proud of
the representations that captured the service projects. His voice trailed up slightly as he noted the
quality of this current set of yearbooks: “All of these are really, really uptown” (Int. 5, 5:6).
Looking down at his notepad, he pointed out that in one of the years from the five-year set from
2003 to 2008, he noticed again that the administrators were not identified. He shared, “It was just
a little bit shocking, they had pictures of administration, but in some cases, it wasn’t even labeled
who we were - it just was a little bit of a different tone, a different feel that didn’t bother me
then…but it bothered me now” (Int. 5, 5:8).
Mr. Rovest retold the story of the first school board meeting when Twin Ridge received
approval to construct a permanent campus. He felt his arrival coincided with “a crescendo that
was building up, that was 20 years in the making” (Int. 5, 5:10). He also recalled the stories he
had been told “from some of the old pros, about how they would leave on Friday, and not be sure
that they would be coming back on Monday” (Int. 5, 5:10).
Mr. Rovest turned the conversation toward the messages he aimed to deliver at Twin
Ridge. He said in this period between 2008 and 2013, it felt like the messages were ingrained in
the school’s collective mindset. He stated, “I was kind of thinking about, that really, in terms of
hitting the point in time when these became important themes at the school, these were the years,
these were the years when the message was prevalent – the Sharing Gifts, the Seeing Further, the
Going 212 - it was part of our culture” (Int. 5, 5:11).
When asked how this happened, Mr. Rovest shared, “I have no real insight other than us
wearing them down, just constantly putting the message out there, about this being so, so
important in describing who we are as a school” (Int. 5, 5:11). He also continued to attribute
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success to the good fortune of being surrounded by key players who were “reinforcing the
messages” (Int. 5, 5:12). He further revealed, “In thinking about this, that’s probably something
that was a talent of mine – finding and nurturing talent” (Int. 5, 5:12). He balanced this statement
with a disclaimer and stated, “I don’t really have a lot of insight on the ingredients of how to do
that - I’m sure it is something that successful administrators do – regardless of [whether they
work in] gifted or not” (Int. 5, 6:1). Then with a smile, laughing a bit as he said it, he quipped, “I
just realized I wasn’t good at a whole bunch of things, and I needed a lot of help – is kind of
what it came down to” (Int. 5, 6:2).
On Leadership
Mr. Rovest reflected on leadership and what leaving a legacy meant to him. “These are
much harder questions,” he said with a slight laugh (Int. 5, 6:4). Mr. Rovest began by saying,
“You always hope there is a legacy that you leave, and you hope that you modeled some of that”
(Int. 5, 6:4). He looked at the questions on the table in front of him and pointed to the words,
“Sharing Gifts, Seeing Further, and Going 212” (Int. 5, 5:10). Rovest concluded, “And my
legacy at Twin Ridge, is really, really summarized in these three things…that’s what I would
hope! Those are really important to me” (Int. 5, 6:7).
He paused for a moment, and then shared his perspective on his own leadership. He said,
“It just seems like my whole frame of thought, is that people are generally very capable, very
passionate, very dedicated, and [I strove] to give them the freedom to do that” (Int. 5, 6:4). He
revisited part of a conversation from an earlier interview and said, “You know, we talked about
that last time that my style was NOT to catch people doing something ‘wrong’ but more to
encourage them to continue doing what they are doing…to keep doing good” (Int. 5, 6:4). He
further noted, “I did hear that a lot of the teachers appreciated the freedom and appreciated the
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ability to make those kinds of decisions, and it just completely makes sense to me – but that’s not
to say people can’t improve of course” (Int. 5, 6:5).
Mr. Rovest noted that he worked consistently to communicate the message to faculty and
staff, as well as to his student and family audiences, that there is always room for improvement
on every front, for every individual. He said he felt the best way to illustrate this message was to
demonstrate it himself. He stated, “I would always try to do that at the beginning of the year - I
would lay out my goals for myself personally, and communicate that to everybody…I don’t
know if they cared, or if it made a difference or not, but at least I was trying to demonstrate what
everybody definitely feels, and that is there is always room for improvement” (Int. 5, 6:6).
Reflecting on this modeling practice, he asserted, “It wasn’t that hard to do…it really wasn’t”
(Int. 5, 6:7).
Describing himself, Mr. Rovest said, “I always thought people thought I was so
predictable… I was! So, so predictable” (Int. 5, 6:8). He smiled as shared memories of what he
called his favorite day of every school year, the day the teachers returned from summer break.
He gushed, “I would wrack my brain to try and come up with different ways of saying the same
thing year-in and year-out when the faculty first came back - that was my first day of school that is what I worked for” Int. 5, 6:7). He then admitted, “I always sensed, and I was always
concerned that people were thinking, ‘I’ve heard this now for 20 years, and here we go again’”
(Int. 5, 6:9). Rovest countered that with an observation, “I think for most people, that
[predictability] was kind of reassuring; they knew I was going to start a meeting on time, and
they knew I was going to talk about this, and all of that was just part of me being…pretty
predictable” (Int. 5, 6:9).
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As he reflected further on these first day memories, he attributed his first day-of-school
anxiety to knowing he would invariably be communicating new expectations, procedures,
policies, and updates that were coming from the state or district. He shared, “In light of all that
changes in education, the most anguishing thing that teachers come back to is ‘here’s the new
way we’re going to have lesson plans, and here’s the new way we’re going to do this, and
this’…” (Int. 5, 7:1). Mr. Rovest remembered working to quell teacher anxiety by explaining
new expectations in relation to their current methods of operation. He said, “I tried to address
that by telling teachers ‘You know how to do your course expectations; this is what’s included;
it’s the same as it was last year’” (Int. 5, 7:2). When asked about whether he was deliberate with
what he called his predictable behavior, he replied, “I think it’s just the way I am, and maybe it
was a good fit at the time, and it worked out” (Int. 5, 7:1).
What’s Left to Do?
Looking back over his 25 years at the school for gifted education, Mr. Rovest pondered
over the question, what’s left to do? Mr. Rovest turned the discussion toward the high school
diploma. He remembered that prior to his arrival as principal, students who graduated from Twin
Ridge received high school diplomas from their districted schools because “Twin Ridge was a
program, not a school” (Int. 5, 10:3). Building on the work of those before him, Rovest worked
on what it meant to earn a diploma from Twin Ridge. He stated, “I was very interested in
[establishing] early on that the criteria for a Twin Ridge diploma, is that you have to take ALL of
your courses at Twin Ridge (Int. 5, 8:4).
Mr. Rovest maintained that the vertically aligned scope and sequence at Twin Ridge was
not consistent with the standard graduation tracks at any other school. Students were placed in
courses according to a demonstrated readiness for advanced work. That allowed students and
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teachers to explore beyond the boundaries of grade-level, or self-contained, course curriculum –
this was an implicit Twin Ridge track. His perspective was that students who stepped out of the
Twin Ridge track would be missing a crucial step in the Twin Ridge trajectory. He contended,
“That really, I think, maintained the integrity of our school and our program, and it also was very
much, again, supported by our teachers - students were better prepared when they took courses at
Twin Ridge” (Int. 5, 8:12).
Mr. Rovest did recall a few instances where he made exceptions for students who were
athletes at other schools. He explained, “Anytime a kid took a course from another school that
was offered at Twin Ridge, that had to be approved by me -that’s how unusual it was – but there
were times that it happened, though when student athletes needed to be at a different school in
time for practice and taking their last period class at other school made sense” (Int. 5, 8:8).
Conversations about class alternatives would become increasingly the rule than the
exception as time moved on at Twin Ridge. As online secondary education vendors became
state-accredited entities, Twin Ridge would eventually yield to the laws that governed high
school graduation requirements and incorporate student’s online coursework into their
graduation transcript. Students began taking online courses over the summers, and throughout
the school year, to advance more quickly into the college-level courses the school offered.
Rovest felt that if Twin Ridge offered the courses students were seeking in an online venue
taught by the gifted-endorsed Twin Ridge faculty, delivery of Twin Ridge’s gifted curriculum
could be assured. He said, “That was what I was envisioning…ok, well, if that’s the case, then I
want Twin Ridge teachers teaching those courses” (Int. 5, 9:2). He went on to say that this was
something that he was not able to establish, and said, “It never came about, but it was definitely
something I wanted to do, and it was a part of my vision” (Int. 5, 9:16).
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Mr. Rovest stated that he entered his last year as principal of Twin Ridge School still
focused daily on the three key themes, which he said with an air of conviction and tapping his
finger on each: “the Sharing Gifts, the Seeing Further, the Going 212” (Int. 5, 5:10). He stated,
“Well…it really comes down to these three themes – and I know I sound like a broken record –
but it was really important to ensure that whoever was coming in, or whatever team was coming
in, it would be such a smooth transition” (Int 5, 11:5). He worked to ensure his leadership team
was intact and that they would carry on his ideals in the upcoming transition. He said that he
worked to, “Make sure that the people that were in place, had their plans in place, and that the
administrative team was going to be able to continue without me” (Int 5, 11:5). He added, “I felt
that they had my philosophy, especially how to deal with teachers - one of trust and mutual
respect and appreciation” (Int 5, 11:5).
Last Words
As we began clearing the table of yearbooks, closing, stacking, preparing for departure, I
asked Mr. Rovest how he was feeling about the conversations we had shared over the course of
the five interviews, and he replied, “Wow…well…I think you have done a fabulous job of
shaking the cobwebs out! I did not think I’d be able to talk for longer than 15 minutes about what
I remember!” (Int. 5, 11:1). He followed with, “Just overall, really, I do think you’ve hit the
essence of what I was trying to do…I am curious about things now though… All of it - it was
just very much part of the day-in, day-out” (Int. 5, 11:3).
Thinking about his initial post-retirement experiences, Mr. Rovest reflected on the timing
of his retirement and that of his wife’s retirement. He noted that although he enjoyed the quiet of
working on his house, tending to the lawn, and landscaping, he said, “She worked for two years
after me - two very difficult years. So here I am, at home, planting plants, and she’s dealing with
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[school] stuff, but it got so much better after she retired - plus, once she retired, I didn’t have to
cook anymore...that was not good!” (Int. 5, 11:13).
Continuing to recall that period of time, he shared, “It took the better part of a year to
transition out of it…At one point, it would be like, ‘oh it’s 3:00, I’d be getting ready to go out to
busses’ or ‘this is Tuesday, and I’d be going here’…and then after a while, I’d ask myself, ‘wait,
what day is it?’” I asked him what he was going to miss the most. He said, “It’s funny, because
we were just talking about this yesterday while we were driving, but I was about a year away
from wanting to retire…I could have easily done another year, or two” (Int. 5, 7:9). Explaining
further, he continued, “Because again, everything was just clicking, everything was so smooth, a
well-oil machine some people called it” (Int. 5, 8:1). Mr. Rovest said that his interpretation of
that metaphor – a well-oiled machine – was “a positive compliment” (Int. 5, 8:3), and while
“Some may take that as an insult…I never did” (Int. 5, 8:1). He took a moment to reflect further
on the parent organization and stated that the group “was just incredibly supportive, and at the
end…Wow…they were just so supportive, but there were times when they weren’t so
supportive…I can sit back and think of a handful of parents and teachers that made life tough”
(Int. 5, 8: 3).
Pausing for several moments, Mr. Rovest looked down and read the last question on our
list once more, reading it aloud this time. He said, “What do you think you will miss most? I
knew I was in a situation where every day was positive and reinforcing, it was just very
gratifying. And I went from that…to being a ghost” (Int. 5, 11:10).
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CHAPTER FIVE:
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Bolman and Deal’s Artistry, Choice, and Leadership: Reframing Organizations (2017)
identified four frames, or mental models, with associated assumptions and characteristics, that
provide a way of thinking about how organizations work and how leaders lead. The four frames
were structural, human resource, political, and symbolic. In analyzing the transcripts of the
interviews with Mr. Rovest, I used characteristics from each of the four frames as a priori codes.
Figure 3 presents the coding framework developed from Bolman and Deal’s four frames.
Figure 3
Coding Framework for Interview Transcripts
•Vision and core
values
•Stories and myths
•Heroes and heroines
•Rituals and
ceremonies

•Fit between
organizational and
individual needs
•Motivation
•Capacity Building
•Empowerment
•Promotion of diversity

Symbolic

Structural

Human
Resource

Political
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•Clear authority
•Specific and efficient
form and function
•Policies, rules and
regulations
•Goals and objectives
•Planning and
coordination

•Coalitions &
interest groups
•Differences in
values, beliefs,
perceptions
•Decision making
•Power and conflict
•Bargaining,
negotiation

The analyses generated through these four frames follow, in order of their frequency of
representation in the interview transcripts: symbolic, structural, political, and human resource.
Symbolic Analysis
Bolman and Deal’s (2017) symbolic frame was based on the premise that “symbols and
symbolic actions are part of everyday life” and that “symbols are basic elements of culture” (p.
240). Furthermore, “an organization’s culture is revealed and communicated through its
symbols” (p. 242). Within this frame, symbols carry the direction, the “tapestry” of meaning, that
comprises the culture of an organization. “Culture forms the superglue that bonds an
organization, unites people, and helps an enterprise to accomplish desired ends” (p. 242). Codes
used in the symbolic analysis were: (1) vision and core values; (2) stories and myths; (3) heroes
and heroines; and (4) rituals and ceremonies. Table 6 presents the frequency of symbolic analysis
codes across the five interviews. Analysis of the individual codes with narrative examples
follows the table.
Table 6
Frequency of Codes in the Symbolic Analysis
Frame
Symbolic

Interview 1
1988-1993
57

Interview 2
1993-1998
34

Interview 3
1998-2003
47

Interview 4
2003-2008
48

Interview 5
2008-2013
35

TOTAL = 221

Vision and Core Values
“Vision turns an organization’s core ideology, or sense of purpose, into an image of the
future” (Bolman & Deal, 2017, p. 244). Vision is an organization’s “own unique drive,” woven
into “the very fabric of the organization” (Collins & Porras, 1994, p. 201). Galen Rovest had a
passion for gifted education. When Mr. Rovest reflected on his own experiences as a teacher of
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gifted students, he recalled often dealing with “stereotypical perceptions of gifted education,”
and he felt that “most people didn’t understand about the needs of gifted kids…more than that,
the need for gifted kids’ schools” (Interview 1). Mr. Rovest’s passion drove his vision for Twin
Ridge, a school that would be a qualitatively different learning environment for gifted kids. He
noted, “I have said on more than 100 occasions, we need to make sure that we can justify why
we are a separate school…We need to be differentiated – qualitatively differentiated” (Interview
2).
Throughout his 25 years as principal of Twin Ridge, Mr. Rovest believed in,
communicated, and shaped the culture of Twin Ridge to embrace three core values: (1) Sharing
Gifts; (2) Seeing Further; and (3) Going 212. He noted that during the period between 2008 and
2013, the messages were ingrained in the school’s collective mindset. He stated, “I was kind of
thinking about, that really, in terms of hitting the point in time when these became important
themes at the school, these were the years, these were the years when the message was prevalent
– the Sharing Gifts, the Seeing Further, the Going 212 - it was part of our culture” (Interview 5).
Sharing Gifts. Social responsibility was a deliberate, strategic, consistent, and
unrelenting message communicated “from the very beginning” (Interview 2). Rovest worked
tirelessly embed the tenets of “To whom much is given, much will be expected” (Interview 3),
“service to others” and “sharing gifts” (Interview 2) as both expectation and privilege of every
Twin Ridge student. The “Gifts are for Sharing” (Interview 3) program embraced this value, an
annual schoolwide community service project. At first Mr. Rovest selected the focus of the
projects, but the projects became more student and staff driven. Groups, classes, and clubs began
offering up their own ideas and their desire to lead the efforts (Interview 3). Some projects were
more than “a one-kind shot kind of thing” like adopting the elementary school that was badly
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damaged in a storm or partnering with Habitat for Humanity to build a home for a family or
assisting storm-damaged schools in New Orleans and Mississippi. Mr. Rovest stated, “So the
point is, that became, that whole school-wide project, became a unifying something…and the
teachers and the kids expected it and at least up until the point when I left, that had really become
part of our school culture” (Interview 3).
Seeing Further. “Seeing Further” served as a constant reminder that excellence is not a
single event or singularly achieved; a tradition of excellence comes from the collective
contributions of those who came before us (Interview 3). We can see further if we “stand on the
shoulders of giants,” emphasizing the importance of the school’s history, the battles fought, the
challenges overcome, the constant drive for upward momentum. Mr. Rovest explained, “We
have to constantly remind ourselves - Why do we need a school like Twin Ridge?...How is it
different from what [students] could get at another school?” (Interview 3).
Going 212. Just one degree Fahrenheit makes the difference between hot water and
boiling water. “Going 212” expressed the value that going the extra degree, pushing beyond
limits, can make an important difference (Interview 3). Mr. Rovest said, “I wanted that to be
incorporated into everyone’s day-in and day-out experience…I wanted to walk around campus
and hear a kid say, I’m going 212” (Interview 3). Mr. Rovest recalled that “Going 212” probably
started around 2007 or 2008: “…that’s when the vision in my mind coalesced, and when I felt it
was happening among everybody…Everyone would look at me and say 212” (Interview 3).
Stories and Myths
Stories “perpetuate values” and enable glimpses into the “soul of an organization”
(Bolman & Deal, 2017, p. 247). Stories also serve as “a key medium for communicating
corporate myths” (p. 249), which often encompass history, values, and identity. An
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organization’s stories and myths are often told and retold. Galen Rovest was a storyteller.
Following are three examples of stories told.
Camp Twin Ridge. Camp Twin Ridge was established as a grant-funded experiment.
The “school” had existed for 20 years prior to Mr. Rovest’s arrival. Its structure spoke volumes
to a sense of impermanence. It sat on five acres of unused, uncleared land on the grounds of an
existing elementary school, and it looked like a temporary camp—an assortment of temporary
portables borrowed from other schools, serving as classrooms and administrative offices. Twenty
years and 67 portables later, new principal Mr. Galen Rovest walked into “one of the fastest
growing schools in the county” (Interview 1) with enrollment increases dealt with regular
addition of more portables, still borrowed from other schools. On its fortieth birthday, Twin
Ridge School had achieved the status of “Well-Oiled Machine” (Interview 3), commemorating
its grit and matriculation from surviving to thriving.
The Coup. Mr. Rovest’s induction to Twin Ridge was a School Board workshop, where
the sole purpose was to determine whether the school should remain open. The meeting was
attended by hundreds of citizens, many of whom spoke on the merits of maintaining the school
for gifted education. Ultimately, the School Board acknowledged the school’s contribution to
students in the district and approved the construction of a permanent campus. Amid what he
described as “thunderous applause,” Mr. Rovest recalled thinking, “…it was such a coup when it
was approved for the school to be able to build a permanent campus” (Interview 1). The school
would so no longer be called, district-wide, Camp Twin Ridge. Twin Ridge School became a
campus of buildings—"a new, fancy, state-of-the-art campus”—with a central student-friendly,
landscaped and grassy area reminiscent of the original Camp Twin Ridge, but without the old
mindset of a temporary experiment (Interview 3).
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NASA’s 1960’s Space Projects. The 1960s saw six successful launches with Project
Mercury and 10 successful missions in Project Gemini. The decade also saw the tragic loss of
Gus Grissom, Ed White and Roger Chaffee when a flash fire destroyed their command module
during a launch pad test. However, despite the tragedy the decade “gave Americans collective
pride” (Mansfield, 2012).
A cursory Google search for ‘NASA janitor and JFK’ reveals multiple and unsourced
iterations of a storied conversation that purportedly took place between President John F.
Kennedy and a custodial employee of NASA during the President’s tour of NASA headquarters
in 1962. Popular versions of the tale convey the brief exchange between the President and the
janitor, who is actively sweeping the floor when the President introduces himself. “Hi, I’m Jack
Kennedy. What are you doing?” The janitor replied, “Well, Mr. President, I’m helping put a man
on the moon.” The janitor fully understood that his work was valuable because it contributed to
the greater mission of NASA. Rovest incorporated this story into his repertoire, calling it “The
gold standard example of an organization having a mission” (Interview 3).
Heroes and Heroines
Bolman and Deal (2017) describe heroes and heroines as “prominent leaders” or
“exemplars” who have built “time-tested” organizations (p. 245). For Mr. Rovest, the founding
principal of Camp Twin Ridge was a hero. Eugene Nickels had served as principal for 17 years.
Rovest recalled, “I was faced with the legacy of Eugene Nickels – he was the founding principal
of Twin Ridge and had earned many accolades for having that kind of vision” (Interview 2). The
school’s early years were marked by uncertainty. Conversations regarding the fate of the Camp
Twin Ridge experiment— whether there was a need for the school to stay open—took place at
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the district every year. Mr. Nickels attested to an aura of fragility in his time as principal; “he
would go home on Friday, not sure if he’d be coming back on Monday” (Interview 2).
Rovest had “breakfast with him every six weeks” and “mutually beneficial
conversations” (Interview 2). Through these meetings, Mr. Rovest said he was able to better
understand the school he was walking into, its history and challenges. “I had a respect for his
vision,” he said. The public friendship of the two principals communicated Rovest’s respect for
Nickels, and Nickels’ support for his successor contributed to Rovest’s acceptance. Rovest
believed the community mindset shifted from “Who’s this new young kid coming in?” to
“Oh…he’s pretty good – let’s give him a chance!” (Interview 2).
Rituals and Ceremonies
“Ritual is routine…ritual gives structure and meaning to each day” (Bolman & Deal,
2017, p. 250, 251). Mr. Rovest established rituals to provide predictability and consistency in
spreading the Twin Ridge vision. For example, Mr. Rovest could be found on any day,
strategically positioned at the convergence of the student parking lot and the drop-off loop at
6:45 AM to welcome high school students as they arrived on campus, and at 3:30 PM to send the
middle and elementary school students on their way at the end of each day (Interview 5). At
these times students would inevitably here a value for the day.
Providing every student with an agenda book at the beginning of each year was another
important routine. The spiral-bound notebook with school’s logo and colors served as students’
daily planners and housed the school’s code of conduct. The agenda book also provided a
common information base around which students, teachers, and parents could communicate
(Interview 1).
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A ceremony is “more episodic, grander, and more elaborate”; they are often “convened at
times of transition or on special occasion” (Bolman & Deal, 2017, p. 254). A key ceremony at
Twin Ridge was the graduation ceremony. The highlight of the ceremony was the very personal
send-off from the principal for each graduate. As master of ceremonies, the principal introduced
students as they approached the podium and shared their interests, experiences, special messages
to parents, and the college they would soon be attending. Mr. Rovest recognized this event had
deep historical significance to the school, the students, the parents, and the community. Although
he had inherited the ceremony, he fine-tuned the process to ensure that equal recognition was
given to every student. He stated, “I wanted to equalize that part of the graduation tradition
because it is an equal honor and distinction to graduate from Twin Ridge, and everyone has
something to celebrate” (Interview 1). Rovest shared that even now, nearly ten years since
retirement, and nearly 35 years since graduating his first class, “I still run into people today who
stop me to say they remember what I said about them at graduation” (Interview 1).
Structural Analysis
Bolman and Deal’s (2017) structural frame was based on the premise that the “formal
arrangements” in the structure of an organization, if “properly designed,” will put people “in the
right roles and relationships”; this design will “support and accommodate both collective goals
and individual differences” (p. 48). Codes developed for the structural analysis were: (1) clear
authority, (2) specific and efficient form and function, (3) policies, rules and regulations, (4)
goals and objectives, and (5) planning and coordination. Table 7 presents the frequency of
structural analysis codes across the five interviews. Analysis of the individual codes with
narrative examples follows the table.
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Table 7
Frequency of Codes in the Structural Analysis
Frame
Structural

Interview 1
1988-1993
59

Interview 2
1993-1998
53

Interview 3
1998-2003
17

Interview 4
2003-2008
6

Interview 5
2008-2013
18

TOTAL = 153

Clear Authority
Galen Rovest had extensive knowledge of gifted education and had amassed considerable
experience working with students identified as gifted, in gifted education environments. His
experience afforded him immediate credibility with the Twin Ridge school community. When he
“walked into a very receptive climate” (Interview 1) in 1988, he felt a “deference” (Interview 3)
shown to him by the community as he was perceived as an expert.
In the district Mr. Rovest was well respected. He believed his knowledge and experience
within the field of gifted education resulted in an “automatic autonomy” which gave him “the
ability to make decisions” (Interview 1). Mr. Rovest was regularly sought out by district leaders
and other principals to provide input on strategies to create accelerated programming to compete
with Twin Ridge (Interview 2). The principal’s knowledge and experience, in combination with
the district’s deferential, hands-off management of both the principal and the school, resulted in a
position of power for Galen Rovest. Twin Ridge became the “hot prospect in the district” with
enrollment numbers “off the charts” under Mr. Rovest’s autonomous leadership (Interview 2).
Specific and Efficient Form and Function
Twin Ridge opened in 1969 with 140 students spanning grades four through twelve.
When Mr. Rovest became the principal in 1988, student enrollment had grown to over 800
students, spanning grades three through twelve and “still operating under an assumption that the
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school had not grown as much” (Interview 1). The first item on Rovest’s 1988 agenda was to
update the school’s day-to-day operations, creating systems more fitting for “one of the fastest
growing schools in the county” (Interview 1). Using input from faculty and staff, Rovest
implemented systems designed to bring structure and clarity to the campus, such as class
schedules and lunch schedules that had a rain contingency. Because “there was a lot that needed
to be put in place” (Interview 1), Mr. Rovest created a formalized set of school rules and brought
order to the drop-off and pickup process by establishing carline procedures and streamlining bus
schedules. The school had grown so fast that time had not been taken to codify operating
procedures.
Mr. Rovest started in 1988 what would become a 25-year tradition, the purchase of
student agenda books for every student. Spiral-bound with a glossy cover and back page, the
Twin Ridge agenda books were designed using the school’s colors and logo and served as the
students’ daily planners. From the youngest students in elementary grades to the high school
seniors, this organizational tool served as a place for students to record assignments, as well as a
conduit through which student, teachers, and parents, could communicate (Interview 1).
Noting the need for specific, and differentiated, support at Twin Ridge, Mr. Rovest
created specialized positions, which were filled by teachers eager to serve students in new ways.
As enrollment continued to increase, Rovest introduced specialized roles such as technology
coordinator, testing coordinator, and college resource teacher (Interview 2), which were assigned
to teachers.
Policies, Rules, and Regulations
Rovest’s first hurdle at Twin Ridge was “To try to get it to the point where we had school
rules” (Interview 1). Student attendance, behavior expectations, homework policies, performance
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expectations, and graduation requirements were some of the areas where Rovest exercised
influence over the degree to which Twin Ridge would adhere to or deviate from practices
commonly followed at other schools. The Twin Ridge Student Handbook, which became part of
the student agenda book, was the result.
Mr. Rovest also exercised influence over curricular matters, assessment mandates, and
other policies he felt were not applicable to the needs of Twin Ridge. He would “always ask for
exceptions” for Twin Ridge, rationalizing that the "special population” came with specialized
needs requiring an “exception to the rule” (Interview 1). For example, legally, Twin Ridge had to
abide by rules set forth in NCLB. However, Mr. Rovest successfully negotiated for Twin Ridge
to “opt out of all the ongoing district diagnostic assessments” (Interview 4) designed to prepare
students for the state’s new “straight-up competency tests” (Interview 4), which he argued were
“silly” for the student population at Twin Ridge (Interview 4). Mr. Rovest’s extensive
background in gifted education afforded him a status, a credibility, which was advantageous to
Twin Ridge in this case.
Goals and Objectives
Galen Rovest knew his audience. One of his goals was to maintain open and regular
communication with parents. He became keenly aware of the negative stereotypes associated
with the parents of gifted students, and he “worked hard” to mitigate teacher aversion toward
parents of students identified as gifted, dispelling the “horror stories” (Interview 3) of
“aggressive and assertive” (Interview 1) behavior as best he could.
Rovest also understood parents’ needs because he could identify with them. “They want
the best for their kids, same as you, same as me,” he said (Interview 1). He embraced the parentbody and introduced “Teacher Requests” (Interview 1) to give parents a voice in the placement
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process. He created events that were uniquely parent-focused like the annual Twin Ridge Open
House (Interview 2) and quarterly Parent Coffees (Interview 1). He knew that building
relationships with these key stakeholders would provide invaluable support to the students and
the school.
Another goal was to “diffuse tension” and change the narrative around gifted education
(Interview 1). Rovest was accustomed to fielding negative perceptions of gifted education, but
instead of taking a defensive stance, he brought his passion for community service to the Twin
Ridge community and introduced a school-wide initiative that he called “Gifts are for Sharing”
(Interview 1), which emphasized “the responsibility we have to give back” (Interview 1). Mr.
Rovest infused this mantra into the daily lives of the students and teachers at Twin Ridge. He
regularly and consistently communicated the message that “To whom much is given, much will
be expected” (Interview 3), a sentiment which over time became “incorporated into our culture”
(Interview 3).
Planning and Coordination
The procedures and initiatives that Mr. Rovest introduced and then implemented at the
school required meticulous planning and coordination. “To hit the ground running on the first
day of school” (Interview 1), Rovest engaged in yearly planning. From the summer of his first
year (1988) to the summer preceding his retirement (2012), Rovest’s team of administrators,
guidance and office staff worked diligently to ensure student information was mailed home for
students to receive two weeks prior to the first day of school. Planning for each new school year
began in January, coordination of the “Back-to-School” summer work began in March
(Interview 1). Rovest shifted necessary, but time-consuming, start-up processes to the summer
because he was “adamant” (Interview 1) about being able to “walk into a classroom at 10am and
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having it look like it was April” (Interview 1). His objective was to see student engagement and
learning on the first day of school.
In addition to planning for a strong start each school year, the Mr. Rovest fostered a
mindset that embraced early preparation, from short and long-term instructional planning to
large-scale events like the school-wide community service projects (Interview 3), the annual
school fair and fundraising gala (Interview 1), Parent Night (Interview 2), and the highly
anticipated Twin Ridge Graduation event (Interview 1).
Political Analysis
Bolman and Deal’s (2017) political frame was based on the premise that “political
processes are universal” in organizations (p. 184). Within this frame, organizations are seen as
having coalitions and interest groups with differences in values, beliefs, and perceptions.
Decision making is a core function, and power is an important asset. Decisions can create
conflict, requiring bargaining and negotiation (p. 184). Codes developed for the political analysis
were: (1) coalitions and interest groups; (2) differences in values, beliefs, perceptions; (3)
decision making; (4) power and conflict; and (5) bargaining and negotiation. Table 8 presents the
frequency of political analysis codes across the five interviews. Analysis of the individual codes
with narrative examples follows the table.
Table 8
Frequency of Codes in the Political Analysis
Frame
Political

Interview 1
1988-1993
47

Interview 2
1993-1998
16

Interview 3
1998-2003
15

TOTAL = 125
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Interview 4
2003-2008
29

Interview 5
2008-2013
18

Coalitions and Interest Groups
When Mr. Rovest became principal of Twin Ridge, the school was a 67-count collective
of wooden buildings often referred to as Camp Twin Ridge. Rovest was aware that not everyone
in the district supported the idea of a new permanent campus for the school, so “it was such a
coup when it was approved for the school to be able to build a permanent campus” (Interview 1).
One of Rovest’s primary strategies was building relationships with groups and potential
coalitions. He forged relationships with his colleagues in school-based administration as well as
with the district-level leaders, including the superintendent stating, “I made sure that there were
connections made, and did my best to establish personal relationships with those that were going
to affect our school” (Interview 3).
Twin Ridge was a one-of-a-kind school, serving a student body spanning grades 2-12. In
a district all school-based administrators were required to meet monthly with their school-level
colleagues (elementary, middle, and high school). Mr. Rovest recognized that he could have
been asked to align with the elementary or middle school principals; however, he “consciously
made the choice…to meet with the high school principals” (Interview 1). He saw this group of
principals as a potential “force” in the district. To him they were “warriors…top dogs…they
were fierce in terms of dealing with the county, and they would push back” (Interview 1).
Rovest also became active in the district’s association for school-based administrators
which “became a force” as Mr. Rovest served as president “for a bunch of years” (Interview 1).
As friendships within this association of administrators developed, Rovest and a few other
principals emerged as an unofficial “board” (Interview 1), who enjoyed a privileged seat at the
superintendent’s proverbial table for years.
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Galen Rovest pursued relationships with leaders at the district as well. He made it a point
to establish good relationships with his direct supervisor, the executive director, who had the
power to “make or break my day” (Interview 3), according to Rovest. He also initiated regular
audience with each school superintendent who served during his tenure at Twin Ridge and used
this time to “make sure they were aware that Twin Ridge was a resource and a valuable asset” to
the district (Interview 3).
Twin Ridge initially existed at the courtesy of the district. Rovest wanted each
superintendent to know that Twin Ridge performed a valuable service to the district. “We’re
doing great things, and make the district look great for you” (Interview 3). Rovest would then
say, “I’m going to do my best to keep it that way and to keep our school population supportive of
your efforts” (Interview 3).
A third group was the parents. The Principal Coffees, which he referred to as the “Twin
Ridge Parade of Homes,” were held four times a year for many years. Mr. Rovest traveled the
county, and his visits were appreciated and received very positively. He knew that parents were a
strong interest group, and he needed regular interactions with them. He noted, “I really have
nothing but fond memories…and of course, I have my own ‘hall of fame’ parents” (Interview 1).
When Mr. Rovest needed support for the concept of a Twin Ridge Foundation, he looked
to individuals he identified as key players who were motivated to help him move his idea
forward. He noted that over time the Twin Ridge Parent Group “was just incredibly supportive”
(Interview 5). Rovest acknowledged that he had become part of a powerful entity that was larger
than himself, and that the relationships he worked to build and maintain, were a part of his
“Secrets to Success” (Interview 1).
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Differences in Values, Beliefs, and Perceptions
Galen Rovest recognized that Twin Ridge was different from other schools, and he
worked hard to ensure that things at Twin Ridge were different. On any given day, but especially
in his first five years as principal, he found himself working through “stuff that the normal
school principal didn’t have to deal with” (Interview 1) because from textbooks and curricular
programming to teacher training and testing, Rovest stated that “things were different for us”
(Interview 1).
When Rovest became principal of Twin Ridge, he brought with him perspectives of
former gifted teacher, administrator, and state-level gifted coordinator; he believed in the
necessity of gifted education. He was very aware that the general population largely
misunderstood gifted education and especially gifted students. In part this general lack of
understanding likely contributed to principal peers who would be likely “to dismiss Twin Ridge,
or worse, to be critical of Twin Ridge from a school-based perspective” (Interview 1). Principal
colleagues would tell him, “The gifted kids were weird” (Interview 2), and “The gifted parents
were pains in the neck” (Interview 2). Dealing with this particular parent group was for some a
“nightmare” (Interview 1).
Rovest understood. He easily spoke of his experiences with stereotypes and criticism
surrounding gifted education as a gifted classroom teacher, recalling a common perception that
“You’ve got all the bright kids, you don’t have any problems” (Interview 1). Mr. Rovest said that
as Twin Ridge principal, he felt insulated from any overt animosity, stating, “I never saw it faceto-face” (Interview 1).
Rovest recognized his role was part “marketing and public relations” (Interview 1). The
task required both finesse and endurance: “To make sure that we can justify why we are a
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separate school, we need to be differentiated, qualitatively differentiated” (Interview 2).
Decision-Making
From the moment Galen Rovest accepted the position as principal of Twin Ridge until his
retirement 25 years later, managing the school’s continual enrollment growth remained an
ongoing topic of conversation. Discussions of planning for the new, permanent campus were a
central focus upon Rovest’s arrival in the summer of 1988. He was given autonomy and a
latitude to select the site and to design the campus which he stated was “a remarkable experience
that never, ever happens now” (Interview 1). This autonomy and latitude permeated many
aspects of Mr. Rovest’s long-term principalship of Twin Ridge, and although he fielded multiple
overtures to move into higher level management at the district level, he declined each one
stating, “I was very happy where I was. I still had to answer to people, but I liked having the
ability to make decisions” (Interview 1).
Despite having an autonomy, that by his own admission, “never, ever happens now”
(Interview 1), Rovest believed in consensus before making major decisions. He demonstrated
this most acutely at the onset of his leadership, by charging school-level department leaders with
the task of designing their own spaces on the future permanent campus. In what would become
an historical artifact, an operational tradition, Mr. Rovest introduced Participatory Governance at
the school, where all members participated in shared decision-making that required conversation
and consensus. With conviction, Rovest said that he “walked the walk, and talked the talked, and
lived and believed in shared decision-making” (Interview 1).
Power and Conflict
Prior to Rovest’s arrival in 1988, the faculty, staff, students, and parents of Twin Ridge
were forced to contend with the possibility that the district would decide Twin Ridge no longer
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served a purpose and that the school would be collapsed, sending students back to their district
schools. By the time Twin Ridge School was ready to occupy the permanent school, they had
experienced an “enrollment explosion.” Rovest explained, “We were growing by leaps and
bounds – they were very concerned that we were going to be a school of 3,000 – and they
[district leadership] had no idea what we were going to do” (Interview 4).
Increased enrollment at Twin Ridge translated into enrollment decreases at other schools
in the district. The achievement pressure placed on schools and principals in the era of NCLB
positioned Twin Ridge at the center of criticism for the role it played in drawing the brightest
students away from other district schools. Rovest acknowledged this criticism, as well as the
strain placed on principals who were “losing all of their best kids, all of their best scores, and all
of their best parents” (Interview 4). Rovest was personally involved when the district was
“fleshing out the specifics” (Interview 2) for the launch of gifted and advanced programming in
other district schools. He admitted that if the roles were reversed, he wouldn’t rest until he could
launch a program “that could compete with Twin Ridge” (Interview 1).
For those who continued to question the need for a school for all-gifted students, Rovest
was the first to portray the school’s value to the community and the district. He seized every
opportunity at local and state levels to advocate for his school, and he leveraged “knowing who
the powerbrokers were…making sure they were well-informed” (Interview 3).
Bargaining and Negotiations
Rovest was a skilled negotiator. He understood the nuances of bargaining and negotiation
and was able to call on the friendships and relationships he worked so hard to build and maintain
when he needed support. From negotiating the specifics of his own contract, to negotiating on
behalf of Twin Ridge, Galen Rovest asked and received. Rovest’s signature platform was that
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Twin Ridge was unlike any other school in the district. When Camp Twin Ridge, the sixty-seven
portables located on five acres, physically situated on the campus of another school and devoid
of accoutrements such as a cafeteria or media center, could longer serve its gifted students,
Rovest moved. He argued that the “special population and the facility circumstances” were the
“reason for Twin Ridge to be an exception to the rule” (Interview 1).
For the duration of his leadership at the school, Mr. Rovest “always asked for exceptions”
(Interview 1) for the students of Twin Ridge because “things were different for us” (Interview 1).
Human Resource Analysis
Bolman and Deal’s (2017) human resources frame was based on the premise that
“people’s skills, attitudes, energy, and commitments are vital resources that can make or break
an enterprise” (p. 118). The human resources frame is concerned with the “fit” between the
organization and the individual (p. 118). A good fit recognizes that “people and organizations
need each other” (p. 118). When a fit is good, “individuals find meaningful and satisfying work,
and organizations get the talent and energy they need to succeed” (p. 118). Commitment to
diversity is essential “when talent matters” to the success of any organization (p. 153). Codes
developed for the human resource analysis were: (1) fit between organizational and individual
needs, (2) motivation, (3) capacity building, (4) empowerment, and (5) promotion of diversity.
Table 9 presents the frequency of human resource analysis codes across the five interviews.
Table 9
Frequency of Codes in the Human Resource Analysis
Frame
Human
Resource

Interview 1
1988-1993
36

Interview 2
1993-1998
7

Interview 3
1998-2003
29

TOTAL = 90
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Interview 4
2003-2008
9

Interview 5
2008-2013
9

Fit
Galen Rovest was a good fit to assume the role of principal at Twin Ridge, the school for
gifted education. Mr. Rovest knew this school was looking for someone with a specific skillset.
The community strongly expressed two essential criteria: “Does he have a background in gifted
education, and does he know about gifted kids?” (Interview 1). Rovest was aware of the value he
would be bringing to the role of principal, extensive teaching and leadership experience in gifted
education. He knew firsthand the unique needs of a unique school. He felt the community’s
unequivocal welcome was because his specialized knowledge and experience were “very
important to the community, and to the stakeholders” (Interview 1).
Rovest also understood the importance of fit within an organization. He was entering an
environment where the concept of fit wasn’t always considered when assigning administrators to
lead the school for gifted education. Prior to his arrival, Twin Ridge experienced a succession of
principals and assistant principals who were placed at the school with “no gifted experience
whatsoever” (Interview 1). Mr. Rovest observed that this had created an environment observably
“180 degrees from what the school had been about originally” (Interview 1). Rovest believed
placing those “who just didn’t have the background” (Interview 2) in gifted education at Twin
Ridge was “a terrible mismatch” (Interview 3).
Before he stepped into his role as principal in 1988, Galen Rovest studied the history and
the progression of Twin Ridge, so he arrived well versed in its story. Knowing and respecting an
organization’s history and his predecessors was something he felt “any principal should do”
(Interview 2). He believed that the combination of having knowledge and experience in gifted
education, together with his knowledge and respect for the school’s story, gave him “the benefit
of the doubt” before he “walked in the door” (Interview 1).
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Motivation
Mr. Rovest described often modeling behaviors he was seeking from others. During
faculty meetings, incorporated in forum messages, or through spontaneous conversations on
campus, Rovest found ways to communicate the message to staff and students, “You’re part of
something bigger than you” (Interview 1). He wanted people motivated to draw out the best of
what every individual had to give, and he wanted “people who were excited about something” to
be characteristic of what went on at Twin Ridge school (Interview 3).
Galen Rovest understood that rewards and benefits were subjective, personal, and hardearned over time. When Twin Ridge began placing in national rankings, he used that recognition
and resulting attention. In some cases, he was able to expand opportunities at the school (e.g., an
extensive Advanced Placement program); in other cases, he was able to “underline the school’s
other accomplishments” (Interview 3). It was important to Mr. Rovest that Twin Ridge be
understood and valued as more than academic achievement.
Capacity Building
Galen Rovest made it a practice to study his team – the teachers and staff. He knew he
needed their talent and support, so “building successful relationships” (Interview 1) with the
Twin Ridge faculty and staff was essential. He met with each faculty and staff member, “Talked
to a lot of people, and invited them in” (Interview 1) with the intent of establishing an
environment where faculty and staff felt valued and respected. The time he invested in these
meetings afforded him the opportunity to ascertain special skills, talents, and passions in his
team. He felt he had a talent for “finding and nurturing talent” (Interview 5), creating “rock
stars” (Interview 3) who were encouraged to pursue an area of interest that yielded benefits for
students and the school. Mr. Rovest inspired others to do the work of creating and growing a
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running club, a campus garden, and a Chinese Language program (Interview 1) by encouraging,
supporting, and then “getting out of people’s way” (Interview 3).
Empowerment
A point of pride for Mr. Rovest was his mentorship of future leaders. Embedded
throughout his leadership of Twin Ridge, Rovest worked at preparing assistant principals to
become principals. He took every opportunity to train and influence future principals to
understand the responsibility of leadership by engaging them in building the policies, procedures,
values, and traditions that became Twin Ridge. Rovest thought of this mentorship as his legacy
to the district. He said, “You always hope there is a legacy you leave, you hope that you modeled
some of that” (Interview 5).
Promotion of Diversity
Mr. Rovest noted that Twin Ridge’s population was marked by an “underrepresentation
of certain groups” (Interview 2). In his previous experience, he had worked in a district that “had
criteria representing the underrepresentation of certain groups – it was very, very progressive”
(Interview 2). He added, “And then…Twin Ridge, which, on the one hand was not very
progressive, but on the other hand, it was the only one, and it was amazing” (Interview 2).
Having lived and worked in other districts and states, the principal acknowledged that racial
diversity was not a defining characteristic of Twin Ridge. He said he was aware of the sentiment
that Twin Ridge served a wealthy and privileged populace and knew that “people were probably
saying it…but it wasn’t to me directly” (Interview 4).
Chapter Summary
Analysis of the transcripts from five in-depth interviews with Galen Rovest tells a story
of a principal’s leadership and a school’s growth over 25 years. That leadership was powered by
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an intimate knowledge of and experience with gifted education, translating into a passion for and
a commitment to bringing gifted education to students in a unique school. Three primary
leadership drivers (see Figure 4) underlie the Twin Ridge and Mr. Rovest story: grow the school,
justify the school, and showcase the school.
Grow the School
Managing Enrollment. Rovest did not set out intending to increase enrollment at Twin
Ridge; the school’s enrollment growth was already in progress by the time Rovest arrived. The
rapidly increasing enrollment affected “every aspect of the school’s operations” (Interview 1).
Figure 4
Leadership Drivers

Grow the School

•Managing enrollment
•Nurturing talent
•Empowering leadership

Justify the School

•Changing the narrative of gifted education
•Advocating for Twin Ridge

Showcase the School

•Telling the story beyond test scores and national ranking

How to manage the increasing enrollment became the principal’s primary focus. The school was
better able to accommodate the constant influx of students on the new, permanent campus;
however, each year the school continued “adding portable after portable” (Interview 1).
Additional teachers were hired, but because of classroom limitations, many were required to
float in and out of classrooms in order to meet the instructional needs of students.
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Mr. Rovest hypothesized that Twin Ridge’s burgeoning enrollment impacted the
proliferation of gifted programs in schools throughout the district, at all levels – elementary,
middle, and high school. An advocate for gifted education, Rovest encouraged and supported the
efforts of other schools to establish gifted programs of their own. Once the only gifted education
option in town, Twin Ridge was now forced to “up their game” because “other schools were now
waiting in the wings.” More restrictive admissions criteria raised “tough” conversations around
population demographics at Twin Ridge. Mr. Rovest was aware of the sentiment that Twin Ridge
served a wealthy and privileged populace: “People were probably saying it…but it wasn’t to me
directly.”
Nurturing Talent. Increased student enrollment was directly connected to the need to
increase staffing. Mr. Rovest held strong conviction that people and organizations had to have
the right fit with one another, and he needed the right teachers at Twin Ridge. The principal was
genuinely surprised, however, that it wasn’t always easy finding teachers interested in working at
Twin Ridge. There was the perception that working with gifted kids, and their parents, was hard.
He recognized that gifted education teachers needed a certain skillset and had to be
“comfortable” with kids who may be smarter than the teacher and with assertive parents who
wanted the best for their kids.
Mr. Rovest paid close attention to the talents of staff members, knowing that he could
leverage those talents in ways that were mutually beneficial to them and to students. Rovest felt
that his own talent was finding and nurturing talent. When he discovered talent in others, he
engaged that talent and then “got out of people’s way.” Mr. Rovest respected the work of
teachers and looked for ways to celebrate the positive contributions teachers made. Noting that
his leadership “style” encouraged others to give their best, he trusted teachers were doing their
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jobs, and he didn’t go looking for faults. As an advocate of participatory governance, Mr. Rovest
heard that teachers appreciated the “freedom and ability” to help make decisions in matters that
were important to them.
Empowering Leadership. Mr. Rovest’s 25 years at the helm of Twin Ridge afforded
him abundant opportunities to grow leaders – empowering future principals prepared to shape
their own qualitatively different learning environments throughout the district. He envisioned
growing a tradition of leadership that included a commitment to consistently pursue excellence
and perpetuate the importance of social responsibility in schools throughout the district.
Future principals learned from Galen Rovest—the philosophies, the mindset—that
Rovest used to focus the legacy of Twin Ridge. The principal’s principles were shared openly
with aspiring administrators that Rovest mentored. In the district assistant principals completed
several rotations through schools, serving under several principals. The AP’s would often
complete their last rotation with Mr. Rovest before moving on to lead their own schools. He took
care to ensure they knew it was important to “be aware of the history and show respect” to the
school, the people, and the past; to balance humility with confidence when making decisions;
and to lead with a vision – “something bigger than yourself” – that is personally modeled. Mr.
Rovest ensured that each future principal understood that the relationship a principal has with
teachers should be marked by “trust and mutual respect and appreciation.”
Justify the School
Changing the Narrative of Gifted Education. Galen Rovest knew gifted education; he
also knew the criticism and the scrutiny that accompanies gifted education. As principal of the
only school of its kind, Rovest worked to get ahead of the criticism and change the narrative of
gifted education and students who are gifted. In conversations with principal peers and teachers,
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Rovest would redirect the stereotypes of “crazy kids” and “assertive, aggressive parents” to kids
with special talents and unique needs in a learning environment and parents “just like you” in
wanting the best for their kids.
Gifted kids were a population that was different, a special population with unique
characteristics and specialized needs. Gifted kids required a different kind of place, a different
kind of school operation, a different kind of curriculum and instruction, and a different kind of
leadership. Mr. Rovest’s passion for exceptions was based on his deep belief that all the usual
operations of a school from textbook adoption to teacher development, curriculum, instruction,
and testing “always had to be different for us.”
Advocating for Twin Ridge. Whether the audience was community, school district, or
state board of education, Mr. Rovest was clear, consistent, and constant in his message when
questions were raised over the years as to why there was a need for a school like Twin Ridge.
Twin Ridge was a “qualitatively different” learning environment for a qualitatively different
population of students. A self-contained public school for gifted education was that place where
gifted kids could be themselves and thrive.
Mr. Rovest emphasized the importance of maintaining a constant awareness of the
school’s history, the battles they fought, the challenges they overcame. He noted that “other
principals in the district don’t have to worry about that,” and other principals agreed with him.
When the district was planning to introduce gifted options at other schools, Mr. Rovest knew he
had to be part of the decision-making to continue emphasizing what Twin Ridge provided that
was still different from what students might get at another school offering a gifted “option.”
Showcase the School
The mission statement of Twin Ridge School at the time of Mr. Rovest’s tenure
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emphasized “a qualitatively different learning environment…a tradition of excellence and social
responsibility.” A hallmark of Twin Ridge was its commitment and engagement with the Twin
Ridge community and the broader community through a collective passion for community
service. The annual schoolwide community service projects demonstrated the core value of
sharing gifts and giving back to the community.
While Galen Rovest was fully aware and proud of the school’s national rankings, he used
the school’s reputation and the national spotlight to showcase the school’s mission and core
values and to tell stories about the accomplishments of Twin Ridge students beyond high scores
on national tests. Mr. Rovest took every opportunity to highlight ways through which the school
embraced social responsibility and commitment to community service.
Twin Ridge started small in 1969 with 128 students. It embodied the character of a small,
intimate circle-of-friends that celebrated and nurtured difference. Over his 25 years as principal
of Twin Ridge, Mr. Rovest was driven to grow the school, justify the school, and showcase the
school without sacrificing the culture that sustained the intimate relationships, the tradition of
excellence, the social responsibility, and the “qualitatively different learning environment” that
was Twin Ridge.
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CHAPTER SIX:
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND REFLECTIONS

I conducted this qualitative study to gain insight into the role of a long-term principal in
in shaping the culture of a school for gifted education. I conducted a qualitative study framed by
narrative inquiry and life history perspectives. Through a series of in-depth interviews with Mr.
Rovest, the principal, I heard and gained insight into his personal perspectives, memories, and
intentions—his stories of leadership and the growth of Twin Ridge School. Even though I knew
him and worked with him years ago, analyzing and interpreting his stories through a coding
framework, guided by Bolman and Deal’s (2017) four frames of organizational analysis,
illuminated a context behind the scenes and a rationale behind the passion.
In this chapter, I first discuss the findings of the study in relation to the review of relevant
literature. Then, I suggest implications for further research. Finally, I offer my closing reflections
on what I learned as a professional working in a school for gifted education and what I learned
about leadership and school culture from this principal of a school for gifted education.
Discussion of Findings in Relation to Relevant Literature
The review of relevant literature addressed three areas related to the purpose of the study:
(1) gifted education, (2) school culture, and (3) leadership and culture. These areas will be
discussed in relation to the findings of the study, beginning with the concept of school culture.
School Culture
The term culture is used in multiple fields (e.g., anthropology, sociology, psychology)
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with some commonality in features. Culture is something that may be “invisible” and
“unspoken,” but it defines self-perception (Stolp & Smith, 1995) and “is about personal identity
and community membership” (Darnell, 1997, p. 53). It is described more so than defined, and it
“comes alive in concrete descriptions” (Stolp & Smith, 1995).
These general tenets informed the concept of organizational culture which Schein (2010)
described as “a pattern of basic assumptions” that has “worked well enough to be considered
valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel”
in an organization (Schein, 1985, p. 9). The concept of school culture was influenced by the
literature on organizational culture. Waller (1932) asserted, “Schools have a culture of their
own” (p. 96). A school’s culture is “a complex pattern of norms, attitudes, beliefs, behaviors,
values, ceremonies, traditions, and myths that are deeply ingrained in the very core of the
organization” (Barth, 2002, p. 7).
Mr. Rovest’s personal perspectives and leadership stories provide a conduit for getting to
the “very core” of Twin Ridge. At the “very core” Twin Ridge School is a school that
understands and provides what Mr. Rovest called a “qualitatively different learning
environment.” It is a school that understands and serves the nature and needs of students who are
gifted.
Bolman and Deal (2017) asserted, “Symbols are basic elements of culture” (p. 240). Mr.
Rovest was adamant about students knowing they were Twin Ridge students. A “tradition of
excellence” and a deep commitment to “social responsibility” were constant and consistent
messages in the school and about the school. It was important that students embraced these ways
of life as part of their self-perception, their identity. They were members of a community gifted
with many talents, and of those who have received many gifts, "much was expected."
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Mr. Rovest’s symbolic mantras embodied three core values: (1) Sharing Gifts; (2) Seeing
Further; and (3) Going 212. Every Twin Ridge student had an individual social responsibility to
“share their gifts” and talents with the community and the world. The community service
projects were school-wide. What initially started out as the principal’s choice evolved into
determining needs through a collaborative decision-making process. A consistent communication
was how important it was to recognize that we can see further if we “stand on the shoulders of
giants.” The tradition of excellence in the school was not a single effort but a collective and
constant drive for upward momentum. An indication for Mr. Rovest that such symbolic
messages were part of the school culture, its collective mindset, was the power of ‘Going 212.’
The mantra became a shared cultural message. Only those within the Twin Ridge community
understood the story behind the phrase; it became a ‘sign’ of greeting, of encouragement, of
induction into the community.
Stories told within and outside of Twin Ridge spoke of its perseverance and unwavering
focus on its vision. Humble beginnings as Camp Twin Ridge, a conglomerate of 67 portables in
an elementary school parking lot, accented a tenuous position as a “Gifted Experiment.” Its new
permanent campus was a coup, a unanimous approval from the School Board to construct a stateof-the-art campus. It became a “Well-Oiled Machine” that thrived despite challenges that
threatened its existence. Ultimately, the experiment became a nationally ranked point of pride for
the community and the district.
Rituals like the annual distribution of the Twin Ridge Agenda books and personal
greetings and good-byes from the principal each day – rain or shine – contributed to the Twin
Ridge way. The tradition of walking across the grand stage of the performing arts center, hearing
the principal speak on behalf of each student - their accomplishments, personal sentiments of
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gratitude, and plans for college attendance - was a highly anticipated event, filled with
acknowledgments of students’ demonstrations of what it meant to be a product of this
“qualitatively different learning environment.”
Gifted Education
U.S. imperatives regarding gifted education can be reckoned back to a national sense of
urgency felt in October of 1957, when the Soviet Union successfully launched the first artificial
satellite into space. In response, the U.S. authorized the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) of 1958, which set the national interest for advanced curricular programming in motion.
With minimal guidance from the federal government, states assumed the responsibility for
identifying giftedness, and for operating gifted programs using the only real substantive
guideline from the 1970 amendment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
The amendment defined gifted and talented children as those “who have outstanding intellectual
ability or creative talent, the development of which requires special activities or services not
ordinarily provided by local educational agencies" (from the 1970 amendment of Pub. L. 91-230,
Elementary and Secondary Education Assistance Programs, Extension In Title V, SEC. 162.(1)).
Rovest was brought on board at Twin Ridge during a time when gifted education was still
mysterious and widely misunderstood by local leaders in government and education. It was also
a time marked by significant administrator turnover at the school in the two years prior to his
hiring. The school community was ready to welcome a leader with the ability to lead a school,
populated by a student body unfamiliar to most administrators, growing at an alarming pace, and
accompanied by an active, hands-on parent-body. Rovest possessed knowledge, experience, and
skills in gifted education, and he had leadership experience at state and district levels. In essence,
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Rovest was one of a kind. His credentials bolstered his credibility as an authority, an “expert,”
before he “walked in the door.”
Rovest leveraged that credibility to “recalibrate” the school because it operated as if “it
was still 200 or 300 kids.” Multiple structural changes were put into place to set up schedules,
rules, expectations, procedures, planning processes, communication lines to support a
“qualitatively different learning environment.” It was equally essential that faculty and staff had
the knowledge and skills needed to work with students who are gifted. He needed teachers with
the right ‘fit,’ with a certain skillset and attitude, “comfortable with the kids…kids who may be
smarter than you.”
Rovest also recognized the parent body as a potential resource that came with their own
specialized needs. He worked to change the narrative amongst the teachers of Twin Ridge, many
of whom expressed fear and apprehension when dealing with the parents. Essentially, he
explained, “They want the best for their kids, same as you, same as me.” He introduced ‘Teacher
Requests’ to include the parent voice in the student placement process. He initiated events like
the Parent Coffees, tailored specifically to parent interests and offering opportunity to build
mutually beneficial relationships.
Part marketing, part public relations, and part politics, Rovest established personal
relationships with community stakeholders who had the ability to affect his school—the
“powerbrokers” as he called them. These relationships enabled regular conversations about the
value the school brought to the community and the district, but also consistent opportunity to
educate the general population about what makes Twin Ridge different. Students identified as
gifted presented special situations and special needs that required special services, not
“ordinarily provided” by local schools. Mr. Rovest was unyielding in his advocacy for gifted
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education and students who were gifted, and to serve them well, Rovest would “always ask for
exceptions.”
Leadership and Culture
Schein (2010) wrote “leadership and culture are “fundamentally intertwined” and called
leaders “the main architects of culture” (p. xi). Additionally, Schein (2010) viewed culture as the
product of the leader’s interactions with the group, that was “created, embedded, evolved, and
ultimately manipulated by leaders” (p. 3). For an organization’s culture to evolve, the leader
must clearly communicate the vision for the desired culture to group members, who then must
embrace, internalize, and then express the instilled values “of concern for others, personal and
group success, and continuous improvement” (Stolp & Smith, 1995, p. vii; George, Sleeth, and
Siders, 1999, p.557). When approached with intentionality, culture is “the result of what a
founder or leader has imposed on a group” (Schein, 2010, p. 3).
In educational renderings of culture and leadership, the role of the principal dually
functions as the school’s leader as well as the school’s culture leader (Sergiovanni, 1995). Stolp
and Smith (1995) considered the school leader to be essential in shaping school culture and
observed that “the most important ability of today’s school leader is to be a culture builder” (p.
vii). Sergiovanni (1995) added that “Cultural life in schools is constructed reality, and school
principals can play a key role in building this reality” (p. 89).
Deal and Peterson (2009) described a paradox in the principalship. Leadership is
“intertwined with management in an intricate knot…interwoven with strands of managing
people, time, and instruction in unison with infusing a school with passion, purpose, and
meaning” (p. 220). The role of the principal is a complex role: leader, manager, “architect,”
communicator, “culture builder,” “culture leader.” The story of Twin Ridge and its 25-year
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principal illustrates this complexity, and the three primary leadership drivers (see Figure 4)
provide some insight into the “interwoven strands” of management and leadership.
Rovest was forced to contend with the non-stop influx of students, and he turned his
efforts toward “recalibrating” the school and its operations, as well as enrollment management.
He needed to ensure that he had the infrastructure in place and that he had enough staff to teach
the classes. A firm believer that people and organizations had to have the right fit with each
other, he needed the right teachers. It was not always easy, however, finding teachers interested
in working at Twin Ridge. Not everyone had the skillset and confidence to work with “students
who may be smarter,” or the thick skin to work with assertive parents who wanted the best for
their kids. When Mr. Rovest found the right fit, he engaged and nurtured that talent and then “got
out of people’s way.”
Galen Rovest worked to get ahead of the criticism pertaining to the need for a school like
Twin Ridge and the perceived problems with students identified as gifted and their parents.
Tirelessly, he worked to change the narratives of gifted education and students who are gifted,
redirecting the stereotypes of “weird kids” and “assertive, aggressive parents” to students with
special talents and parents who only want the best for their kids “just like you, just like me.”
Perhaps the most arduous part of “constantly justifying” the need for a school for gifted
education was they constant and consistent communication that Twin Ridge was different,
populated by students with different learning needs, often requiring a different approach and
different rules. Twin Ridge was a “qualitatively different” learning environment for a
qualitatively different population of students.
The national rankings earned through academic metrics illuminated Twin Ridge in a
spotlight of fame and notoriety. While Galen Rovest understood the importance of national
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ranking, he used public acknowledgment of the school’s academic achievement as opportunity to
showcase the school’s non-test-related achievements. He never missed an opportunity to
highlight the school’s mission and core values demonstrated in a “tradition of excellence” and
commitment to social responsibility and community service. It was important that Twin Ridge
students, their parents, the staff, the community, the district, and the state knew that Twin Ridge
was a learning environment that was far more than its test scores.
Unaddressed Tensions
Two perspectives from the literature provide opportunity for additional thought. George,
Sleeth, and Siders (1999) observed that an organization’s culture ‘evolves’ when members of the
organization ‘embrace, internalize, and express’ the vision. Consistent and constant use of
language to capture core values (e.g., Mr. Rovest’s mantras) and stories to carry the narrative of
a school or organization are ways through which organizational members ‘learn’ what is
important in the organization. Common core language and frequently told stories provide a way
for organizational members to express the culture, both within and outside of the organization.
Schein (2010) described leaders as cultural architects who “impose” a culture on a group
and “manipulate it.” Rovest was intentional in his consistent and constant use of key public
messages carrying core values, symbolic mantras, and relationships with power brokers to
advocate for his vision of Twin Ridge. He also used the school’s vision of “qualitative
difference” as a basis for multiple requests for exception from district requirements and
practices.
The tension between inspiring and imposing, or manipulating is a regular tension that Mr.
Rovest faced as a leader, and that other leaders may also face. Perhaps there is a fine line of
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difference between inspiring an organization to evolve with a leader in pursuing a vision and
manipulating an organization to follow a leader’s vision for an organization.
There are also certain tensions that exist within the context of gifted education. The first
tension pertains to the idea that ‘gifted’ is a value-laden construct. The perceived value attached
to the gifted label can stir controversy, particularly during conversations of equity and access to
services accessible only to those who meet pre-determined criteria. Intelligence tests serve as the
gatekeepers in the model where the IQ score, required for entry into gifted education programs in
the United States, determines whether the gifted label can be applied.
The second tension is addressed by Preckel et al. (2015), who noted the differences in
how the concepts of intelligence and giftedness can be perceived. The authors attributed the
respective positive and negative associations of each to what Dai (2009) referred to as “remnants
of social elitism” (p. 43). Dai (2009) further noted that, historically, children identified as gifted
were often represented as “a socially privileged class of children, thus perpetuating the
preexisting social inequality” (p. 43).
Mr. Rovest spent his entire career in gifted education, and he was aware of the tensions
surrounding gifted education. He was also aware of the public sentiment that Twin Ridge served
a wealthy, privileged populace. Rovest stated, “I never had statements or accusations of social
inequality directed at me personally,” but he does not deny the existence of this perception of
gifted education as a whole, and of students who are gifted in particular.
He recalled having some “tough conversations” over the years regarding the homogenous
population demographic, and he acknowledged that the county, and state as a whole, was “not
very progressive” when it came to equitable delivery of gifted education services. Mr. Rovest felt
that “it was important in our message, hearing over and over again, about giving back.” He felt
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that his best response to the ‘privileged’ stereotype was action by students, demonstrating social
responsibility and community service.
Implications for Further Research
This study explored the ways a long-term principal interacted with and impacted the
culture of a school for gifted education. This school is unique, in that it possesses a set of
distinguishing qualities, that are rare by most standards. Whether a school like Twin Ridge
would obtain approval in today’s educational landscape to operate independently as a publicly
funded, full-time, self-contained school for gifted education, poses an interesting question. To
remain competitive, many schools have opted to increase their own programming to include
gifted options. The following scenarios raise questions that might be explored in further research
in relation to issues raised in this study.
Impact of Increased Gifted Options
When NCLB legislation instituted incentives (or consequences) for schools to strive for
high assessment outcomes, principals from other schools began to worry as they continued to
lose their high-scoring gifted students to Twin Ridge. Conversations at the district ensued, as
principals angled to keep the scores of their districted students, even though they were enrolled at
Twin Ridge. While that never transpired, the district supported principals’ efforts to establish
gifted/advanced options at their own schools. While the goal may have been simply to keep the
students, and keep the scores, this move had the potential to bring gifted opportunities to a
greater population of students, particularly populations previously underrepresented in gifted
education. Several questions arise that could lead to additional research:
1. How has the addition of gifted/advanced options in district schools changed the
demographics of student participation in these options?
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2. How has the incorporation of gifted/advanced options impacted school test score
distributions?
3. To what extent are the gifted/advanced options reflective of characteristics of gifted
education learning environments?
4. To what extent have teachers been prepared to teach in these gifted/advanced
options?
Role of Leadership Longevity in Specialized Schools
Does leadership longevity play a role in schools with specialized curricula, such as a
school for gifted education? Twin Ridge, for example, is in a school district known for regularly
shifting administrators from school to school. It is rare for an administrator to be assigned to any
one school for more than five years, which is why it was unusual that Mr. Rovest was allowed to
remain at Twin Ridge for an unprecedented 25 years. In schools that provide specialized
curricula, what is the relationship, if any, between the length school administrators’ tenure in a
school and student success? What can we learn from other leaders who have been in
administrator roles regarding length of administrators’ tenure in a school and curriculum and
instructional continuity and stability of parent and community relationships?
State Context
Mr. Rovest noted that gifted education in this state was not as ‘progressive’ as in other
states where he served in teaching and/or leadership positions. How does state policy regarding
gifted education influence the delivery of gifted education programs and services in school
districts? How does state policy influence district decision making and school principal decision
making regarding gifted education? In what ways, if any, does state policy limit opportunities for
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gifted/advanced options in schools? How do states in the US differ in regard to these questions?
How might other countries differ from the US in regard to these questions?
Mythology Surrounding Parents of Gifted Students
Mr. Rovest spends considerable time talking about negative stereotypes associated with
the parents of students who are gifted, and the extent to which he worked with teachers to change
the narrative. In some cases, stories told about parents of gifted students were mythical,
exaggerating characteristics and features and inspiring fear. What stories do teachers and
principals tell about parents of gifted students? What is that mythology that underlies the stories?
How do these myths influence the ways teachers and principals interact with gifted students and
their parents? How do parents of gifted students think about and talk about themselves and their
gifted children? How do they talk about the teachers and principals who work with their gifted
children? What are implications for building mutually beneficial relationships with parents of
gifted students?
Preparation of Principals for Specialized Schools
Throughout our interview conversations, Mr. Rovest would occasionally pause to say,
“They don’t teach you that in principal school.” The concept of “fit” put forth by Bolman and
Deal (2017), and applied in practice by Mr. Rovest, suggests that individuals and organizations
work well together when they are a good match. Rovest shared examples of administrators that
were not the right “fit” for Twin Ridge. There is value in knowing how to prepare aspiring
principals to lead schools for gifted education. Rovest was consistent in his view that it takes
someone with a different skillset and knowledge base to be principal in a school for a special
population; however, states continue to move aspiring principals through generalized leadership
programs. How do states in the US differentiate the preparation of school principals for schools
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that serve a special population? What differentiated preparation may be needed for principals of
magnet or academy schools? How do we prepare these principals to handle potentially volatile
tensions that may come from stereotypes associated with these special populations?
Deeply Personal Research
While qualitative research recognizes the potential subjectivity of the research method,
there are precautions that we take to mitigate, as much as possible, researcher bias. After
conducting this study, I think we need more studies like this and more research into what
happens in the researcher-participant relationship when the focus of the research is deeply
personal for both. To have meaningful and honest conversations in this context, both the
researcher and the participant must be willing to be vulnerable to opening a window for
exploration and insight that has not been opened before. How do we do this? What factors
contribute to creating that space of shared vulnerability? What are the rules of engagement, so to
speak, so that both parties can be authentic and yet trust that the write up of a study’s findings
will unveil, yet protect, that unique researcher-participant relationship?
Closing Reflections
I have been a teacher in the public school system for 15 years, all of which have been
situated in gifted education. I have taught in gifted classrooms at the elementary, middle, and
high school levels, and when the opening at Twin Ridge became available thirteen years ago, I
couldn’t apply quickly enough.
I have reflected much on the many observations I have amassed throughout my years
immersed in gifted education. In one of our conversations, Mr. Rovest said he felt there were
advantages to working with students over an extended time. In fact, this has been one of the
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more interesting aspects of working in this school for gifted education; as teachers we are able to
witness students evolve from young children to young adults.
Much that I have read, written, and spoken about in this study has been illustrative of the
“differences” that embody, even define, gifted education. My first inclination was to confirm
this: Gifted education is different. There is something different about students who are gifted.
While I wholeheartedly believe this, it is important to note, that I may not be fully equipped to
make a formal comparison because I have known no other educational setting. Much of what I
know first-hand, as a professional working in a school for gifted education, however, is akin to
what I included here in the pages of this study. I have witnessed student traits and behaviors and
engaged with students possessing characteristics that were illustrated in Table 1.
I have watched in awe as a classroom of eighth graders prepared to receive feedback on a
writing assessment, with calculators at the ready to compute the imminent impact on their overall
grades. I have supervised multi-age teams of high school students who collected, assembled, and
with parent assistance, delivered hundreds of backpacks each week, filled with non-perishable
food items for students in need at local schools. I have had the privilege of working with
hundreds of high school seniors, easing them through the transition process from the school they
have known for eleven years to their colleges. I have known students with phenomenal academic
abilities and debilitating perfectionism. I have watched students soar, awash in their successes,
and I have watched students succumb to devastating disappointments. These are the experiences
of educators who work with students. My students happened to be gifted.
My memories of my own experiences have a vibrancy about them. I can attest that my
work with gifted students has not been easy, but it has been utterly fulfilling. I would tell my
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students often that we were a team and that in our time together, we would learn from each other.
This study afforded me the opportunity to learn from someone I knew but did not fully know.
I introduced this study by sharing my own personal connection with the school and the
participant. I knew Mr. Rovest first as my principal; he was just entering his last five years when
I began teaching at Twin Ridge, years away from starting my doctoral work. While I wasn’t a
part of the school’s faculty for Mr. Rovest’s first 20 years, I was able to situate his stories into
the context of the school setting that I know, which allowed to me visualize many events he
described. I spent a lot of time looking at yearbooks that spanned Mr. Rovest’s tenure, as well as
the life of Twin Ridge school, including photographs of the “old campus” that we affectionately
refer to as “the camp” or “Camp Twin Ridge.”
I did not know my boss, Mr. Rovest, the principal, the way I now know Galen Rovest. In
the countless hours I have spent pouring over his words, reading, and re-reading transcripts,
spreadsheets, and narratives, and then writing, re-writing, and assembling his stories, I have
come to know Galen Rovest, the leader. It must be said that what I know today about Galen
Rovest, the leader, I know because he allowed me to see Twin Ridge from his vantage point.
Our interviews were cordial, conversational, and mutually respectful. Our interviews
were also, at times, a bit challenging. I admire what Mr. Rovest created at Twin Ridge; there was
clearly something special about this person, this school, the times through which he led the
school. I also acknowledge that I felt he held back upon occasion. For example, despite his
awareness of “social inequality” and “tough conversations” in the district about student
demographics, any probing by me for more conversation around these topics was redirected by
Mr. Rovest. His response as principal was to change the narrative of the ‘privileged’ stereotype
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of gifted students by focusing on actions by students that demonstrated social responsibility and
community service.
I was also a bit surprised on occasion by the story behind the story. As a teacher during
Mr. Rovest’s last five years at Twin Ridge, I saw his passion, his intentionality, his
predictability, his clear commitment to sustaining the unique culture of Twin Ridge. I did not see
the complexity behind his leadership. For example, I was surprised when Mr. Rovest said that he
was “a pretty political guy.” From his perspective it was important that the principal of Twin
Ridge knew “who the power-brokers were” and that they were “well-informed.” It was also
important that he aligned with the high school principals, as they were the ‘big dogs’ that would
push back when they disagreed with district administration. Mr. Rovest also “made sure” that
executive leadership and the superintendent knew the accomplishments of Twin Ridge. If district
leadership recognized Twin Ridge as “a resource and a valuable asset,” Mr. Rovest would be
sure the school population supported district leadership.
When Mr. Rovest said that a school like Twin Ridge could “never form” today, he
predicted that “politically” many things would be going against that—"the demographics of the
school, testing pressure on schools, perceived elitism, no sports! There’s just so much that could
never, ever happen again.” Today, Twin Ridge is no longer the only option for gifted education
services in the district. There are options at nearly every elementary and middle school for
students to participate in gifted programming tracks, as well as advanced work classes. Each high
school in the district offers programming for accelerated courses which can lead to college
credit. Twin Ridge, however, is still Twin Ridge; it remains the only school in the district
dedicated exclusively to gifted education at the elementary, middle, and high school levels.
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For 25 years Galen Rovest carried Twin Ridge School for gifted education on his
shoulders, leading with vision, passion, commitment, and unwavering belief that the gifts and
talents of the students he served must be used wisely and generously in the service of others. I
have a deeper understanding of the story of Twin Ridge, the school, and a deeper respect for the
complexity of its leader. This affords the perfect segue to one of Mr. Rovest’s favorite mantras:
If I have seen further, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants (Isaac Newton, 1675).
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Appendix A: IRB Exempt Determination, continued
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Appendix B: Interview Questions
Interview 1: 1988 to 1993
1. Tell me what brought you to Twin Ridge. What were you anticipating stepping into this
new role as principal? What would you say were your key achievements in your first
year?
2. What was your second year like? What were the changes occurred in year two?
3. What was it like sharing the campus with a fully established school?
4. How was leading at this school different than leading in other schools?
5. What tensions toward the school/gifted education do you recall noticing or experiencing
during this time period?
6. What else would you like to share about this period of time?
Interview 2: 1993 to 1998
1. How do you remember the overall mood, sentiment of students and staff as you all
prepared to move to the new campus? How were you feeling?
2. What would you say this new campus represented for the school, the students, you?
3. Yearbooks started to look less like a memory book/scrapbook and more like a
professional product. How might this translate to a larger effort overall to bring a more
modern, professional look/feel to the school?
4. What is the connection between the move toward “population decrease” and “higher
admissions standards” with the move toward Advanced Placement coursework for the
high school?
5. This annual speaks to some changes in overall expectations of students. What was your
future vision for the future of this school amid these changes?
6. How would you describe the culture of the school at this point in 1998? What were the
things you felt directly contributed to that culture?
7. If you had to do this all over again, what would keep the same, and what would do
differently?
8. What else would you like to share about this period of time?
Interview 3: 1998 to 2003
1. What can you tell me about the growth that has taken shape over the past ten years under
your leadership?
2. What goals would you say you had realized by this time in your leadership?
3. What is in store for this school in this new century? What is taking shape on the horizon
amid the move toward “excellence” while keeping with “traditions?”
4. What were some of the challenges you faced during this time of what could be
considered dramatic transition?
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Appendix B: Interview Questions, continued
5. There are noticeable “upgrades” in nearly every area. Can you tell me about how you
managed the growth of this school (achievement facility, programs, “family”) while
contending the desire to stick to the “old ways.”
6. How would you describe the culture of the school at this point in time, in 2003?
7. What else would you like to share about this period of time?
Interview 4: 2003 to 2008
1.
2.
3.

What were the benefits of growing the school for gifted education?
What was the risk in growing the school?
When did the school shift from a place for the underdog, or powerless and needy to a
place for the powerful?
4. What do you think contributed to this reputation of privilege and wealth?
5. How would you describe the culture of the school at this point in time, 2008?
6. What else would you like to share about this period of time?
Interview 5: 2008 to 2013
1. What can you tell me about this “county experiment” that matured into a legitimate,
nationally recognized institution during your time at the helm?
2. What were some of your favorites and why: Moments? Initiatives? Changes? Evolutions?
3. What was one thing you might have done differently? What might you not have done at
all?
4. What is one moment, initiative, change, or evolution about which you are most proud?
5. What do you miss?
6. What else would you like to share about this period of time?
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Appendix C: Examples of Coding Matrix Entries

Interview

Page

Page Location

Exemplar from Narrative

Coding Label

He was a very good principal. But just a
very bad match…with no gifted
experience whatsoever – he was
disciplinarian.

1

3

4

8

3

5

They had placed a principal and assistant
principal at the school that were very
poor matches – 180 degrees – from what
the school had been about, from what
the philosophy had been about, so that’s
what I was walking into.
And so the primary thing people were
interested in as I was coming in was,
“Does he have a background in gifted
education, and does he know about
gifted kids?”
I was thinking about it too, this
week…What made that happen? What
made us dramatically improve our game,
so to speak…? I think it was just a
confluence of a bunch of different
factors. Just by physically moving to a
new, fancy, state-of-the-art campus, it
kind of got [out of] the old ‘Camp Twin
Ridge’ mindset…and it was never really
talked about consciously…it just like
“Wow – look what we’ve got!”
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Fit

Researcher
Notes

Speaking about
administrators
at TR prior to
him. Aware of
where the
emphasis on
knowledge and
experience in
gifted
education came
from.
How did he
leverage this?

Vision

Was this
campus, and all
that had
transpired up
to this point,
the fruition of
his Vision?
What we’ve got
– think he’s
talking about
more than the
building here.
Need to clarify.
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